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Diurnal 'Variation of Stratospheric
Chlorine Monoxide: A Critical Test of

Chlorine Chemistry in the Ozone Layer

Abstract. This article reports measurements ofthe column 'density ofstratospheric
chlorine monoxide and presents a complete diurnal record of its variation (with 2
hour resolution) obtained from'ground-based observations of a millimeter-wave
spectral- line at 278 gigahertz.: Observations were carried .out during' October and
December1982from Maund Kea, Hawaii. The results reported here indicate that the
mixing ratio and column density ofchlorine monoxide above 30 kilometers during the
daytime are- 20 percent lower than model predictions based on 2.1 parts per billion
of'total stratospheric: chlorine. The observed day-to-night variation of chlorine

'monoxide isi however, in good agreement with recentmodel predictions, confirms
the existence ofa nighttime reservoir for chlorine, and verifies the predicted general
rate of its storage and retrieval. From this evidence, .it appears that the chlorine
chemistry above 30 kilometers is close to being understood in current stratospheric
models. Models based on this chemistry and measured reaction rates predict a
reduction in the total stratospheric OZOne content in the range of3 to 5 percent in the
final steadystate for an otherwise unperturbed atmosphere, although ihe percentage
decrease in the upper stratosphere is much higher.

Chlorine monoxide (CIa) has for some
years been recognized as a key tracerof
the stratospheric ozone depletion cycle
arising from natural and anthropogenic
injection .of .chlorine-containing corn
pounds, principally halocarbons, into the
atmosphereU, 2). The reactions

a, + CI ..... cia + 0, (1)

and

.cia + a .,... CI + a, (2)

constitute the catalytic cycle by which
chlorine atoms convert ozone, 0 3, to
diatomic a,.

There is a strong diurnal variation ex
pected in the concentration of cia. After
the recombination. of atomic oxygen at
sunset, reaction 2 ceases. At night, cia
is believed to combine in a three-body
reaction with NO, to form chlorine ni
trate,

M
cia + NO, .,...ClONO, (3)

which is thought to be the dominant
reservoir .of chlorine in .the absence. of
sunlight. During daylight hours, free
chlorineis againproduced from this res';'
ervoir by the photolysis of chlorine ni
trate:

CiaNO, -e hv>« CI + NO, (4)

The rate of nighttime removal of cia
via reaction 3 is dependent on the NO,
concentration and the total density, both
of which decrease with altitude above 30
km: thus high-altitude CIa is expected to
last through the night, while CIa at lower
levels (altitude es 35 km) disappears.
Earlier measurements by in situ reso
Dance .ftuorescence (3), infrared .hetero
dyne spectroscopy (4), balloon-borne (5)
and ground-based (6) millimeter-wave
spectroscopy have established the pres
ence; approximate quantity, andvertical
distribution of daytime stratospheric
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cia. A moreicritical test of the full
complex of reactions of stratospheric
chlorine may be Obtained from measure
ments of the diurnal variation of CIa.
Such 'observations avoid the. cornplica
tions-and-uncertainties introduced by
vertical ~and lateral transport and long-

term seasonal trends. Earlier balloon
based millimeter measurements over a
limited portion of the diurnal cycle have
shownadecrease in CIO at sunsetandan
increase after sunrise (5). 111 this article
we present a complete diurnal record of
CIa variation, with a time resolution of 2
hours, acquired by ground-based remote
sensing of millimeter-wave line ernis
sion,

Observations of Emission Lines

The cia molecule has millimeter'
Wave rotational spectral lines spaced ap
proximately every 37 GHz. We have
reported measurement (6) of the line at
204.352 GHz from the J = 11/2.,... 9/2
levels. Our current measurements are
based on the J '= 15/2.,... 13/2 transition
at 278.630 GHz. We use a cryogenically
COoled millimeter-wave heterodyne mix-

er receiver with a noise temperature of
1100 K; approximately 2V, times more
sensitive than our earlier detector (6).
Use of this more sensitive detector, com
bined with an increase by a factor of 2.4
in the theoretical line intensity for the
higher frequency 278-GHz line as com
pared with the 204-GHz line, has led to a
sixfold increase in observational sensi
tivity. For a fixedsignal-to-noise ratio,
the required measurement duration is
reduced by about a factor of 6' or 36,
allowing a relatively high time resolution
to be achieved. The "back-end" spec
trometer consists of a filter bank with
256channels, each with a bandwidth of I
MHz. The measurement technique, cali
bration method, and instrumental config
uration described earlier (6) remain un
changed.

Our observations were carried out at
the summit of Mauna Kea, Hawaii (ele
vation, 4250 m; latitude, 19.5'N) during

two periods, from 8 to II October and
from 9 to 16 December 1982. The atmo
sphericwatervapor content, whichdom
inates the tropospheric absorption of
stratospheric emission lines at millime
ter-wave frequencies, was very low and
generally stable around the clock during
these observation periods (7).

In the following discussion, we pre
sent emission intensities-as brightness
temperatures ill kelvins; ·'This custom,
commonly used in.radioastronomy, is
derived from the Rayleigh-Jeans approx
imation for blackbody -radiation, in
which emitted power,perunit frequency
is linearly proportional to temperature.
All intensities represent the values that
would be observed if one were looking
through one stratospheric air mass to
ward the zenith after removing the effect
of tropospheric attenuation.

In Fig. I, we present a sample of
midday (1230 to 1630) and nighttime
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-< for the development of new products.
That picture represents. a misunder

standing. Although MITI does indeed
sponsor R & 0 programs, such as the
highly publicized ones on integrated cir
cuits and the fifth-generation computer,
the R & 0 tends to be basic and engi
neering research. In the United States;
such R&D efforts are centered in our
universities.

The commercial R & 0 successes of
Japan, as opposed to efforts to develop
the underlying technologies,have been
driven not by MITI but by Japanese
industry, even in integratedcircuits. The
participants in' the MITI-sponsored co
operative'·' integrated, Circuits program
went back to their own laboratories to
develop the actual commercial 64K ran
dom' access, memorv chips that have
been''~o successful in the -marketplace.
OkiElectric, the fastest growing Japa
nese producer of 64K chips and the first
Japanese company to test a 256K chip,
did not even participate in the MIT!
program.

The Japanese government, which, has
played an important rolein promoting its
industries' ·fortunes through such means
as protectionisttrade policies, has not
been >a, significant force in commercial
technologyselection and development.
The successes' of Japan in businesses
based on advanced technology are main
ly the result of smart, persistent industri
al R & 0 management. Private corpora
tions in Japan make long-term R & 0
commitments to relatively narrow areas.
They pick a target, such as video record
ers, assemble large teams to pursue that

.target; and stick with it for as long 'as is
necessary to bring a winningproductto
market. They do not try to cover the
R & 0 waterfront, and they do not back
out if the payoff is not immediate. They
also practice a technique that I call "in
novation by experiment," whereby they
put a productout on the market, even in
imperfect and sometimes expensive
'form, and learn from the customers how
to improve it. And finally, they are ag
gressive in acquiring, improving, and im
plementing technology that they did not
develop.

... Thesestrategies do not explain all of
Japan's success in commercial technolo
gy, but they do indicate that the real
source of that success is Japanese indus:'
try. Also, they underscore the. lesson
that we should learn from Japan: that the
selection of the product technology and
its development is best left to the people
intimately familiar with the technologies
and the markets. Technology selection
and development should not be managed
from afar.
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What role should the U.S. government
play with respect to R&D? That role is
not to manage technology-based com
mercial,innovation but to create the con
ditions for such innovation. The govern
ment should provide an encouraging and
supportive environment and infrastruc
ture within .which industriesselect and
develop commercial technology.

There are many features of such an
environment .that deserve attention: a
favorable tax climate exemplified by
R & 0 tax credits, by extension of those
credits to software, and by fast deprecia
tion of R & 0 equipment; modified anti
trust laws that encourage cooperative
R & 0 and limit damages for civil viola
tions; export -conrrol Iaws and regula
tions that do not disrupt the interchange
of scientific and technical information
that is so vital to the progress of technol
ogy;and immigration. laws that permit
outstanding foreign scientists to remain
in the United States to do R & O.

Support for University Researeh

The most important role for govern
ment in creating the conditions for com
mercialinnovation is to support universi
ties in their efforts to generate research
andprovide manpower: the most crucial
issue we face is a lack of skilled man
power, a shortage of faculty in universi
ties .for .training that manpower, .and' a
deteriorating research capability in our
great universities because of the short
ages of both faculty and modern equip
mentfor instruction and for research.

American industry today simply can
not get enough of the people it needs in
such fields as microelectronics,artificial
intelligence, communications, and com
puter science. The universities ·are not
turning out enough R & 0 people in
these areas, or enough research faculty.
There islittle that private companies can
do about this. We contribute to the sup
port of universities, but industry. will
never be able to meet more thanasmaU
fraction of university R & 0 funding
needs. Even after a decade of steadily
increasing industry support for universi
ties, industry provides only about 5 per
cent of total university R&D funding.
Congress is considering additional incen
tives for industry support ofuniversities,
but the fact remains that the primary
responsibility for ensuring a strong,
healthy academic research system and
thereby for providing an adequate supply
of research and skilled people must rest
with the federal government.

There is wide agreement that the fed
eral government should support the uni
versities, 'and, in fact, federal basic re
search obligations. to umiversities and
colleges, measured in constant dollars,
have grown by more than 25 percent
over the past 3 years. But this is only a
start in filling the needs. Department of
Defense funding of basic research, for
example, has only in the past 2 years
returned to the level, measured in con
stant dollars, that it was in 1970. The
Defense Department has traditionally
played a vital role in supporting basic
university research. A time of rapid ex
pansion of the defense budget is no time
to abandon that tradition.

Universities have had to compete with
the national laboratories for the Depart
ment of Energy's research dollars. When
research is funded at a university, not
only does the research get done, but also
students are trained, facilities are up
graded, faculty and students get more
support, and thereby better faculty and
students .are attracted ...Moreover, the
students that go into industry help in the
transitjon of advanced research into con
cepts for industrial innovation. When the
same research is funded at a national
laboratory, most of the educational divi
dends are lost.

Universities should not have tocorn
pete head on with national laboratories
for mission agency funds. Unless the
national laboratory will do a substantial
ly better research job, the university
should get the funds. The same holds for
government fundingofresearch-in indus
try. Those funds that advocates of indus
trial policy propose to invest in govern
ment-directed industrial R & 0 would
normally be much better spent inuniver
sities, unless there is-a special reason
why an industrial laboratory can do it
much, much better.

I am not proposing that we simply
throw moneyatuniversities. We need to
be selective. To borrow a phrase from
the industrial policy advocates, the gov
ernment should stress the growth of
"sunrise science and technology." Un
like the targeting of sunrise industries,
the targeting of sunrise-c-that is, fast
moving-areas of research can' be done.
We can identifythese technologies, even

. if we cannot specify in advance precisely
what products or industries they will
generate. But we are' not doing this as
well as we can and should. In microelec
tronics, for example, a study by the
Thomas Group, a Silicon Valley consult
ing firm; concludes that government sup
port of university microelectronics pro
grams totaled only about $100 million
between 1980.and 1982. To put that into
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tive) from that of 17 with small-cell lung
carcinoma (15 positive) is striking (see
Table I). Both cancers have common
ancestry, but the former is of compara
tively low malignancy and the latter is
extraordinarily malignant,

5) While patients with carcinoma gen
erally showed cellular and humoral irn
rnune responses to carcinoma-associated
T antigen, the humoral response was
stimulated preferentially by tubular and
early lobular breast carcinomas, which
had T'activity comparable to other carci
nornas. Significantly, these carcinoma
types have a favorable prognosis among
breast carcinomas (8, 54).

TheTn/anti-Tn system may comple
ment the T/anti-T system in elucidating
aspects of the pathogenesis ofcarcinoma
and in early diagnosis. While the link
between Tn and carcinoma has been
known for a decade (/0), this system has
not been studied in the present context.
Research is complicated by the usually
low concentration of anti-Tn, Tn's im
munodominant structure, GalNAc-a., is
also the dominant part of the blood group
A and Forssman haptens, which may
prevent some ' anti-Tn immune' respons
es; Furthermore.Tn antigenis not readi
ly obtainable from healthy tissues (7).
There are'; however, some highly in
structive experiments by nature' herself
that show not only how unmasked Tn
arises in hematopoietic stem cells, usual
ly persisting indefinitely without rnalig
nant change, but thatTn,the epigenetic
sequela of a rare, benign, somatic muta
tion, occasionally precedes and then ac
companies' leukemia, disappears upon
chemotherapy-induced ,remission, and
reappears in relapse (66).

Conclusion and Prospects

The studies described here have re
vealed, in a large number of carcinoma
patients, a dose link between malignant
transformation and:" early, persistent
changes in common carcinomas: un
masked precursor antigens T and Tn,
that allow the patient's immune system
to qualitatively .differentiate carcinoma
from noncarcinoma,

On rare' occasions, demonstrable T
and Tn antigens' occur in' premalignant
lesions, which may' either remain that
way permanently or progress to frank
malignancy. Some tissues with such
changes are accessible to longitudinal
study and thus aid in determining the
'decisive point of malignant transforma
tion. This approach may be facilitated by
manipulation of immune responses, as
well as by locating incipient carcinomas
with labeled mono- andpolyclonal anti-T

::',:""', -\:,'>:,':-;;i/,,;,,';":';,":" "':ii',

and anti-TnE,a~erts(25, 26,67) [but see
the introduction and (27)]. Our monocle
nal antibodies to T and Tn were generat
ed .by desialylized human 0 erythro
cytes. We obtained three relevant speci
ficities: anti-T, anti-Tn, as well as a
specificity directed toward a moiety
shared by T and Tn haptens (67). The
three types of antibodies reacted strong
ly ard specifically with carcinomas in
immunohistochemical analyses of surgi
cal specimens but less well in antibody
absorption studies (27).

Our recent observation (68)'in carcino
ma patients, but-not healthy persons, of
a significant increase in lymphoid cell
cytolytic activity against target cells with
surface-exposed T' and Tn ,a:n~igens sup
ports Tand'Tn's importance in the ma
lignant process-especially since there
was' :often a concomitant decrease in
natural killer cell activity. The findings
discussed here, although they are in an
emerging phase, indicate that uncovered
T and Tn antigens endow the carcinoma
cells with a multitude of novel functions.
These functions may be fundamental to
the multistep processes, of invasion' and
spread of carcinoma,' and clearly have a
profound, measurable effect on the tu
mor bearer's immune system. T antigen
is likely to be a powerful probe in early
carcinoma' detection.
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Protection of Plant Varieties and
Parts as Intellectual Property

~",

computer scientists .are more aware of
the potential of the present systems and
are'willing to put more effort into using
them, while pure scientists, for whom
the computer is another tool, have a
lower level of pain. If this is the case, it
may be only a matter of time before
everybody operates in the same mode.
However, one can make the' following
observation: scientists, either in the lab
oratory orin computing, 'have shown
that they will push their systemsor tools
to the limit in order to get to the results.
In computing they are willing to learn to
program in machine language if that
gives the performance they need for a
specific problern.iWe are now:'seeing
physicists developing and building their
own special-purpose calculating rna
chines at a great cost in time and effort.
Inthe laboratory it is common for scien
tists to take' commercial instruments
apart and rebuild them to improve per-

The coming of age of the biological
sciences' has raised new questions about
the protection of technology under the
intellectual property laws. Intellectual
property, as opposed to tangible proper
ty such as real estate or personal proper
ty, includes. subject matter that is pro
tected by patents, trademarks, copy
rights, trade secrets, and more recently,
patent-like plant variety protection for
varieties reproduced by seed. The pro
tection of intellectual property ,is not a
new concept since its availability can be .
traced back' to Greece as early as 200
B.C. (1). However, because the rewards
for intellectual property have been high,
the requirements for obtaining it have
also been quite high. It is the question of
what must be given in exchange for
patent protection, together with the
question of what scope should be given
to such protection, that creates many
problems in patent law. Nowhere is this
more evident than' in the protection of
plant varieties and their parts.
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formance, again at a great cost in. time
and effort.

In our laboratories, pure and applied
scientists have access to the same facili
ties, but 'their patterns of collaboration
are very different. It may well be that we
are dealing here with subtle but strong
cultural factors. It is easy to develop
theories of why this is so, but it is
difficult to decide one way or the other.
This' is a fascinatingand important sub- .
ject but more work, and perhaps more
experience, is requiredto understand the
reasons. Similar questions arise in 'con
nection with other fields that have
proved intractable: For example, will
education, that 'crude process in the
classroom that has withstood every tech
nical assault for the past 2000 or 3000
years, finally crumble before the impact
of electronic progress? Some 'people
think so and have projected that, the
interactionof computers with instruction

Sidney B. Williams, Jr.

Theimportance of protecting plant va
rieties is evidenced' by the number of
countries that have passed plant breed
ers' rights legislation and by the forma
tion of the International Union for the
Protection of Plant Varieties (UPOV)
(2). UPOV administers the treaty that,
among other things, requires member
states to provide the same rights to plant
breeders of other member states as it
provides its own nationals..

Protecting Intellectual Property

Intellectual property is protected in
two primary ways. The first is by statu
tory grants such as patents, trademarks,
and copyrights. The second is by main
taining the subject matter.a trade secret.
Unlike patents, trademarks, and copy
rights, which are mandated by federal
statutory law, trade secret rights arise
primarily'from state court decisions or
laws.

will do it, but still we do not know. Will / f
the availability of terminals in the home, '\ I"

the ability to program at home, and the
ability to interact with others over wires,
over glass, or possibly through satellites
fundamentally change the working pat-
terns of people? That is certainly possi-
ble, and again we do not know. Our
inability to understand and predict the
qualitative effects of computer technolo-
gy is great. But even the straight-line
projection. from what we have experi-
enced to what we can reasonably expect
to be the impact on science, is impres-
sive.
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Trademarks ate used to. distinguish
one's goods from those manufactured by
others. They indicate the source of
goods. The mark can be a word, symbol,
name, device, or combination 'thereof
Examples include the Xerox, Coca-Cola,
and Kodak brands.

Copyrights protect the manner of
expression but not the ideas embodied in
theiexpression. . .Examples rare books,
music, operas, maps. A copyright. can
only prevent others from copying the
mode of. expression.•. ,Independent 'cre
ation is not an infringement of the copy-
right. .

Utility (general) patents exclude oth
ers from making, using; or, selling the
invention and actually protect the' em
bodied idea. They do not necessarily
mean that the patentee can use his inven
tion because it could be dominated by
another patent. To be patentable the
invention must be useful, novel,and
unobvious .: (unobviousness requires a
step that is not merely atechnique within
the scope of a person with ordinary skills
.in the art).

Plant patents provide protection for
plan}, varieties .. that are, reproduced asex
ually (by budding, grafting, tissue cul
ture, and so on). Uncultivated and tuber
propagated plants (such as Irish potatoes
and Jerusalem artichokes) are excluded
from protel;tion.

Plant variety protection provides pat
ent-like protection for plant varieties 're-

Sidney B. Williams, Jr., is associate patent coun
sel and manager. domestic patents, The Upjchn
Company. Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001.
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Summary. In view of the Supreme Court decision in Chakrabarty v. Diamond,
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, it is possible that plant varieties can be
protected under three different U.S. statutes: the Plant VarIety Protection Act, the
Plant Patent Law, and the General Patent Law. The Plant Variety Protection Act
protects varieties that are reproduced by seed, whereas the Plant Patent Lawprotects
varieties reproduced asexually. Varieties, irrespective of how they are reproduced,
could be patentable under the General Patent Statute. It is not clear whether parts of
plants can be protected by grants under the Plant Patent Law or Plant Variety
Protection Act and it is possible that they will be best protected under the General
Patent Statute and by maintaining them as trade secrets. Only time will show whether
the existing statutes are sufficient to provide both guidance and adequate protection
or whether changes in the law will be required.

" produced by seed. Fungi, bacteria, and
first-generation hybrids are excluded
frorn protection.

Trade secret law protectsagainst un
authorized appropriation or disclosure of
the proprietary information.

The systems for granting intellectual
property rights vary. The two broad
classes 'are registration and examination
systems. 'Protection undera registration
system is easier to obtain because usual
Iy the only requirement is that of either
novelty or originality. Novelty requires
that the subject matter be different from
existing subject matter that is known.
The extent of the difference is irrelevant.
Originality means that the applicant cre
ated the subject matter. In other words,
the subject matter was not copied. Ex
amplesof registration systems are the
U.S. copyright, trademark, and plant
varietyprotection schemes.

Protection under an examination sys
tem is -more difficult to obtain because
there is generally a requirement for un
obviousness or an "inventive step"as it
is referred to in some foreign patent
laws. Unobviousness ·requires a'step .or
result that is beyond that expected of a
person with ordinary skills and knowl
edge in the field of the invention for
which protection is being sought. Exam
ples of examination systems are the pat
ent systems of the United States, United
Kingdom, Federal Republic of Germany,
the Netherlands, and Japan. Patents ob
tainedunderexamination' systems gener
ally provide a broader range of protec
tion than those obtained under registra
tion.systems,

The claims ofan invention define what
is protected. The claims can be analo
gized to a real estate deed. Instead of
using distances and landmarks the claims
contain works that outline the bound
aries of the invention claimed. For exam
pie, Fig. I shows the boundaries of a
claim to a group of chemical compounds.
The boundaries surround any use of the
compounds and any method of making
them. Therefore, if someone else either
discovers a new use of the' compounds or
a new method of making them, he will
have to cross the boundary to compound
A ,to practice .the new use or" method.
Crossingthe boundary without the own
er'spermission is a trespass or, in intel
lectual property terrnsv an infringement.

Protecting Plant

Varieties and Their Parts

Plant varieties. It is established that
plant varieties that are-reproduced asex
ually can be protected under the Plant
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Patent Law.i'theTownsend-Purnell Act
of 1930 (3); It is ,"so clear that plant
varieties that are reproduced by seed are
protectable under the. Plant Variety Pro
tection Act of 1970(4). It is not so clear,
however, whether asexually or sexually
reproducible plant varieties can be pro
tected under the general patent statute.
Even though patents issued under the
general patent law (5) have covered ma
terial containing living matter, the gener
al patent law has most often been applied

to inanimate subject matter; As a matter
of fact, a great body of technology in
which living material was utilized to pro
duce chemicals provided the fertilizer for
the production of steroids and antibiot
ics. However. a great deal of controver
sy arose when attempts were made to
claim living organisms per se. Part of this
controversy culminated in the case of
Chakrabarty v, Diamond, 'Commissioner
ofPatents and Trademarks (6), in which
the U.S. Supreme Court. held that the
fact that the claimed invention encorn
passed living matter did not preclude
general patent protection. Specifically
the Court held that the important fact in
determining whether or not subject mat
ter is patentable subject matter is wheth
er or not there has been human interven
tion. Chakrabarty involved claims to
certain human-rriodified' microorganisms
that were capable of "eating" oil. The
case did not change the criteria of patent
ability (usefulness, novelty, and unob
viousness). The Court specifically ruled
on what was patentable subject matter.
In other words, before the criteria of
usefulness,' novelty, and 'unobviousness
can be applied to an invention it must
first meet the criteria of being patentable
subject matter.

Answering the question of whether the
general patent statute can be used to
protect plant varieties that are also pro
tectable under the Plant Patent Law or
the Plant Variety Protection Act requires
a considerable amount of statutory con
struction. Statutory construction is a

procedure used to interpret laws. One of
its objectives is to determine which law
among several laws dealing with the
same subject matter is applicable when
the laws conflict. Although such an anal
ysis is beyond the scope of this article
(7), it is clearthat some thought will have
to be given to whether or not there
should be different treatment of food
crop ,varieties as opposed to nonfood
crop plant varieties. For example, the
Plant Variety Protection Act contains

express provisions for research (experi
mental use) and crop exemptions,
whereas the general patent statute con
tains no such provision. Since t,he Plant
Variety Protection Act was an attempt to
correct the inequity of there being no
patent-like protection for seed-repro
duced plant varieties and since many of
the varieties reproduced 'by seed are
food crops, did Congress, by providing
expressly for a research and crop exemp
tion, articulate a different policy for food
crop varieties than other plant varieties?

Plant parts. Plant patent and. plant
variety protection laws provide for, the
protection of plant, varieties, that is,
whole plants. But how do we protect
their parts? This question has to be ana
lyzed from two perspectives. First, if
protection of the whole plant is obtained,
are parts of the plant also protected?
Second, is it possible to protect parts of
plants .without protecting the whole
plant?

The question of whether protection of
plant parts is obtained when a plant
patent is granted has received some at
tention, especially in the area of cut
flowers. The problem with cut flowers is

. that a plant can be purchased in the
United States and taken to a country
where thereis no plant .variety -protec
tion; the variety is then reproduced and
the flowers are cut and imported back
into the United States. The question here
is whether it is an infringement of the
plant patent to so sell the import under
section 337a. One view is that a plant
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Two of the most' interesting questions
concerning the protection of plant varie
ties are (i) how different will the new
variety have to be from the closest old
variety in the, prior art to obtain protec
tion and (ii) how different will a variety
haveto be from a protected variety with
out infringing that variety? .

The Plant Variety Protection Act.
Many people in the seed industry con
tend that once a difference has been
identified between a: new variety. and

21

Breadth of Protection

the owner of the patent as to be meaning
less. The Plant Variety 'Protection Act
provides an express provision for a "re
search use~' exception to infringement
(19). Therefore, conflict could arise if a
general patentee would attempt to pre
vent others from conducting' research
experiments with a protected variety. A
question giving rise to theconftict is
whether Congress expressed a public
policy against suing researchers for in
fringement under the Plant Variety Pro
tection Act that would override any
rights under the general patent statute.

Another exemption that could create
problems for the general patentee is the
Farmers' Crop Exemption (20). This ex
emption gives a farmer who purchases a
protected variety the right to use the
variety to reproduce seed for production
or use on his farm or to sell seed repro
duced from the purchased seed. The
right of a farmer to do this would appear
to conflict with the provision under the
General Patent Law under which the
purchaser of a patented item can repair it
but cannot -reconstruct it. Also, at least
one court has held that the Farmers'
Crop Exemption does not entitle a farm
er to promote or advertise the protected
variety for sale (2l).

Another difference between theGen
eral Patent Law and the Plant Variety
Protection Act is that the former pro
vides for compulsory licenses and the
latter does not. Under the compulsory
license provision the secretary of agri
culture can permit .others to produce a
protected variety if he finds that to do so
will be in the national interest. This
difference, however, may be one ofform
rather than substance since the U.S.
government (or a court when there has
been an antitrust violation) can, underits
powers of eminent . domain, authorize
others to use the patentee's invention.
The patentee then has a remedy against
the government in the U.S. Court of
Claims (22).

__.._..__ ._... ccvennc ccmccunoe A tc z
I I

G""nl:lr;1'! dRirri I'!(W

Fig. 1. Boundaries of a claim to a hypothetical
group of chemicalcmllPounds. Compositions
containing compound A include combination
products having more than one ingredient.

Plant Variety Protection Act provide
protection for food and nonfood crops.
However, except for fruits and nuts,
most nonfood crops have been protected
under the Plant Patent Law, whereas
most food crops have been protected
under the Plant Variety Protection Act.
This is probably more historical than by
design. TheftowerrturseryindiJstry,
whose primary concernis with ornamen
tal varieties, was a strong 'proponent of
the Plant Patent Law ,whereas passage
of the Plant Variety Protection Act was
strongly supported by the seed industry.

As pointed out above, when the Plant
Patent Law was enacted it was felt that
the only way to reproduce varieties true
to form was by asexual reproduction.
Most ornamental plants (roses, chrysan
themums, and so forth) are reproduced
asexually. They form the bulk of those
plants covered by plant patents. Since
most food crops are reproduced by seed,
they cannot be protected by plant pat
ents unless 'they are subsequently repro'
duced asexually. Because the technolo
gy has not yet developed to the point that
most seed-produced crops can be pro
duced more efficiently by asexual repro
duction, food crops will probably contin
ue to be protected under the Plant Varie
ty Protection Act except when it is ad'
vantageous to attempt to do sounder the
general patent Statute.

Protection of plant varieties under the
'general patent statute will .raise .some
questions. One of the first is the question
of experimental (research) use. Under
the general patent statute' there is no
express provision for experimental use.
However, a very narrow .exception has
evolved. from case ··law. This .exception.
excuses what would normally be consid
ered infringing acts on the grounds that
the acts were committed to satisfy scien
tific. or philosophical curiosity. Acts
have also been excused as being experi
mental on the grounds that they are
considered to cause so little damage to

ute, it is probable that the disclosure
requirements can be. met by depositing
seeds or other reproductive material for
those varieties'.

The Plant Variety Protection Act. It is
already a requirement ofthe Plant Varie
ty Protection Act that a sample consist
ingof 2500 seeds of the variety to be
protected be deposited at the National
Seed Laboratory at Fort Collins, Colo
rado. However, many questions linger
with respect to depositing microorga
nisms or seeds'. If the -seed or microor
ganism mutatesv are the requirements of
reproducibility met? Is the mutant itself
protected? Does _the claimed-process in
cludeuse of the mutant?

To be protectable under the Plant Va
riety Protection Act a variety must be
novel (13) and the right to. the variety
must not be precluded by the activities
set forth in the section that defines the
right to plant variety protection (14). A
variety is novel under the Act if it is
distinct, uniform, and stable. If a variety
differs from all prior art varieties by one
or more morphological, physiological, or
other characteristic then it meets the
criterion of distinctness (15). The degree
to which a characteristic must differ to
be distinct has not been addressed by
either the Plant Variety Protection Office
(PVPO) or the courts. This question has
been raised by the International Union
for the Protection of New Varieties of
Plants (UPOV) under the categorization
of minimum distance.

A variety is uniform if its characteris
tics can be described and predicted and if
they are commercially acceptable (16).
In the case of In re !'Ialler (17), PVPO
had to consider an application in which
the question of uniformity was involved.
In reversinga denialof protection onthe
grounds of lack of uniformity, the secre
tary of agriculture held that PVPO could
not deny protection for a dahlia solely on
the ground that it did not have a uniform
flower color "if the variations in flower
color are describable, predictable and
commercially acceptable" (17, p. 7).

The requirements of stability (18) are
. metifthevariety's m~inand distinctive
characteristics remain unchanged. when
it is reproduced by seed. While the defi
nition of stability has not beenspecifical
ly addressed by either PVPO or the
courts, it has been addressed implicitly
by PVPO because the denial of the appli
cation by PVPO in the Waller cases was
on the ground that it did not meet the
requirement of uniformity and stability
(16).

Difference between food and nonfood
crops. Both the Plant Patent Law and the

6 JULY 1984
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sought to be patented and the prior art are such
that the subject matter as a whole would have
beenobvious at thetimethe inventionwas made
to a personhaving ordinary.skill in the art. to
whichsaid subject matter pertains. Patentability
shall not be negetived by the manner in which
the invention was made;" -
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A Deep 6..Centimeter
Radio Source Survey

E. B. Fomalont, K. 1. Kellermann

J. V. Wall,D. Weistrop

sources (5, 8,9). However, the extended
Euclidean plateau at 6 cm differs dramat
ically from the long- wavelength count,
which is characterized. by a steep rise for
strong sources (the brightest 1000 or so)
followed by a rapid d~crease in the den
sity of the,'weaker sources.

In this article we report on observa
tions of very weak radio sources at 6 ern,
and we discuss the angularsize, spectra,
and optical identification of these weak
sources.

Abstract. TheVery Large Array has been used to survey a small region ofsky at a
wavelength of6 centimeters down to acompleteness levelof60 microjanskys-r-about
lOa times weaker than the faintest radio sources that have been detected with other
instruments. The observed source count at flux densities below 100 millijanskys
converges in a manner similar to the lowerfrequency counts, although there is some
evidence for an excess ofsources weaker than 100 microjanskys. The sources in the
survey are preferentially identified with faint galaxies.

E. B.Fbrrialontisa systemscientist at the National RadioAstronomy Observatory, Socorro,New Mexico
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scientist at the Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, NASA·Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771,and is a visitingastronomer at Kitt PeakNational Observatory.
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The shortest wavelength at which ex
tensive radio source surveys' have been
made is 6 em, At this wavelength sur
veys by the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO) and Max-Planck
Inslitut (MP!) have covered most of the
northern sky down to a limiting flux
density of 600 rnillijanskys (mJy), while
the various Parkes surveys provide com
plete samples of sources down to I Jy
(1). Over limited regions of the sky other
single-dish surveys made at NRAO and'
MPI are complete to 35 mJy (2), 20 mJy
(3), 15mJy (4), and 14 mJy (5), Synthesis
surveys .' covering even smaller regions
have reached levels of 4.5mJy at Wes·
terbork (6) and 0.5 mJy at the Very
Large' Array (VLA) (7). We have used
the VLA to extend the surveys to
sources that are as faint as 60 floJy at 6
em, or about 100 times weaker thaIl
levels reached with other instruments at
any. Wavelength. Source catalogs con
structed from these surveysprovide the
basis for further .studies in. the radio
region and in other parts of the spec
trum. Furtherinvestigation is iri progress
on the nature. of these weak radio
sources, their. spatial distribution and
luminosity function, and how these prop
erties change with cosmological epoch.

Counts of radio source'S made at centi-

meter wavelengths are of particular in':'
terest since, for the stronger sources
selected at this wavelength, fiat-spec
trum compact sources and steep-spec
trum extended sources (which dominate

the long-wavelength counts) are present
in roughly equal numbers (5, 8-10). Pre
vious surveys made at 6 em for relatively
bright sources show that for S > 100
rnJy (approximately the 20,000 brightest
sources in the sky) the counts are closely
represented by the "Euclidean" law

'lotS) = 90 S-2.5 (I)

where 'lotS) is the number of. sources
With flux density S per unit flux density
interval.

Between 10 and 100 rnJy the 6·cm
counts,'begin to decrease in a manner
qualitatively similar to the long-wave
length counts of the steep-spectrum

Observations and Reductions

In order to investigate the number
density of very' faint radio sources, .we
have mapped a small area of sky, using
the VLA to detect all sources with a flux

density greater than 60 floJy. These new
observations include the weakest radio
sources yet cataloged and reach a source
density of e x 105 sources per steradian.
Supplemental information concerning
this sample of sources was obtained
through (i) VLA observations at 20 em to
determine the spectral index of the
sources and (ii) optical observationswith
the 4·m telescope at Kilt Peak National
Observatory (KPNO)to aid in the identi
fication of the sources.

The 6-cm observations were made in
the D configuration of the VLA to syn
thesize a 700-m-diameter antenna on
a field centered' at right ascension
(a) = 00"15m24' and declination (8) =
15°33'00" (epoch 1950.0). The resolulion
is about 18 arc sec and no emission will
be missing for sources less than 120 arc
sec in size. The general area of the field
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vide better.statistics for the source count
. level above 350 ",Jy. We refer to these as

the Intermediate Fields: the locations of
~.he fields are given in Table I.

The observations were made at night
to avoid interference from the sun in the
sidelobes 'of the antennas. The' system
noise temperature was 60 K in both left
and right-circular polarization, channels,
each with a bandwidth of 50 MHz. The
antenna pointing was accurate to 0.3 arc
min and the delay was tracked to better
than 1.5 nsec, All data in which one
antenna shadowed another were exclud
ed from the analysis. The instrumental
and atmospheric gain and phase fluctua
tions were monitored by observing the
nearby calibrator source 0007 + 171 for
2 minutes at JO-minute intervals. The
assumed position for the calibrator is
Ol = 00h07m59~383, & = 17'07'37:'50 (ep
och 1950.0). An observation of 3C48,
with an assumed flux density of 5.36 Jy
at 4.9 GHz, was used to determine the
flux density scale of the observations. It

was not selected, at random but was
chosen for the following reasons. In or
der to observe during the night with Ihe
available scheduled time in the D config
uration, the right ascension of the field
had to lie near Ih Several deep optical
plates were available for the chosen field
(selected area 68.1). A high-resolution x
ray map from the Einst~in satellite cov
ered most of the area near the field.
Finally, observations at Westerbork at
20 ern showed. that there 'Were no bright
sources near the field which would inter
fere with the VLA high-sensitivity radio
survey (11). The .peci.fic.l~catio?of the
Deep FIeld was random within the .area
constrained by these criteria.iThese se
lection biases should not affect the statis
tics of the present survey.

The observing program was also de
signed to measure the fluctuations of the
cosmic background radiation as well as
tIre'number density of weak sources. The
results on the background. fluctuations
are given by Fomalont et al. (12). The
observations consisted of four 12-hour
periods on 27, 28, and 29 September and
2 October 1981 to give a total integration
time of about 40 hours on one field. All
observations were made at elevations
greater thaI; 14' above the horizon. The
diameter of the field was limited by the
primary beam size of the 25-10.antennas:
8.9 arc min full width at half-maximum
and 17.1 arc min full width to the first
nulls. Both the phase tracking (fringe
stopping) and antenna pointing were lo
cated at the field center position. In
addition, we observed ten other fields
surrounding the Deep Field for about 40
minutes integration each in order to pro-

Table l. Field centers. "..;.
",~, ,should not be in error by more than 3

percent.
Radio maps were made by following

standard Fourier inversion techniques
and the clean algorithm was used to
remove the effects of the sidelobes in the
synthesized beam pattern. The d~ta were
mapped so that each 20-secondsample
of the visibility data at each baseline was
given equal weight (so-called inatural
weighting) to produce the optimum sig
nal-to-noise ratio fora point source. The
area of the cleaned synthesized region
was 25.6 arc min square (256 by 256 map
with a pixel separation of 6 arc sec),
which extends beyond the null of the
primary beam pattern of the 25-10anten
nas. The resolution of the map was 18
arc sec. For each of the 4 days of obser
vations 'radio maps of the field were
made separately in the right- and left"
circular polarizations. These maps were
compared to judge the reliability and
sensitivity of the observations. The total
intensity map was made by averaging the
eight maps (4 days times two polariza
tions).

The sensitivity parameters of the ob
servations are given in Table. 2. ,The
detection level was 60 I-'ly for a point
source. Over most of the field of view
the root-mean-square (rms) noise was Il"·
",Jy; however, the noise level increased
up to 18 u.Jy within the inner 5 percent of
the field. The increased noise near the
field center was caused by low-level cor
related signals between the antennas;
details are given by Fomalont et al. (12).
Seven percent of the data were edited in
order to decrease the effect of these
signals. For the Interm.ediate Fields the
detection level ofJ50 ",Jy was about 4.5
times the rms noise 'level.
. The 20-cm VeA observations were

obtained in February 1983 in the C con
figuration, which nearly matched the res
olution' of the 6-cm observations. Seven
hours were integrated on the Deep Field,
and four other surrounding fields were
each observed for 25 minutes in Order to
overlap all of the intermediate e-cm
fields. Table 2 also contains the sensitiv
ity parameters f?r the'se'observation~.

The data were used to obtain"estimates
of the flux density at 20 em for the
sources found in the S-cmobservations:
hence. no detection'Iimit is applicabl~~

These data were reduced andPfocessed
in a manner similar to the 6~cm'data.

Optical observations with the', prime
focus RCNCCD camera On the 4-10
Mayall telescope at KPN0 were made
on two nights in November 1982. Eight
CCD frames; each 3 by 5 arc min in area,
were needed to cover all the sources in
the Deep Field, No observations were
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Fig. 1. Contourmap
of the Deep Field at 6
em. Contour levels
are at 25,50, 100,200,
and 400 ~y per
beam., Only sources
with a second contour
level-nave been in
cluded in Table 1 and
are labeled with their
catalog numbers. The
cross shows the po
sition of the field cen
ter and the two
dashed circles' show
the 50 percent and,
8 percent sensitivity
loci of the primary
beam. Sources 1, 13,
15, and 16 lie outside
the 8 percent re
sponse. No correc
tion .for the primary',
beam response has
been. applied to the
map.
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prior art varieties, the' question of how
much difference 'or the type of difference
cannot be looked into by PVPO. In other
words, if there is any difference, plant
variety protection must be granted. Al
though there is support in the seed indus
try for such a position, the time will
come when PVPO and the courts will
have to determine what constitutes a
difference.

The Plant Patent Law; There are sug
gestions in the legislative history of the
Plant Patent Law (23) that the impor
tance of the distinction between the new
variety and prior art varieties 'cannot be
considered by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office in its determination of
whether a new plant is distirict.· In other
words,if there is any difference it is
sufficient to meet the requirement of
distinctiveness.

The General Patent Law. The general
patent statute provides a situation differ
ent from that of the Plant-Variety Protec
tionAct since.a variety, to be protect
able under the general patent statute,
will have to meet the additional require
ment of unobviousness.The requirement
of unobviousness inherently involves the
question of how large a difference must
exist for a variety to, be unobvious in:
view of prior artvarieties. It also differs
from the Plant Patent Law in that it
provides for multiple claims.

The requirement ofdifference between
varieties for which protection .is .being
applied and prior art varieties is being
considered by UPOV under the concept
of minimum distance, between varieties.
At a meeting sponsored by UPOV in
Geneva, Switzerland, in November
1983', the question of minimum distance
was discussed.

The breadth of protection provided by
the patent or certificate is very.important
in an infringement suit. For example, the
patent or certificate holder must show
that the accused variety infringes the
patent or certificate. One approach
would be to have the breadth of protec
tion tied to the ease of securing the
protection. For example, if there is no
requirement for minimum .distance to
obtain protection (which is the case un
der most registration systems) then there
should be no doctrine of equivalents.
The doctrine of equivalents is a principle
of patent law that holds that a patent may
be infringed even though the alleged in
fringing matter is not an exact duplicate
of that claimed in the patent if it does the
same thing in substantially the same way
(24). This is a well-known principle in
patent law, but itrernains to be seen
whether it will be applied in plant variety
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protection. lawsuits or lawsuits under the
general. patent statute in which protec
tion of plant varieties is sought.

In the case of Ex parte Jackson (25), it
was held that even though three microor
ganism species of a genus were disclosed
in the patent, 35 U.S. Code, section 112,
was not met since the genus encom
passed species other than those specifi
cally exemplified. This raises the ques
tion of whether or not it would be possi
ble to obtain generic coverage for similar
plant. varieties. of a species under the
general patent statute. Specifically, how
many species will have to be disclosed to
support the genus?

Plant.Variety Denominations

No discussion of patent-like protec
tion would be complete without mention
of plant variety denominations (names).
One requirement.of protection under the
plant breeders' rights laws of most coun
tries andUPOV is that the variety for
which protection is sought must begiven
a varietal name. The varietal name of a
variety is similar to the generic name of a
chemical compound. ItIs not a brand
name ora trademark. The varietal name
is intportantbecause itidentifies the new
variety by name and -it establishes a
name' for, the variety that is separate and
distinct from any trademark that may be
associated with the variety. In most
countries it is not possible to register
varietal names as trademarks because a
variety could first be protected under
plant variety protection laws and then
protected perpetually under trademark
laws.

Under the UPOV Convention the
same varietal name cannot be given to
varieties of the.same species ora "close.•
ly related species." The latter phrase has
elicited considerable debate between
UPOV member states and has resulted in
the drafting of guidelines on varietal de
nominations. It is probable that there
will be continued discussion of the draft
guidelines before a final versionis adopt
ed.

The Plant Variety Protection Act re
quires. the assignment of a, varietal name
to the variety for which protection is
being sought. However, there was no
requirement in the Plant Patent Law
until the United States joined UPOV.
The Patent and Trademark Office estab
lished guidelines for varietal names for
varieties claimed in plant patent applica
tions. The guidelines are based on the
International Code of Nomenclature
(26).

Conclusion

Bec~use more and more private .re~

search funds are being poured into the
developmentof' plant varieties, stable
and definitive protection for these varie
ties.and parts thereof is very important.
It remains to be seen whether adequate
protection is .'. available within the fraR,1.~~

work of the existing patent statutes or
whether new legislation will be required.
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(c) he-has abandoned the invention. or
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representatives or assignees in a foreign country
prior to the date of the application for patent in
this country on an application for patent or
inventor's certificate filed more than twelve
months before the filing of the application in the
United States, or
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thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an
international application by..another who has
fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1),,(2),
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invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

(0 he did not himself invent the subject mat
ter sought to be patented, or

(g). before, the applicant's' invention .. thereof
the invention was made in this. country by
another whohad not abandoned, suppressed, or
concealed it. In determining priority of inven
tion there. shall be considered' not only the
respective dates ofconception and.reduction to
practice of the invention, but also the reasonable
diligence of one who was first to conceive and
last to reduce to practice, from a time prior, to
conception by the other."
Section 103<conditionsfor patentability; nonob
vious subject matter) states

"A patent may not be obtained though the
invention is not identically. disclosed or. de
scribed as set forth in section 102 of this title, if
the differences between, the subject matter
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patent does provide such protection.
This view is not held universally, howev
er, and some feel that legislation should
be introduced to make it clear that plant
parts are protected by plant patents and
that their importation into the country
would constitute infringement of the
plant patent (8).

Other commentators suggestthat pro
tection against the importationof cut
flowers obtained from a protected varie
ty is available in the International Trade
Commission (ITC) under section 1337(a)
of the Tariff Act (9). This act affords a
remedy against. an importer who com
mits -an unfair trade practice that injures'
an industry in the United States. The
Tariff Act specifically provides that in
fringement of a patent can constitute an
unfair trade practice. Section 1337(b) of
the Act is applicable because under the
General Tariff Act the infringing acts
must fall withi'n the infringement provi
sions of the U.S. patent laws (/0). How
ever, section 1337(b) makes it an in- .
fringement to utilize a patented U.S.
process in.a foreign country.for the'pur
pose of producing anarticle ora good
that is introduced into the United States.
Since a plant patent covers asexual re
production of a plant,'it is in the nature
of a process patent. Therefore, it can be
argued that proceedings under the Tariff
Act should be based on section 1337(b).
While the situation of cut flowers has
been cited as an 'example, there is no
reason thatthe same argument cannot be
equally applied to other plant parts.

Unlike the patent laws, which define
infringement' generally. in terms of sale,
manufacture, and use, the Plant Variety
Protection. Act spells' out what consti
tutes an infringement of a plant variety
certificate (1f). It is clear from 7 U.S.
Code, section 2541(6), that the sale of
plant parts that can be used for reproduc
tion of the variety constitutes' infringe
ment.

Protection of plant parts per se (pro
tection that is sought for the parts them
selves without any protection for the
whole plant) is questionable under the
Plant Patent Law and the Plant Variety
Protection Act since both statutes pro
vide protection for plants. How, then,
may plant parts be protected? There are
parts of plants that are readily identifi
able-for example, the visible parts such
as fruits, leaves, sterns, and roots. Then
there are the more esoteric parts such
as cells, segments of DNA, plasrnids,
genes, and combinations thereof.

Since neither of the specific plant vari
ety protection laws clearly provides pro
tection for all parts of plants, it would
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seem that protection could appropriately
be sought under the general patent stat
ute.

If the plant part itself can be used to
reproduce a hybrid plant or as part of a
process to produce another useful item,
an alternative means of protecting the
part would be by trade secret. Trade
secret law, while not governed by federal
legislation, is well defined and is gov
erned by state law in the United States.
The practice of protecting hybrid plants
by controlling the release of their paren
tal lines was the primary reason that
hybrids were excluded from plant varie
ty protection.

Living Versus Inanimate.Matter

The basic policy behind any type of
protection system for intellectual proper
tylaw is, the granting of an exclusive
right to the inventor for a clear descrip
tion of the subject matter so that it can be
useful to the public when it is disclosed.
In other words, the individual is reward
ed for disclosing new information that
can be put into the general pool of
knowledge and used to advance technol
ogy and benefit mankind.. It is on the
question of adequate disclosure that
much controversy has arisen regarding
patent-like protection for technical prod
ucts in general and plant variety and
their parts specifically. To help ensure
that this general public policy of disclo
sure is carried out, the general patent
statute has very stringent requirements
for the content of the patent application.
These requirements are set forth in 35
U.S. Code, section 112, which reads in
part as follows;
The. specification shall contain' a written de
scription of. the invention, and ofthe manner
and process of making and using it, in such
full, clear, concise, and. exact terms as to
enable~ny person skilled in the artto which it
pertains; or with which -it is most- nearly
connected, to make and use the same, and
shall set -forth the best mode contemplated by
the inventor of carrying out his invention.

This section states in,essence that the
specification shall contain a written de
scription that clearly defines the inven
tion in terms that can be followed by one
having ordinary skill in the art. It re
quiresthat the invention be reproduc
ible, that is, when one skilled in the art
follows the description contained in the
application, the results obtained by the
patentee can be duplicated. A person
having ordinary skill in the art.is aperson
who understands and is knowledgeable
about prior inventions in the field to
whichthe invention relates.

Because plant materials'.can, change
form without intervention by man, ques
tions have been,raised 11S to the ability of
the inventor to describe an Inventionin
such a manner that it can be duplicated
by those skilled in the art. Specifically,
the concern is that even though tech
niques are followed as set forth, changes
or slightvariations may cause 'changes in
results.

Discussed below are ways .in which
these concerns-for adequacy of descrip
tion and reproducibility have been ad
dressed.

The Plant Patent Law. In the legisla
tive hearings' preceding passage of the
Plant Patent Law the questions of de
scription and reproducibility were ap
proached intwo ways. Plant patent ap
plications would not have to; meet the
stringent requirements of 3S U'S, Code,
section lJ2. Specifically, 35 U.S. Code,
section 162, expressly states that plant
patent applications are exempt from the
requirements of 35 U.S. Code, section
112, and that allthe breeder has to do is
describe the plants to the best of .his
ability. Another aspect that has mare to
do with reproducibility than description
is the requirement for asexual reproduc
tion. When the Townsend-Purnell Act
was being considered, it was felt that
plants could not be reproduced true. to
form by seed and that the only wayto do
this was by some form of asexual repro
duction. Thus, the limitation;

The General Patent Law. Questions
about reproducibility increased during
the growth of the fermentation industry.
The fermentation industry has been im
portant in the development of antibiotic
and steroid technology. The intensity of
the questions heightened when attempts
were made to claim specific Organisms.
These organisms were important in pro
ducing various antibiotics. One ofthe
important requirements of 35 U.S. Code,
section 112, is that the patent application
contain a description that is complete at
the time of filing. That is, one skilled in
the art should be able to pick up the
application as. it is filed and reproduce
the invention. In the case In, re Argoude
lis (12) it was established that this disclo
sure requirement could besailsfied by
indicating that the microorganism
claimed or used .ina'claimed process. has
been deposited at a depository and that it
would be made available upon the issu
ance of the patent. This method of meet
ing the.disclosure requirements has been
accepted by most of the patent systems
throughout the world.

With respect to the protection of plant
varieties: under the general patent stat
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DP
system

playa role.asdepartmental processorsprY'
communicate directly .with each .other
through a peer-coupled system. Inaddi
tion, the network. will transmit not only
printed messages .but also images and
voices. Everything we know howtO do
today willstill be done, but with a factor
of LO improvement in power. In addition,
there, are some things, that 'are possible,
though harder to predict, such as sym
bolic rather than numericcalculation and
novel logic-based types of software such
as, expert systems. These requirements
may lead to machines specialized for
these needs.

More MIPS will mean, as in the solid
state example, that more problems be
come tractable. More displays, higher
resolutions, and greater interactivity will
mean that novel ways of using the dis
plays, Such as three-dimensional .and
other more complex techniques, will be
come more significant. Increased sharing
should lead to better management and
the use of project-sharing techniques
worldwide.

These are the simple straight-line pro
jections for the evolution of the technol
ogy. Its impact on various research ac
tivities is in the much more difficult
realm of qualitative projections.

Will another factor of 10 cause scien
tists' to •cooperate "and'" communicate
through computer networks as engineers
already do? It may be that engineers and

Fig. IS. View ofa computing system ofthe future.

Central OP
ccmotex (eng./ac!.)

Management

from our experience is in the area of the Discussion
design of chips. Chips are made by creat-
ing masks for the lithographic process, To summarize, among the three popu
which are essentially pictures of various lations that we have had experience
layers in the silicon. They, are tremen- with, for scientists MIPS come first; for
dously complex, as there can be more engineers MIPS, displays, and sharing
than 100,000 transistors on a single chip. all play a role; and for management,
The data that go' into each mask are communications is clearly more Irnpor
stored in a computer, andthis common tant. Are these patterns indicative. of
database is accessed. by the large num- fundamental cultural differences, or sirn
ber of engineers, who'contribute individ- ply-,-" transient reactions -to a rapidly
ually to forming the mask. This kind of changing environment?
sharing is a commonPlac\~fengineering All aspects of computer technology
tod~y and is true of other ,peets ofchip w.ill co.ntinue to evolve a~ a rapid p~c,e.

design, . " ' Figure 15 showsschematically our VIew
In software, collaboration "\ this sort of the computing system of the future. It

is alsoroutine. A compiler development is a complex of powerful engines con
involved the sharing of work between a nected in a network by good communica
California laboratory, the YorktoW~ lab- tions facilities. There is a central data
oratory, and an outside software corrwa- processing (DP) complex in which the
ny, with versions of the program trans- loo-MIPS machines described earlier are
mitted back and forth continually bi!;, located; hooked up to them are special
tween the three locatiO.ns through the \ ized processors, designed especially for
network. Various versions of a program 'egineering and scientific use. Scattered
under development are centrally stored, around are smaller processorsvto which
and the computer scientists working on it inte igentprocessors based on single
have access to it to update the individual micro, rocessor chips with a power of
versions and make. changes. Software perhap 10 MIPS are attached. Local
development today is often dependent area net orks are hooked through a
on this kind of sharing. gateway an through communications to

other system including the large one.
Intelligent wor stations (IWS) are con
nected to the ne ork through a private
branch exchange \:BX) and also to a
number of intermediqte machines thatIn the industrial research community

thereis athird class of people associated
with scientific activity.rand that is man
agement. Th,se are the. peoplevmostly
scientists and engineers themselves,
who, are responsible for the execution
and coordination of the large variety of
projects. For managemen~ in, general,
not only scientific management, the
emphasis is not on MIPS or displays
but on sharing. .

In order to keep up with what
is going on in a large _research labo
ratory, mail systems, both text and au
dio, are. extremely' useful.. One advan
tage is that theydesynchronize commu
nication. When you have an idea 'or want
to know something, you can send your
message off and it does not .matter
whether the people you send it to are
there. When t~~y coIlle in or are avail
able, they can find your message and
reflect on it and reply. Another advan
tag, is that of addressing a large number
ofr~cipients simultaneously. After regis
tering your message only"once, 'you,~an
send it to any of those on a given list of
people. These tools are very important
to us already, and we expect that they
will become. widely used. and will be
major communication tools for manage
ment.
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National R&D Policy:
An Industrial Perspective

Roland W. Schmitt

the performance of basicresearch and'
the trainingof research manpower. The
distraction is especially great if Washing
ton pays too much attention to the grow
ing number of calls for the government to
take over the job of selecting and sup
porting R&D programs aimed ~Ccom
mercial results.

The Federal Role

Industrial pnlicy has become one of
the hot issues on our national agenda,
with various advocates telling us how to
beat the Japanese and solve the prob
lemsof unemployment, inflation, and
industrial stagnation. The 1984presiden
tial candidates are picking up these ideas
and testing them.

Industrial policy has many compo
nents-fiscal, monetary, and regulatory,
for example. .It toucheson many areas,
from international trade, to retraining the
work force .. I •can bring my expertise to
only one corner. of this. many-sided sub
ject: research and development policy.
To me, industrial.policy means what the
government· must do to shape our nation
al industrial posture, and a clear under
standing of what government should not
do. ..

There has been no lack of proposals.
Billsput before Congress in recent years
have called for such changes as the es-

The author is senior vice president, Corporate
Research and Development, General Electric Corn
pany, Schenectady, New York 12301. This article is
adapted from his keynote speech at the National
Conference on the Advancementof Research, San
Antonio, Texas, 10 October 1983,
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tablishment of a National Technology
Foundation, or a Cabinet-level Depart
ment of Trade and Industry; the selec
tion of a National Commission on Tech
nological Innovation and Industrial Mod
ernization to tell us "what the economic,
educational, and industrial priorities of
the United States ought to be"; a Presi
dential Program for the Advancement of
Science and Technology; and a Comrnis
sion on High Technology and Employ
ment Potential. Another proposal would
establish a government program to con
duct .research and development on im
proved manufacturing techniques; oth
ers. would exempt joint research and
development efforts from the antitrust
laws.

All these proposals to aid U.S. R&D
show a healthy and encouraging concern
about the state of American. industrial
technology, but they may at the same
time distract politicians and policy-mak
ers frorn the most.important need and the
most important step that government can
take to strengthen U.S. innovation. That
task is to ensure and strengthen the.
health of our university system-in both

In the commercial R&D area there
are some things that. government must
and can do, and other things it cannot
and should not do. Government has a
crucial role to play in creating favorable
conditions for commercial innovation,
but not in.actually producing those inno
vations. There are several reasons for
this.

First, successful innovation requires a
close and intimate coupling between the

. developers of a technology and the busi
nesses that will bring products based on
that technology to market and are them
selves in touch with that market. This is
essential ina diversified company, and
even. more essential in a complex and
diversified economy. The R&D people
must comprehend the strategies of the
business as well as know what the mar
ket constraints are and what thecompe
tition is up to. The. business people, in
turn, must understand the capabilities
and limitations .of the technology. They
must possess the technical strength to
complete the development and believe
strongly enough in the technology's po
tential to make the big investment need
ed to bring it to market.
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Summary. An analysis of how the government can and cannot use research and
development policy to improve the nation's industrial posture suggests four guidelines
for federal R&D policy: (i) concentrate direct support on academically based
research, .not on government-targeted industrial R&D; (ii) concentrate on sunrise
science and technology, not on sunrise industries and products; (iii) concentrate on
strengthening the climate for privateiy based innovation, not on government-selected
innovation; (iv) concentrate on development for the. government's own needs, not on
development for market needs.

Second, innovation works best if this
close coupling is in place during the
entire innovation process. It shouldexist
when the R&D project is identified and
should continue through planning and
development. It must survive the inev
itable adjustments during development,
caused by shifting market constraints
and technical surprises. It must with
stand the decision points-when to go
ahead or when. to quit.

Finally, . in .a free-enterprise-system,
governments not only do not create the
markets for products but are notoriously
slow in .reacting to shifts in the market
place. They lack the crucial entrepre
neurial spirit to perceive or acknowledge
opportunities early in their development.

During the years ofheavy government
involvement in. energy R&D, we. used
to hear over and over agam tneexpres
sions . technologytransfer .. , and .'com
mercialization." Those terms embodied
the notion that once. a technology was
developed by a -government contractor
or a natIOnal laboratory, the technology
could .tfien ·somehow· be transferred .to
the.marketplace and commercialized.

That did not happen for a simple rea-
cm. Technology transfer is not a sepa

rate process occurring downstream from
R&D. The user and the performer of
targeted R&D need to have established
a close relation before there is anything
to transfer.

In energy R&D, there were some
who fell into the trap of thinking that if
they got a concept defined, the technolo
gy to work, and someone to produce a
favorable economic analysis, then corn
mercialization would follow. They forgot
to find out whether the customers would
buy the product. The result was a misdi

.rection of effort and moneyinto technol
ogies that never had a chance of com
mercial success.

Even in agriculture, where the United
States has a great history of innovation,
underlying. .research" on com genetics
was performed at university research
stations and largely supported by gov
ernment. But private seed companies
converted that research into hybrid com
products.

A close relation between the user and
the performer of R&D cannot, in gener
al,. form when government selects com~'·

mercial R&D targets. Instead, the gov
ernment ends up being a third party
one that knows a great deal less about
the technology than the developer and a
great deal less about the market than the
user.

As an example, there are proposals
that the government fund R&D in man
ufacturing technology, in such applica
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tion areas as programmable automation,
robotics, advanced sensors, and comput
er-aided design and manufacturing. Part
of this funding is to support R&D work
to be done byindustry.

These are key technologies for the
future but, because they are so impor
tant, a large and growing number of
companies are already addressing them.
General Electric is. investing millions of
dollars in each ofthem. And, in each.
one, we are faced with a large number of

tough competitors-foreign firms and
U.S. firms, established firms and new
ventures, joint ventures and industry
university. cooperative programs. In just
one corner of computer-aided design, for
example, the field of solid modeling, we
are competing against at least a dozen
capable firms-established giants, small
er rivals, .and newer ventures.

It is simply not plausible for an admin
istrator. in Washington--even with the
help of a blue-ribbon advisory panel-to
pick the winning solid-modeling product
better than the dozen firms slugging it
out in the marketplace. And even if
government could pick. the winner, that
is only the first step. The suppliers of the
funds, the performers of the R&D, and
the businessmen who deal with the cus
tomers have to tie themselves together in
a long-term relation. A government fund
ing agency cannot create that kind of
relationship.

There is," however, one important ex
ception. It occurs. when the government
is the customer for' innovation-as' in
defense R&D. Government should
concentrate its :development efforts on
these needs of its own. If history is any
guide, it will thereby also generate prod
ucts and technology that can be tapped
for commercial uses.

The government has clear needs in the
area of supercomputers' for weapons re
search, cryptanalysis, weather forecast
ing, economic modeling, the design of
improved airfoils and projectiles, and
many other uses. By meeting its needs in
supercomputers, the government will
also be sponsoring the development of a
product that has many valuable civilian
uses, such as improved oil exploration,'

~ Ii

better understanding of crack formation
and propagation in alloys, new tech
niques in, computer-aided engineering"
and.thedesign of new materials based on
theoretical principles. The supercom
puter is aprime example of a technology
in which the government should take the
lead.

In very large scale integrated circuits
(VLSI) the government will also be a
major customer and thus has a major role
in sponsoring development work. One

emerging opportunity is in the area of
inference chips-s-VLSI implementations
of intelligent .electronic systems' that
work in real time, based on custom chips
rather than computers .. These' inference
chips could be used in.military systems,
for example, to help the pilot of an F-18
with an engine hit by shrapnel'make the
best use of the 3.6.seconds he has in
which to decide whether he can limp
home or should bail out.

Inference chips will also have great
value in many commercial uses, such as
in creating three-dimensional computer
aided design images. in real time. and in
helping smart robots plan their. paths.
Again, by meeting its, own development
needs, the government may. advance
technology that can be used in commer
cial innovations. When the government
is not the .' customer. government selec
tion of developments is unlikely to pro
mote .such innovation and economic
growth.

Competition from Japan

At this point, I would expect. some
people to be thinking about the Japa
nese. Did their government bureaucracy
not pick the commercial technical win
ners and put money behind them? No, it
did not. At the heart of that question is a
misunderstanding about the Japanese
government's ·Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). The popular
picture depicts MITIas selecting target
industries, picking out the technological
developments they need, establishing a
consortium of Japanese firms, and sup
porting the commercial R&D needed
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perspective.jhe Departmentof Energy's
program expense for just' one unproved,
highly speculative energy technique,
magnetically contained fusion, was $295
million in 1982 alone.We face the same
problem in several other crucial areas of
university research., This is particularly
true of engineering research-fundamen
tal research in such areas as software
engineering, automation, machining SYS,:,

terns, materials engineering, and com
puter-aided,engineering techniques.

The crucial distinction again is be
tween support of the underlying research
\the job that the government should be
doing) and support of efforts aimed di
rectly at generating products (the job the
government should stay away from).
Some of the bills before Congress do not
clearly make this,distinction. Consider,
for example, the calls for government
support of R&D in manufacturing tech
nology. If a program for conducting the
underlying research at universities is to
be established, I will support it whole
heartedly. But when Programs to pro
duce. more-efficient manufacturing. tech
nologies are proposed, I worry that
someone has ignored the difference be
tween. broadly relevant research and the
job of selecting specific technology tar
gets for new products and processes.
And when anyone proposes conducting
research utilization activities to encour
age widespread adoption of these tech
nologies, then I have serious reserva
tions.

In the technology of controls, for ex
ample, fundamental theoretical advances
are needed to catch up with the speed
and power of microelectronics. Such
work should be strongly supported at
universities. But the job of putting re
search to work in, say, robots or ma
chine tool controls for commercial mar
kets should be addressed by private
companies.

Some may be concerned that with so
much emphasis on support of academic
research in, fast-moving areas, such as
microelectronics, and computer science',
the needs of core industries, such as
automobiles and steel, will be neglected.
That is not so, The increases in efficien
cy needed by these industries will be
provided much more by some. of these
fast-moving areas than by advances in
thecore technologies. These industries,
too, are dependent on-strong university'
research in thefast-moving areas, More
oyer, these industries suffer from a lack
of investment in already available tech
nology. Giving them new technology
without the corresponding investment to
use that technology is hardly likely to
improve their plight.
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Immigration Policy

Another policy issue that strikes at the
heart of our universities, yet is rarely
discussed in the context of R&D poli
cy, is immigration policy. In 1982 as
many foreign students received engi
neering Ph.D.'s in ouruniversities as did
American students. Someregard these
foreign students as a problem, and there
evenhave beenproposals to reduce their
numbers. But the real problem is that not
enough Americans are entering doctoral
programs. The solution is to encourage
more of our students, through adequate
ly supported graduate fellowships, to go
on to graduate studies. What is clearly
not a solution is to force foreign students
to leave. They arean important resource
for our country. They account for a
disproportionately large portion of our
skilled manpower in thefast-moving ar
eas of science and technology. They are
not taking jobs away from Americans.
They are filling a void and advancing
U.S. science and.technology. Historical
ly the United States has benefited im
measurably from opening .our doors; to
immigrant' scientists and engineers. I
need only mention such' greats as Stein
metz, Alexanderson, and Giaever at
General Electric; Tesla, Zworykin, and
IpatietI at othercompanies; and Fermi,

. Debye, Mark, andmany others at Amer-
ican universities. Yetcurrerit lawscreate
obstacles for foreign scientists who seek
employment here. If we are truly con
cerned about enhancing U.S. industry's
capability to do R&D, we should ease
the regulatory barriers to hiring foreign
born students, especiallythose trainedin
this country. Proposed amendments to
the Simpson-Mazzoli immigration bill
now before Congress would do exactly
that. Unfortunately,. for reasons that
have nothing at all to do with science and
technology, that bill is now stalled in the
House. The critical role that foreign sci
entists play in the United States must be
addressed directly, rather than as an
afterthought to a bill intended to deal
with the problem of illegal, and largely
unskilled, aliens.

Technology Leaks

A related national issue also directly
affects the health of our universities: the
problem of leakage of technology to the
Soviet Union. In an attempt to stop that
leakage, .the.Department of Defense and
the Department of Commerce proposed
regulations that would prevent foreign
nationals from taking part in advanced
microelectronics research in universities

I

and industry. This is intended as just a
first step. In the long run, the two depart
ments are proposing to impose the same
restrictions on virtually all fast-moving
areas of advanced,technology consid
ered to be militarily critical.

There is no question.that 'we mustdo a
better job of preventing the Soviets from
acquiring our technology, but such regu
lations are overkill. The Defense and
Commerce Departments propose to
change the export control regulations in
ways that would seriously disrupt the
nature of scientific discourse in U.S.
universities and industrial R&D labora
tories. No doubt some technology does
leak to the Soviets in the course of our
open scientific discourse. But' by the
Administration's .ownaccount, this is a
very small part of the problem. It is
counterproductive to impos-e such major
restrictions 011 U.S. science andtechnol
ogy for such a small part of the problem.
Again, foreign scientists play a critical
role in most of our important areas of
science and technology. Deny them ac
cess to these areas of research and we
will do far more to damage our techno
logical capabilities than any of the pro:
posals being made in the name of indus
trial policy will do to help.

Conclusion

National R&D policy today poses
both risks and opportunities. The excite
ment and attention that proposals for
industrial R&D policy have generated
threaten to distract us from the federal
government's most 'important tasks. We
need to go back to the basics. We need to
remind ourselves of what it is that the
government can and cannotdo, andwhat
it is that industry Can and cannot do.

In summary, I want to suggest four
specific guidelines for federal R&D pol
icy: (i) concentrate direct support on
academically based research, not on
government-targeted industrial R&D;
(ii) concentrate' on sunrise science and
technology, noton sunrise industries and
products: (iii) concentrate on strengthen
ing.theclirnate for privately based' inno
vation, not on,government-selected in
novation; (iv) , concentrate on develop
ment for" the government's own needs,
noton development for market needs. I
believe that these simple guidelines
many of which we have followed with
success in the past, some of which we
have violated with pain-will go a long
way toward greatly strengthening and
rejuvenating- the", dynamic innovative
powers of our American system of re
search and development.
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ENHANCED TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Many factors, including improving education, encouraging
capital formation, developing new markets, and encouraging tech
nological innovation will improve the U.S. competitive edge. One
element stands out as the most cost-effective action we can take:
improving the transfer of commercially useful technology that the
government is already supporting. Historically, U.S. laws and
agency policies have not offered efficient methods or incentives
to promote commercial use of government-developed technologies.
In recent years, however, several laws have enhanced technology
transfer, but the provisions of those laws do not fully apply to
some of our major labs, and changes would be useful.

In the free enterprise system, protection of intellectual
property by granting exclusive patent rights offers important
incentives to justify investment. Frequently, the research
investment that results in intellectual property falls far short
of the total investment needed to convert an idea into a commer
cial reality. Although not all government-supported technology
needs to be protected by exclusive patent rights, granting exclu
sive rights to risk takers is important when commercialization
requires extensive additional development. Granting non
exclusive rights to many often results in insufficient incentives
to pursue new inventions. This is a case where "giving to every
body often means giving to nobody." And a worthwhile invention
would remain uncommercialized or--worse yet--would be picked up
by foreign entities to the detriment of U.S. domestic economy.

Incentives to promote technology transfer by granting exclu
sive patent rights also can improve our control of economically
useful information to benefit domestic industry. The present
lack of incentives in technology transfer actually encourages
technical people to release unclassified information to the world
through traditional channels in technical journals and profes
sional conferences rather than through patents. with incentives
in place, it would be productive for the laboratories to focus
more of this technical data into'protectable innovation that is
more directly useful in the U.S. commercial world. And, the use
of patents as a publication channel would increase, without
slowing the more traditional forms of technical communication.

Patents are one important form of intellectual property pro
tection. Copyrights, most notably for software protection and
the protection of "mask works· for integrated circuits, are Also
increasingly ~mportant. These items are increasingly valuable
products from many of the laboratories. Occasionally, the
laboratories develop information that industry would label
"proprietary"; examples are new processes or data that may be
useful to industry. Frequently, proprietary information cannot
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be adequately protected by patents because such publication would
teach anybody how to use such data in a way that would not be
evident in a final product. There are presently either no provi~

sions or limited provisions that allow government-funded labora
tories to control all types of intellectual property for U.S.
benefit. Of course, the government should retain rights to use
the results of government-funded research for its own use.

Congress recognized these facts when it enacted legislation
giving patent rights to universities and small businesses working
under government contract. In particular, the Bayh-Dole Act and
its amendments permit universities and small businesses that
operate government laboratories to elect title to inventions made
at those laboratories. For example, the University of California
can take patent rights to inventions made at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, which the university operates under contract
to the Department of Energy (DOE). This encourages the univer
sity and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory to assist in the
commercialization of inventions. Extending such policies to all
government-funded laboratories is the cornerstone of an enhanced
technology transfer program, and including patents copyrights,
mask works, and proprietary and process data would further
enhance the commercial value of laboratory technology.

,Several exceptions built into existing legislation make tech
nology transfer from DOE Laboratories difficult. These exclu
sions refer to weapons laboratories of the DOE and laboratories
managed by large for-profit contractors, whether or not the con
tractor works without profit or fee. Some of our country's
largest laboratories are excluded from Bayh-Dole.

On April 10, 1987, however, the President issued an Executive
Order pursuant to the Bayh-Dole Act and the Technology Transfer
Act of 1986. The President directed DOE and other executive
departments and agencies to encourage and facilitate technology
transfer among Federal laboratories, universities, and the pri
vate sector. The Executive Order directs that patentable results
of federal research be granted to all contractors who perform the
research, regardless of size.

If the nation intends to fully utilize the potential of
intellectual property to spur technology transfer from all of the
national laboratories, the law needs to be changed or interpreted
to allow more efficient management of all types of intellectual
property. The exclusions that preclude application of Bayh-Dole
and the Technology Transfer Act to nuclear weapons-related labor
atories should be eliminated. The President's directive should
be wholeheartedly adopted.

Under DOE program oversight, royalties generated by licensing
technologies from large commercial contractors operating
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government-owned laboratories could be returned to the labora
tories for further research and additional technology transfer
efforts. Royalties also could be used for incentives to encour
age staff to make more intellectual property disclosures.
presently,it is difficult for laboratories to accept roya~ties,

even if all such royalties are used for additional research or
technology transfer. This should be changed. Contractors that
operate Federal laboratories should be able to enter into fair
and reasonable arrangements with industry or third parties, such
as universities or inventors, to encourage commercial development
of laboratory-generated technology. Contracts would include
plans for commercialization and, if expectations fail, there
would be provisions to give another organization the chance to
take over the invention.

Under certain circumstances, when the laboratories have
unique capabilities, industry may wish to contribute funds for
laboratory research programs. Current procedures for sponsoring
programs at national laboratories require a lengthy negotiation.
Such delays run counter to the spirit of maintaining
competitiveness and waste valuable management resources. When
there is no interference with laboratory programs, the
laboratories should enjoy greater freedom in negotiating for such
work.

In summary:

If the nation required a more uniform and progressive tech
nology transfer policy for all government-owned laboratories, the
result would include more inventions, more patent disclosures,
more domestic commercial benefit, and more jobs for Americans.
It would substantially enhance the technology transfer efforts of
several major laboratories that undertake a significant share of
our country's research.

Provisions that include the ability for all government-funded
laboratories to directly and promptly negotiate agreements with
risk-takers involving know-how and copyrights, in addition to
patents, would be particularly useful. Business decisions
involving new technology are inherently risky and uncertain, and
delays, prohibitions, and uncertainties inherent in the pr·esent
cumbersome processes inhibit commercial potential. The
President's Executive Order of April 10, 1987, should be
wholeheartedly adopted.



'U.S. PATENT PRODUCTIVITY
Analysis shows a decline in inventive output for the u.s. chemical in4ustry between 1965
and 1980 that may well be representative of industry as a whole.

Stephen F. Adler and Herbert H. P. Fang
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On the basis of trends in patenting activity, one of us
reported in an earlier study that there was compelling
evidence of a decline in innovative activity in the u.s.
for the period 1965-1975 (l). During the past decade
or more, other _observers have reached the same
conclusion by other methods of measurement or
reasoning (2,3). Since no one has yet proclaimed a
renaissance of innovative activity, we may assume that
things are still as they were or that they may have
gotten worse.

The study reported in this article includes data from
the mid-1960s through 1982-83 to get a longer view of
this phenomenon. We have also examined several
variables not studied in the first paper to see if we can
better understand what accounts for the patterns of
patenting activity both by US. industry and within
various segments of the industry.

Recognizing that there are year-to-year variations in the
patents issued by the U.S. Patent Office, most of the
data used in this paper are running three-year averages
reported for the second year of the period. The
smoothed data for 1966-1982 (Figure 1) show that the
total number of patents per year rose from ca. 60,000
in 1966 to ca. 75,000 in the early 1970s (4,5). Since
about 1977, the level of activity. has again declined to
ca. 60,000. The data contain an important underlying
message about the nationality of the inventors. Non
U.S. inventors have increased their absolute rate of
generation from ca.·W,OOO to ca. 25,000 patents per
year. During the same period, US. inventors'
production declined from ca. 50,000 to ca. 35,000
patents per year. In 1965, about 20 percent of U.S.
patents were issued to non-US.· inventors (Figure 2); by
1983, that figure had risen about 41 percent, and the
Patent Office reports that for 1985 it was 43.9 percent.

The decline in U.S. inventive output is the most
fundamental observation we have made. All of the
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other facts and observations that follow are merely
elaborations of this. .

In the earlier study we analyzed patent generation and
R&D expenses over a decade for the 12 largest
chemical companies. The R&D expenses were
published figures corrected for inflation. The patent
data were 'obtained from Information ForIndustry; A
minor concern in the first study was that not all of the
patents issued to anyone company might have been
counted because of assignments to subsidiaries with
names that might not have been included. In the
present paper, the patent data are those that
were graciously supplied by each of the chemical
companies (6).

The so-called "Big 12" companies can be. used to
monitor the activity of the chemical industry because
they account for a large fraction of research
expenditures and patent activity for that industry. For
example, the "Big 12" spent ca. 40 percent of the
industry's research dollars and got ca. 30 percent of
the patents. Figure 3 shows how the "Big 12" share of
the U.S. patents granted to U.S. inventors has changed
between 1967 and 1980. Since 1974, that share has
been down to a nearly constant 5.1 percent starting
from ca. 6.5 percent at the beginning of the period.
There is, thus, a double decline to be noted-(a) U.S.
invented patents have declined both in absolute terms
and as a percent of the total patents, and (b) the
chemical industry is getting a reduced share of that
smaller pool.

Patent Productivity

"Patent productivity" is the ratio of patents issued in
any year to the money expended on R&D in the same
year. It has units of number of patents!$MM of R&D.
Admittedly, this productivity quotient is simplistic
because it ignores expenditures that do not have
patents as an expected outcome. It also sidesteps the
question of the time lag between the doing of the
research and the issuance of the patent, Nevertheless,
patent productivity is a concept that is useful for
tracking an industry or a company to spot trends over
a period of time. In this paper, the number of patents
will always be the smoothed average and expenditures
will always be reported as constant 1967 dollars by .
correcting actual figures with GNP price deflators (7).

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the patent productivity for the
"Big 12" as a function of time in groups of four
companies arranged according to sales volume. The
four largest companies (Du Pont, Union Carbide, J
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and Monsanto) show a similar pattern. The data show
an inverse relationship between patent productivity
and company sales. This fact is examined in more
detail in a following section. The middle group (Allied,
Celanese, American Cyanamid and Hercules) follows a
somewhat different pattern with time, with a more
distinct maximum for each curve in the mid-1970s
followed by a steep decline. There is once again the
observation that patent productivity is apparently
larger when sales volume is lower. In the third group,
the curves for Ethyl and Stauffer have the maximum in
the mid-1970s as noted in Figure 6, but Olin and Rohm
and Haas have very different shapes. Also, one cannot
say for Figure 6 that there is an obvious correlation
between productivity and company size.

In the view of people who see research as a vital
function of a corporation, sales might be expected to
increase with more research (of the right kind). The
same might be said of patents. That is, more research
should lead to more patents. Figures 7 and 8 show
how patents vary with R&D expenses for the "Big 12"

30 (in constant 1967 dollars). The expected relationship of

more patents with greater research expenditures is
readily seen.

When the same analysis is made once more for patent
productivity (number of patents/smrn of R&D), the
picture is entirely different. We plot patent
productivity against sales for two periods, 1971-75 and
1976'-80 (8). Figures 9 and 10 show that productivity
varies inversely with sales volume. What this says is
that the efficiency of the R&D" organization in
producing patents goes down as the size of the parent
corporation in constant 1967 dollars gets bigger. Is
there no efficiency of scale in this process? We will
return to this question again.

Figures II and 12 show the relationship of patent
productivity to the percent of sales allocated to R&D.
The two periods are once again 1971-75 and 1976-80,
respectively. Although some scatter is seen in both
plots, the predominant feature is an inverse
relationship of patent productivity to R&D as.a percent
of sales. Both the abscissa and the ordinate refer to
quantities that are the ratio of an output to an input:
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It is also possible to see whether patent productiviry
increases with the absolute level of R&D expenditure,
This is the most direct way to test the efficiency of the
"process" of producing patents, In other words, if
there is efficiency of patent productivity, we should see
It reflected in the absolute size of the R&D organization
and, therefore, in its annual expenditures, Figures 13
and 14 present these data, There is no doubt that, for
both time periods, patent productivity decreases as the
absolute level of R&D expenditure increases, It is not at
all clear why patent productivity does not increase
instead, The expected increase in efficiency is simply
not there, In fact, larger R&D units become less
efficient in the context of this paper,

One might wonder whether the findings about patent
productivity for the chemicai inudstry can be
explained by the position of the "Big 12" relative to
the US, as a whole, Table 1 shows the sales, R&D
expenditures, sales volume, patents and patent
productivity cf the "Big 12" compared to total US,
figures,

The table shows that sales, as a fraction of GNp,
increased 17 percent but that R&D expenditures rose
only about one-sixth as much from the early 1970s to
the late 1970s. During that period the fraction of US.
patents assigned to the "Big 12" declined 5 percent.
(The patent statistics of the years 1982-84 show a
modest upturn In the number of patents for the
companies in the "Big 12." However, the ratio of
patents to constant dollar R&D has continued to
decline to ca. 1.2 for the group.) The large chemical
companies invested more in research and got fewer
patents out of the process. The data, when stated in
terms of patent productivity, show that the "Big 12"
had a decrease in the period studied that was half
again as big as the 27 percent reduction experienced32

R&D expenditure
Sales volume

and
Number of patents
R&D expenditure

by the entire US. That is to say, the "Big 12" (and the
chemical industry by extension) behaved like the
whole country, just more so.

A comparison of the patent activity of the chemical
industry with other industries is beyond the scope of
this paper although it might lead to some important
conclusions. However, one can choose representative
companies from other business sectors and look for
similarities in patent productivity. Table 2 presents such
information for a group of companies compared to the
"Big 12" and to Du Pont as a representative of the
chemical group, and for the US. on average.

The data in Table 2 show that most of the companies
have had reduced patent productivity and in three
cases a larger reduction than is true for the "Big 12,"
Only one company in this group, General Electric,
shows an increase of 14 percent, Further, the absolute
level of productivity for the "Big 12" is higher in both
periods than for any of the other companies reported.
The picture that emerges is that most sectors of US.
industry were declining in patent productivity over the
decade of the 1970s and that the chemical industry is
not atypical. Thus, if there is an innovation malaise, it
is very widespread, and all sectors of U.S, industry
need to be concerned,

Interpreting the Data
Before proceeding to a detailed examination of U.S,
patent productivity, we should note that Gilman
described another concept in 1981 which he called
"patent inventivity" (9). This quantity is the ratio of
patents issued to sales volume. He concluded from an
analysis of patent inventivity that the largest companies
were less inventive than smaller ones. This result was
disputed by Jackson et al. who felt that Gilman had
used a sample that led to an incorrect conclusion (10).
Gilman and Siczek subsequently reported on a
function that is the same as the one that we had
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previously called "patent productivity" (11). They
looked at a broad range of companies whereas we
looked in detail at the chemical industry. In this paper,
we have examined only a handful of companies in
other industries (Thble 2).

In the earlier study, we speculated about the most
likely cause or causes of the slowing in U.S. patent
activity. Among the causes proposed and rejected in
that study were the following:

• -Companies are more careful or selective in
choosing patents to file.

• Less R&D money is available because of funds
diverted to meet regulatory requirements.

• There is more reliance on "trade secrets" vs.
patents.

• The U.S. market is viewed as not worth the cost of
getting patent protection.

• More stringent criteria are being applied by the U.S.
Patent Office for allowing patents.

Figure 14.-Patent Productivity B. R&D
(1976-80 Average).

None of. the above explanations makes any more sense
today than it did in 1980. Theone explanation that
was thought to be most plausible then was that a shift
in R&D orientation had taken place toward low-risk
research such as product and process development.
These activities are less likely to lead to large numbers
of patents because they are desIgned to fine-tune
formulations, discover new uses of a chemical or
improve the process by which the chemical is made.
We can test this hypothesis by looking at the record of
three chemical companies with very different patent
productivities. For each of three companies, Allied, Du
Pont and Stauffer, the patents in each of three years
were examined to find out what fraction were
"composition of matter" as opposed to those with use
or process claims only. It was assumed that larger
numbers of composition of matter patents would
correlate with higher patent productivity. Table 3
shows the results of this analysis. There is no obvious
correlation between the type of claims and the number
of patents per SMM of R&D for all three companies
taken together. There is, however, an apparent 33
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Tab_'e l....;..Sales,. R&D Expenses. and Patent Productivity·

(Saies)12/(GNPh,
(R&D)12I(R&D)us
(Patents)1,/(Patentsjus
(Patent Productivity)us
(Patent. Productlvttyuj

1971-75 avg.

1.94%
2.76%
5.5%
2.2
4.4

1976-80 avg.

2.27%
2.84%
5.2%
1.6
2.9

% Change

17
3

-5
-27
-33

"Number of patents per millionof 1967 dollars spent on R&D.

Table. 2-::-Patent Productivity in Various Industries

Patent Productivity (# PatlSMM R&D)

"Big 12" (Chemical companies)
Du Pont (Chemical)
AT&T (Communications)
Hewlett-Packard (Electronics)
General:Electric (Electrical)
Eastman Kodak (Photography)
Merck (Pharmaceuticals)
Motorola (Semiconductors)
U.S. Average.

71-75 avg.

4.4
2$
3.0
1.2
2.4
2.7
1.9
3.0
2.22

76-80 avg.

2.9
1.9
1.0
0.6
2.8
1.2
1.8
2.6
1.61

% Change

-33
-30
-67
-49
+14
-57
-8
-13
-27

Table 3-RelationsbiP of Patent ProductiVity To Type ofPatent Claims

Company

Stauffer~1970
1975
1980

Allied ~1970
1975
1980

Ou Pont~1970

1975
1980

No. of
Patents Studied •

71
127
99

39
43
38

162
112
63

% of Patents with
Comp -.of Matter

Claims

51
60
50

26
19
11

31
39
46

Patent Productivity
No. of Patents/SMM

R&D

6.6
9.0
5:4
9.7

10.7
4.0

2.8
2.6
1.5

• All of Stauffer's patents were examined in the three years. one-thlrd of Du Pont's and Allied's patents were examined.

correlation for each company by itself (Figure 15).
Because of the few data plotted, it would be desirable
to extend this analysis to other companies over more
years to see if our observation is more than a
coincidence.
It is undeniable that chemical and other companies
have experIenced a steady decline in both the number
of patents granted and in patent productivity. The latter
is a crude measure of the return on research
investment. One can find a variety of explanations.
Abernathy painted the finger at management (2),
whereas Kline indicated that we are about to enter a
new age in chemistry (3). However, it is also possible
that we are experiencing an effect in research that.is
anaiogous to the finding that "new oil is harder to find
than old oil." Any resource that must be mined out

4 becomes progressively more expensive because the

most easily reached deposits are taken first. Is there
such a phenomenon in industrial research? If there is,
we should find that the money will increase that must
be spent on R&D to achieve a fixed amount of
progress. This should lead to the observations reported
here.

Among the factors making research progressively more
expensive is that the infrastructure required to do
research in the 1970s and 1980s is increasingly
sophisticated and expensive. For example, most
research laboratories of any significance have analytical
facilities that include NMR spectrometers, HPLCs,
ESCA-Auger spectrometers, SEMs and the like. This
equipment is typically run by highly skilled specialists.
In an earlier time, analyses were thought to be
adequate or acceptable with much ~impler, less elegant
and far less costly technIques. Also, the laboratory of
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today is equipped with a full range of sophisticated
computers and database searching facilities. These are
only two examples that can be cited. No wonder R&D
costs are escalating. Furthermore, this is a factor that
affects the larger companies more than the smaller
ones. The large companies are the ones most likely to
feel the need for highly sophisticated facilities to match
the technological demands of their research areas.

If one now adds the economic criteriaattendant to
new research; the picture of high costs becomes even
more pronounced. The chemical industry has seen a
steady decline in profitabillty in the last two decades,
and new research must face far more hard-nosed
criteria of profitability and return on investment than
ever before. New chemicals that might have been
considered acceptable in anearlier time may now be
thought to be too unprofitable to develop. This leads
to R&D that has fewer commercial successes as a
fraction of the numbers of areas explored.

Finally, we should address the question of the
adequacy of R&D funding in the U.S. Between 1964

Number 01 Pal.nl-"MM R&D

and 1978 the level of-R&D funding as a fraction of
GNP dropped 25 percent, from 2.96 percent of GNP to
2.22 percent. By 1985, however, it had moved back up
to an estimated 2.7 percent. Increased spending on
R&D cannot of itself guarantee greater Innovation: and
there is probably no. "right". level to ensure a
revitalized atmosphere of Innovation. Nevertheless we
are encouraged by this dramatic turnaround. Now it
remains to be seen whether the U.S. patent output as a
measure of innovation also turns around and heads
back up. @
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IANEW STAFF OF UFE
FOR DIETERS: FLUFFY CELlULOSE I

power and fuel
economy of internal corobusticn engines-s-and double the out
put of other fuel cells. Fuel cells are essentially batteries with
fuel tanks. They generate electricity directly from a chemical
reaction between the fuel and a catalyst.

The secret of Argonne's fuel cell, says researcher Darrell C.
Fee, is a new' construction technique. The interior is made of
thin ceramic sheets bent and bonded together like corrugated
paperboard. The low-cost ceramic sheets function as the elec
trolyte part of the "battery," eliminating the need for the
liquid electrolyte that weighs down most fuel cells. The Ar
gonne unit can burn both liquid and gaseous fuels. Pound for
pound, the ceramic design is so efficient that Fee says it might
even be used in airplanes. And an electrical power plant using
the new fuel cells could be 557'-'"00-60%, .efficient at converting
fuel into electricity-e-vs, 3<f'<-t0-35% for coal-fired plants.

SUPERFAST CHIPS: AFRENCH STARTUP
"" . " > . L , IS OFF AND RUNNING

.J

_....-_._-'

''S

PAINLESS ANGIOGRAPHY?
GE IS WORKING ON IT

," --I

V irtually everyone who has
undergone angiography

wishes there were some other
way to examine the body's blood
vessels. To search for blockages
that can cause strokes or arterio
sclerosis, doctors inject dyes that I I
sbow up in Xrays. The process is .

,...,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.a""'H"',! notoriously painful and lasts for I ONE SMALL STEP FOR
hours. But it '!lay s,o0n be a thin?, of the past. Scientists at IGROWING FOOD ON THE MOON
General Electric Co. s R&D center m Schenectady, N. Y., have .._ ... ..-

j
.modified magnetic resonance imaging systems so they "paint" W ill men on the moon be

images of flowing blood on a computer screen. able to grow food in the

.••..._.: MRI",Whi~h creates coml'uter,ized images from the weak radio lunar SOI,',I? T.h,e. ans".,rer is impo~
SIgnals emitted by atoms m the body wben they are exposed to tant to thededicated band of SCI-

.. a powerful magnetic field, is well known for its clear-but entists who believe that mankind
.' still-images of organs. To produce pictures of blood coursing will establish a permanent base
"I through veins and arteries, GE developed a computer program .on the moon, So in Jauuary they
I that suppresses the signals from stationary tissues while high- will launch 'experiments to find
, lighting .the images of moving cells: the faster the flow, the out 'whether wheat and perhaps"

:t brig.hter the image. The software will soon be available on soybeans will grow in lunar !
,cl-W-s MlU scanners. Next, the researchers hope to "dapt the greenhouses. They won't fly . '. . '
"l1eehnique to see the flow, of blood inside the beartby canceling there 'to plant the seeds, thOtllfh-just to Florida's Epcot Cen- !
lou~:the action of a beatmg heart. ter. The seeds will he planted m powdered rock quarried near I
J ,----...------. Duluth, Minn., that closely matches the stuff on the moon. I
I. Scientists at the Universirr of Minnesota have already
(CERAMICS COULD LEAVE crushed and ground the first ioo lb. of ersatz lunar soil No';" I
!COMBUSTION ENGINES IN THE DUST they are working on imitating the glassy ;ontent of the real i
!--_ . _..__~ thmg. Just mlXmg In regular glass won t do because the '
\ Many automotive engineers are betting that ceramics will moon's glass-v-produced by the heat of meteor impacts-is
'- be the rr.aterial of choice for tomorrow's super-efficient light and porous. Kenneth J. Reid. director of the university's
car engines. But ceramics may also be the key to a power Mineral Resources Research Center. hopes that a plasma-arc

j source that could ,l11ake.gome, E!ngjl)e~ obsolete. Researchers at furnace will do the io!:--and also drive off the moisture bound
I thfEni.rgypept.'~·A~~~Il~,:.:~,-,-~~1~nat1~p.(.lt(i1QF'y.]aVe built a into the rocks minerals. making it even more like lunar soil.
___________, .:::,:::::.:;C)-:::.~=,_;'.:::::;:__- ~_.__._..__ ,__ .. .:. n •• ._____ •• __ • • ... _, ._. _
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represent ithese officials. Concurrently, Federal department and
agency Iia~,'son is being fostered. In this manner ISETAP is attempting
to bring together the diverse components of the intergovernmental
science and technology endeavorv However, questions have arisen as to I~
the effectiv,i'eness of the Panel and as to whether its operation is meeting Qce,
the policy objectives of the legislation which created it. "u

Lack of visibility and recognition have been complicating factors in~
the establ,ishment of a base support for ISETAP's activities in the~
intergovernmental arena. The absence of a means to enforce par- "I -.0/

ticipation in the Panel's programs and a lack of authority to implement
recommendations directly have been obstacles to the development
of an effective program in the Executive Office of the President. The
uncertainties surrounding ISETAP's activities, Presidential support,
and the reorganization have not helped in this respect. The situation
is such that the Panel can be expected to work best when and if it is
perceived as being an influential element of the decision-making process
at the Presidential level. The reorganization and the subsequent
relationship with the Office of Management and Budget are anticipated
to increase the effectiveness of ISETAP. An assurance of support
for the functions and operation of the Panel from OMB and the
President's Science Advisor, coupled with increased interaction with
Federal, State, local, and regional representatives, are understood
to be essential to the recognition of ISETAP's function and further
cooperation with the Panel's programs and objectives.

POLICY STATEMENT AND REPORTS

The previous section has reviewed the establishment and operation
of intergovernmental science and technology activities at the Presiden
tial level through the Intergovernmental Science, Engineering, and
Technology Advisory Panel. ISETAP is only the most recent organise
tional response to a series of activities which extends back over more
than the past decade. This section documents past attempts to de
velop a domestic technology transfer policy beguming with the New
Technological Opportunities Program instituted in 1971 by the White
House Domestic Council and including various other executive,
congressional, State, and local endeavors. These activities resulted in
numerous studies, statements, and recommendations concerning the
issue of the intergovernmental utilization of Federal research and
development results. Many of the recommendations are identical; all
are related. They are discussed here to present a total picture of how
our present activities are responsive to the needs and priorities indenti
fied in the initial studies of the concept. Current technology transfer
activities are discussed in subsequent sections and analyzed in terms
of the policy issues and suggestions delineated here.

ACTIVITIES FOR INTERGOVERNMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
DURING THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION

New Technological Opportunities Program (NTOP)
In July of 1971, the White House Domestic Council, at the direction

of former President Nixon, initiated the New Technological Oppor
tunities Program to examine Federal involvement in support of non-
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defense research and development. Under the leadership of William M.
Magruder, the endeavor was to study ways to apply high technology
to the solution of social and economic problems. This effort was the
first such undertaking which recognized that the R&D capabilities
of the Federal departments and agencies provided opportunities in
the domestic and foreign technology transfer arenas.

Organized into three interagency task forces-problem identifica
tion, economic incentives, and international technology transfer-the
NTOP study team requested agencies to identify technological
activities related to potential domestic or foreign endeavors. GIven
a free hand, a list was drawn up which represented an enormous
commitment of funds if it were to be implemented. Complicating the
situation was the absence of accompanying analyses of economic,
political, social, or environmental impacts. The Executive Office of the
President subsequently decided that the time was not right for such
a massive undertaking. Instead, an incremental approach was adopted.
This attitude was reflected in the President's address to Congress in

. March 1972.

~
Intergovernmental Technology in Preeideni Nizon's Science and Tech

nQiogy Message
G<:,~r President Nixon's address to Congress on Science and

t Technology, delivered on March 20, 1972, was a major acknowledg
ment of the benefits to be derived from the Federal research and
development endeavor. The statement was an announcement of a
new effort to support and utilize science and technology for the
improvement of the Nati ' and its quality of life. The

\ President called for ne 'artnershi s" etween Federal institutionsJ, private industry, State an oca government, universities, and
~ ~research organizations to apply R&D results to civilian needs.

~ Observing that "Federal research and development activities generate
a great deal of new technology which could be applied in ways which
go well beyond the immediate mission of the supporting agency," the
President said States and localities need to play a central role in
the decision-making process surrounding the application of these
technologies.

In order to develop these FederallStateflocalrelationships, the
Science Advisor, in cooperation with the Office of Intergovernmental
Relations, was directed to serve as the focus for a discussion of the
issues by the relevant Federal agencies and State and local representa
tives. Further, the needs of State and local jurisdictions were to. be

.prioritized in asystematic way and the resultant data incorporated
into the decision-making process at the Federal level. Alternative
methods for improving access to Federal technical resources were to
be discussed as well as mechanisms for the aggregation of State and
local markets in such a way as to produce economies of scale.

FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (FCST)

'\ The address to Congress by President Nixon paralleled work under
~'""'waywithin the Federal Cou il for Scie c and Tec nolo '
I>'- ing State and loca Issues. The Fe era Counc ad been created by
~:,. ExecutIve Order 1U80hssued by President Eisenhower on March 13,
" '..0 1959, and was designed to assis.tthexarious Federal departments and

c- 1 agencies in the coordination and management of problem-solving in
~. science and technology, Located III the Executive Office of the Presi-
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dent until 1973, the Council's membership was composed of Federal
policy officials from thirteen departments and agencies and observers
from other Federal units with the President's Science Advisor as
Council Chairman. • ~~d,

In mid-1973, the Federal Council for Science and Technology ~ ---'J
(FCST) was transferred from the Executive Office of the President to 1"-"'\0 '(
the National Science Foundation whose director served as Science~,
Advisor to the President. FCST was abolished when the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act
(Public Law 94-282) was signed into law on May 11, 1976, and in its
place a Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and
Technology (FCCSET) was established. Many FCST functions were
absorbed by the newly created FCCSET. The intergovernmental
responsibilities of the unit were taken over by the Intergovernmental
Science, Engineering, and Technology Advisory Panel also created by
the legislation.
, The major portion of the work of the Federal Council for Science
and Technology was conducted through interdepartmental committees
which addressed specific issues. During the period of its operation
the Council establishedseveral units Wh,ich dealt with State and locan '
utilization of Federal research and development. A discussion of these~
committees and their work follows.
FOST Oommittee on Irderqoternmenuii Science Relations ~

The Federal Council established the Committee on Intergovern- NIl
mental Science Relations in 1969 to study and suggest methods to k.
improve the interaction of Federal, State, and local research and -;:,-,
development programs and policies. Composed of twenty representa- "
tives from Federal agencies, the Committee was directed to:

o Inventory and evaluate the impact of Federal policies and pro
grams on the scientific and technological activities of State and
local governments.
• Inventory State and local science and technology activity and
appraise its relation to Federal programs. .
o Formulate, in consultation with representatives of State and
local governments, recommendations for Federal initiatives to
strengthen this activity and Federal cooperation with it.
o Identify the need for scientific resources, including manpower
and institutional requirements, of State and local governments,
and assess the adequacy and impact of Federal programs bearing
on these needs.
o Recommend policies, procedures and programs to improve man
agement, information exchange, planning, and coordination of
Federal science and technology activities with related activities
of State and local governments.'

A report," bli 010 ., a Tool for Solving National Prob-
.Jems," was issued by the Coniiiii ee on ntergovernmen a . cience

Rela.tiorlSll Wlay of 1912. 1he document was the result. of numerous
meetings with State and local officials supplemented by a series of
formal presentations to the group by representatives of State and
local governments, congressional experts, and manpower specialists.
A draft of the report was reviewed by a representative from each
State, by local officials, by the twenty participating Federal a(':enCles,
and by independent experts ill the field. Three days of hearings on

I Committee on Intergovernmental Science. Relations, Federal Council for Science and Technology.
Public Technology, a Tool for Solving National Problems [19';2]. p..vii.
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the study were held by the Science and Technology Oommittee of
the National Legislative Oonference.

The issues addressed by the Oommittee included cooperative pro
grams between States and the Federal, Government; State, local and
regional science and technology organizations; manpower utilization
by State and local jurisdictions; and Federal legislative initiatives to
fost.er non-national S & T capabilities. .The resultant report stressed
the importance of improving State and local science and technology
capabilities so as to meet the increasing demands of these jurisdictions
in terms of the provision of goods and services. The committee ad
dressed the issue on two levels-increasing the role of science and tech
nology in the State and local decision-making process, and expanding
the impact of State and local needs in decision-making within the Fed-
eral departments and agencies conducting research and development.
The report discussed the interrelationships between the Federal gov
ernment and State and local utilization of science and technology. It
delineated several observations among which were the negative and
unintended impacts of certain Federal policies and practices on State
and local decisions and the lack of a sense of diversity between States
or localities in terms of problems and possible solutions. What the com
mittee suggested were new, more flexible arrangements which would
improve the transfer of technology between jurisdictions and facilitate
the flow of information between governmental units.

The recommendations which the committee made were designed to
serve as guidelines for addressing the issues. Among the proposals de
lineated ill the written report were: (1) development of mechanisms to
strengthen the input of State and local needs and priorities in the Fed
eral science and technology decision-making process; (2) identification
of Federal propems and activities relevant to State and local decision
making; (3) Improvement of the scientific and technological capa
bilities of States and localities; and (4) development and support of
science and technology dissemination mechanisms.

FaST Oommiitee on Domestic Technology Tromsfer
To facilitate the coordination of the technology and information

transfer process in the relevant Federal departments and agencies, the
Federal Oouncil for Science and Technology created the Oommittee
on Domestic Technology Transfer in April 1974. The Oommittee's ex
pressed purpose was to

• Exchange information and experience on Federal agency
efforts to disseminate technology ,
• Collect, compile, disseminate Federal agency data on tech
nology transfer programs, contact points, support resources for
use by State and local governments and private industry
• Exchange information on agency organization and experience
for receiving user information of technology transfer needs and
priorities.'

In pursuit of these objectives, the Oommittee published the "Di-rf'
rectory of Federal Technology Transfer" in June of 1975. This book
detailed Federal department and agency activities involving the do
mestic transfer of technology so as to publicize the resources available i

to State and local governments. Research capabilities, transfer policies .
and practices, contact persons, and user groups of over forty programs

: Linhares, .aircnso. An Overview of Federal Technology Transfer 1I976}. p.17.
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were described, It was designed to serve as a guide for State, local, and
industrial users in interacting with the Federal system.
. An updated and expanded version of the Directory was published 1
m June 1977 by the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engi
neering and Technolo Y> In August 1978, it was decided that the Office
of Science and Techn010gy Policy and the National Science Foundation
would jointly publish the Directorv in the future and the Committee
on Domestic Technology Transfer was abolished.

At the request of the Committee on Domestic Technology Transfer,
the Office of National R&D Assessment of, the National Science
Foundation conducted a study on Federal technology transfer activi
ties in twenty-five departments and agencies. The report, "Federal
Technology Transfer, An Analysis of Current Program Characteristics
and Practices" (published December 1975), addressed methods for
assessing and improving technology transfer and utilization programs
and practices. The analysis was directed towards Federal, policy level
officials who input into the decision-making process. It outlined those
factors influencing the transfer of technology which are amenable to
policy decisions. Among the findings with legislative relevance are:

(1) The expression of support for technology transfer from top
agency officials is an important influence in the extent of transfer
activities. "

(2) Agencies which have effective technology transfer programs
tend to: (a) have specific allocations for tchnology utilization pro
grams; (b) designate technology transfer responsibility to one unit
with that mandate alone; and (c) use locally-based field offices
staffed by Federal employees.

(3) Face-to-face transfer of information, expertise and tech
nologies is most effective.

(4) The formalization of technology transfer programs with I~
locally based staff and delineated budgets increase the success of
the transfer and utilization activities.

FCST Committee on Federal Laboratoriesl'FaslcForce on Intergovern
mental Use of Federal R&D Laboratories

In 1967, the Committee on Federal Laboratories was established to
inquire into the effective utilization of the Federal research and de
velopment system. In response to an increasing interest in expanding
the use of Federal laboratories beyond their ]larent department or
agency, a Task Force on Intergovernmental Use of Federal R&D
laboratories was created by the committee on August 1973. Building
on work published by the Council of State Governments, the General
Accounting Office, and the National Action Conference on Inter
governniental Science and Technology Policy, the Task Force issued a
report entitled, "Intergovernmental Use of Federal R&D Labora
tories." a This study underscored the importance of tapping the tech
nical resources of the Federal laboratory system to identify and meet
the needs of State and local jurisdictions in the provision of goods and
services. Given the increasing demands on these non-national units and
the President's stated intention to institute a new policy of inter
governmental cooperation, a more flexible approach to the utilization of

J Federal Council ior Science and Tecbnology. COD1D1ittee on Federal Laboratories. Intergovernmental
Use of Federal R. & D. Laboratories. Washington, U.S. Government printing Office, 1974. 30 p-
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the laboratories was acknowledged to be a significant component of
the effective resolution of many State and local problems.

In its study of the issue, the Task Force determined that there
were various institutional barriers to the effective utilization of the
Federal laboratory system including budget and manpower limita
tions; lack of, or ambiguous, policy directives: and conflicting priorities.
The appeared to be no lecal obstacles to the use of these laboratories
wit 0881 e exce tion 0 t e uncer am les sun'oun lUg the mter
pre ataon .o the so-cal ed Mans e en . e I I arY ro
curementAct of .1970 (to be dIscussed ill detail at a later point in this
chapter). However, there was no clearly defined statement on behalf
of the. exeputive branch which would delineate the need for interagency

~, . coordination and 'thus provide the sUPl?ort for agency act',,:,t,es to
~"'d' this end. Because of the lack of integration between the participants
---- in the intergovernmental transfer process and the stated benefits to be
V~ accrued by a coordinated effort, the Task Force report recommended
\oc~.Jhat a systematic approach for technology transfer activities be

~
. stitutiOnaliz.ed ill.' and between, agencies. The. report also advocated
greater use of the provisions of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act
of 1970 and the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, as well
as a clarification of the Mansfield Amendment to promote the utili
zation of Federal research and development results from Department

'---- Defense laboratories. ~.

The published report suggested several guidelines for intergovern
mental activities and the promulgation of a draft policy statement for
expanded interagency cooperation in the utilization of Federal lab
oratories, but made it clear that each agency would have to develop
its own specific procedures dependent on its mission and operation.

. 1 Despite the support bythe Federal Council which voted its approval
~of the report in plenary session on April 11, 1974, esident never

accepted the reco=e . , ' ," en t IS
be ieve a IS was a result of a negative reaction by the Office of
Management and Budget to the proposals contained in the report.'

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE STUDIES RELATING TO
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

~~en Accountin~ Office (GAO rovides Congress with
~~ versiz on the opera ion 0 the execu rve departments and agencies.

Junction with this mandate, GAO has produced several reports
dealing with Federal activities in the intergovernmental transfer of

, technology.

"Means for Increasinq the Use oj Defense Technology for Urgent Public
Problems" s

The study undertaken by the General Accounting Office addressed
the relative roles and responsibilities of the Department of Defense
and other Federal agencies ill the technology transfer process; the
legislative and organizational factors which influence the activity;

4 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Bubcommlttee 011 Domestic and Inter
national Scientific Planning and Analysis. Interagencv Coordination of Federal Scientific Research and
Development: The Federal Counell for Science and Technology. (Committee Print) Washington, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1976. p. 180.

S General Accounting Office. Means for Increasing the Use of Defense Technology for Urgent PUblic
Problems. Washington, U.S. Government Printing. Ofiice,.l)ecember 29, 1972. 58 p.
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and the need for improved policies and procedures to promote the
transfer endeavor. The resultant report, dated December 29, 1972,
discusses the issues associated with utilization of defense-related tech
nologies and .technical expertise to meet and solve problems in the
civilian sector.

The authors were concerned with increasing the returns from in
vestments in research and development in the Department of Defense
by applying the results of the science and techriology efforts to de
lineated needs in both the civilian-oriented agencies and State and k
local jurisdictions. In analyzing the practices and prospects of using F .cJ
DOD as a technical resource, GAO raised various issues that it felt
deserved further consideration. Amon these was the ab r kJ'\\Q.
policy goidelines for the sfer of techno 0 e ween overnmenta! ~
um s. ompoun mg this was the uncertainty surrounding e eglsla- 'l-l%
tlOn pertaining to DOD nondefense activities in the Defense Procure- <;)",
ment Authorization Act (Public Law 91~121) and the 1971 Depart-~."""",\"\

ment of Defense Procurement and Research Authorization Act (Public~
Law 91-441). This legislation, discussed in detail in a subsequent iY""'~Cl
section of this chapter, has served to induce hesitation on behalf of) ,
DOD officials to Issue policies and develop programs to promote "",'"
technology transfer, although it is believed that the legislation does
not prohibit these activities as such

The GAO study details the barriers to the intergovernmental
utilization and transfer of technolo created b ersonnellimits and
accountmg practIces within t e epartment of De ense. n terms of
DOD relatIOnshIps with other Federal departments and agencies,
the study indicated that each civilian agency differs in the methods,
by which, and the extent to which, it use~ defense-related technology.'"",,,
.Again, the absence of . idelines and a Ie 'slati v..':!. ,
for suc actiVIties is noted. The fin mgs un erscored the increased,~~
benefits to ,e errv the "active" transfer of technology by'-Ov'--

. which face-to-face contact is achieved as opposed to the "passive" , •."--:.•4
form of transfer which entails the passage of information through"._~,\
reports and documents. The authors ,stressed the.:i.roJlortJmc'LQi:.I!~r.- \A
~QBll1-in.ter.l!&iioll in problem-solving and expressed- aouotct'hitt=tech", \;;-; c.
mcal documenTstfRnsferred to another unit could match the problems ~v~
encountered. ... . ~\:>

Following this review, the General Accounting Office made several
recommendations designed to address the inadequacies of present
transfer endeavors. Among the recommendations made, the report
expressed the a clearly defined and stated governmental
technology transf . olicy om the Office of Mana ement~.
and Budzet coo . a so ca eo,
t e Issuance 0 uid ine. or formal trans er: actrvi ies w~ ID,~~ I
between, governmen umts and for the establishment of 8 t chuo . d· ,
transfer-COBsll!tiag team whose purpose would be to assist in the
matiiliiDg of Federal technical resources with national needs. In making
these recommendations, GAO desigoed suggested guidelines for
an OMB policy directive on interagency sharing of technology and i
f?r. Department of D.efense technology' transfer with other Federal C\, .,,,,Cki.
CIvil agencies and departments but stressed the un.P9r f each----''\''\-c 1
agency developing Its own program to meet its-onerat Ist ...-rn !
response to these recommendations, OMB state tal IS e policy I
of the Federal Government to promote technology transfer but that .

.. I

I
I'
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written guidelines for Federal agency transfer endeavors would not be
forthcoming. Oommenting on this response, the GAO report
reiterates:

We recognize that there is and:has been a general, although informal, policy
encouraging the sharing of technical resources within the Government. However,
civil agencies differ widely in their approaches to seeking and using these resources.
We believe, therefore, that-active and effective sharing requires a specific reitera
tion by Ol\i[B to elaborate on the policy, to provide guidelines for reasonably
,uniform and consistent implementation, and to establish a basis for monitoring
compliance. In our opinion, civil agencies need the stimulus that could be pro
vided by an OMB directive encouraging active interagency transfer methods. A
statement such as we recommend should provide a framework against which each
civil agency could promptly begin to establish its own policies, procedures, and
transfer methods in consonance With the President's policy.
.... The civil agencies whose activities are discussed in this chapter generally agreed
to the .need for policy guidance from OMB. Some of these agencies specifically
supported an OMB policy that would require each agency to establish its own
specific guidelines and implementing mechanisms for technology transfer,"

"Technology Transfer and Innovation OanHelp Oities Identify Problems
and Solutions" 7

This General Accounting Office report is a study of the Oalifornia
Four Cities Program. The program, cosponsored by the National
Science Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration, was designed to determine whether or not technology
could be applied. to State and local problems. The report concluded
that, on the basis of its analysis of the operation and results of the
endeavor, Federal technical assistance can provide solutions on
the State and local level. It stated, however, that. an understanding of
the innovation processes as well as an understanding of the approaches
toward acceptance of new technologies on behalf of non-national
governments are necessary to the success of the transfer endeavor.

In the course of its study of the technology transfer activities of the
Four Cities Program, GAO observed several barriers to the transfer
process. Among these obstacles are: social, political, and economic
constraints beyond technology; a lack of market aggregation mechan
isms and practices to foster private sector involvement in public
technology; and a tendency to avoid risks in government activities.
In conjunction with these identified barriers, the report also delineated
several conditions which influence the utilization process. The need
for effective communications between city and Federal personnel, as
well as between the Federal agency representatives themselves, and
the importance of the strong support from local government officials
are delineated a" conditions necessary for successful intergovern
mental technology transfer.
"Inventory of Current Federal Laboratory Studies" 8

Briefmention is made here of an unpublished study conducted by
the General Accounting Office which identified existing studies of
R&D activities and utilization in the Federal laboratories. It was
performed at the request of the Chairmen of the House Oommittee
on Science and Technology. The report identified 34 studies by Federal
departments and agencies. Of these only approximately eight address
cross sector utility of labs and technology transfer issues.

aGAO, cp. cit., p. 37.
, General Accounting Office. Technology Transfer and Innovation Can Help Cities Identify Problems

and Solutions. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, August 6, 1975. 55 p.
B U.S. General Accounting Office.Inventory.of CurrentFederaJ.Laboratory Studies. Unpublished report.

May 1978.65 p.
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egisltiFiveRistory
January 26, 1967-S. 698 introduced (Government Operations).
July 2, 1968-Senate report: 1456 to accompany S. 698.
July 23, 1968-Companion bill: H.R. 18826, introduced (Govern

ment Operations).
July 29, 1968-S. 698 passed Senate after adoption of committee

amendments.
August 2, 1968-House report: 1845 to accompany H.R. 18826.
September 15, 1968-S. 698 passed House amended in lieu of

H.R. 18826.
October 1, 1968-House agreed to conference report.
October 4, 1968-Senate agreed to conference report.
October.Ifl, 1968-Measure signed into law bv the

Military Procurement Authorization Act of 1969/Public Law 91-121
(S. 2546) November 19, 1969

Military Procurement Authorization Act of 1970jPiLblic Law 91-441
(H.R. 17123) October 7, 1970

-----IJinesmption.-Tltle Ii,Section-203 of the Military Procurement Act
of 1969 authorizing funding for the Department of Defense, provides:

None of the funds authorized to be appropriated by the, act may be used to
carry out any research project or study unless such project or study has a direct
and apparent relationship to a specific military function or-operation.

Title II, Section 204 of the Military Procurement Authorization
Act of 1970 contained similar but not identical language :

None of the funds authorized to be appropriated to the Department of Defense
by this or any other act may be used to finance any research project or study
unless such project has, in the opinion of the Secretary of Defense, a potential
relationship to a military-function or operation.

Implication~.-TheDepartment of Defense, which is responsible for
approximately half the Federal R&D budget, asserts that it is
constrained in the application of DOD technology to meet State and
local needs by the provisions of Public Law 91-121, later modified
by Public Law 91-441. However, the history of the two bills indicates
that the intention of Congress was not to entirely restrict non-defense
oriented research and development activities in military laboratories."
After Public Law 91-121 was enacted, the Department of Defense

12 GAO Report. Means ror Increasing the Use of Defense Technology for Urgent Public Problams.tp.
23-24.
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terminated various projects which did not appear to have "a direct
and apparent relationship" to a military operation. The latter bill
modified the restriction, limiting the funding of projects to those de
termined by the Secretary of Defense to have a "potential relation
ship" ,to the defense endeavor.

The general interpretation of the legislation and the discussion
concernmg the modification of the original language of the restriction
is that technology transfer efforts are valid provided they do not
interfere with the primary mission activities of the Department of
Defense and provided they are furnished on a cost-reimbursable basis.
These endeavors are viewed as salient to the support of Government
and thus strengthen our national defense. The practical guideline
which 'has been followed in the past few years is that spending for
nondefense-specific research and development by DOD be limited to
3 percent of the total funds.

Uncertainty has surrounded the issue of whether the so-called
Mansfield Amendment to the Military Procurement Authorization
Act continues to be valid. This question was addressed in a report
written by David R. Siddall, Legislative Attorney, American Law
Division, of the Congressional Research Service, dated March Ill,
1978, which is included verbatim:

VALIDITY OF PUBLIC LAW {Il-441 SECTION 204.. THE MODIFIED IIMANSFIEL:>
AMENDMENT' ,

In 1969 Senator Mansfield proposed and the Congress passed an amendment
to the military procurement authorization law for fiscal year 1970 which pro
hibited funds authorized by that act from being used to carry out research projects
or studies. not having "e direct and apparent relationship to a specific' military
function or operation." Public Law 91-121, § 204, 83 Stat. 206.

In 1970 the authorization bill for 1971 (H.R. 17123) was passed by the House
without any similar amendment being. included. The Senate Armed Services
Committee recommended that the provision be included in the bill without change
"in order to provide the same restrictions on research and -development funds far
fiscal year 1971." Senate Report 91-1016 a'ttpp.99-:l00.On the Senate floor, this
Committee amendment to H.R. 17123 was considered as part of an amendment
proposed by Senator McIntyre to add a section expressing the sense of Congress
that funds for the National Science Foundation should be increased. 116 Congres
sional Record 30367. The Amendment unanimously passed the Senate. H.R. 17123
therefore went to conference .containing a Senate-passed section 204 with language
identical to the Mansfield Amendment, which was section 203 of the immediately
preceding military procurement authorization act (Public Law 91-121).

In Conference the language of the Senate-passed section 204' was .modified
from the original provision requiring 1Ia:, direct and apparent relationship toa
specific military function or operation" to a requirement that the, Secretarycf
Defense determine the existence of lin potential relationship to a military function
or operation." A second change to the section altered, the language so that instead
of the provision applying lito funds authorized to be appropriated by this Act,"
the provision was made applicable to "funds authorized to be appropriated to the
Department of Defense by this or any other Act" (emphasis added). The question
presented is whether this second change, providing for the section to be applicable
to "any other" act, is permanent law applicable to all subsequent Defense De
partment funds for research projects and studies.

The original version which the Senate placed in H.R. 17123 specifically applied
only to funds authorized bv the Act. The language was specifically changed in
conference to include " any' other act." There was no comment concerning 'this
change in the Conference Report On the bill (House Report 91-1473), nor in debate
on the House floor.

In the Senate, 'however, this change in language was discussed. 116 Congressional
Record 34585~86. Senator. Mansfield,questioning whether the addition of "any
other act" would include the previous year's Act, queried Senator Stennis as to
whether the- "prohibition.Is prospective onlYland in no way retroactive to up the
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standards required last year in the funding research." Senator Stennis' reply,
made after consideration of the issue, was that the section "acts prospectively
only and will not affect funds for fiscal year 1970, the fiscal year just closed, funds
that have not been expended." Senator Mansfield later in the same discussion
restated the agreed interpretation that "tte application, if any, will be under the
terms laid down by future appropriations acts."

The conferees specifically removed language from this section which would
have limited its application to funds authorized by the Act itself. Language was
added to make the section applicable to "eny other Act." This language was agreed
upon by the conferees after spending"... an awful lot of time determining the
proper course of action... .' (Rep. Rivers, 116 Congressional Record 34152 col.
3) We therefore conclude that section 204 of Public Law 91-441 continues in
force until repealed or amended and its provisions are applicable to all Defense
Department funds used to finance research projects and studies.

~'

January 8, 1971
Description.-The Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 as

developed to strengthen the ability of State and local gove ents
to deal 'with the problems under their jurisdiction. The vat s needs
were expressed in House Report 91-1722 to accompany . 11:

Growth in population and increasing urbanization of the ited States are
greatly extending State and local government responsibik iee. Citizens are
demanding more effective government, better education fo their children, more
and better roads and public transit facilities, clean and ple iful water, unpolluted
air, better police and fire protection, more and better creation facilities, more
and better hospitals, better facilities for the treatment f mental illness, programs
for safeguarding economic security, and many ot services. New and urgent
urban problems have developed.....

These mushrooming demands generally have een beyond the financial capa
bilities of the State and local governments to eet. Accordingly, there has been
a continually increasing need for Federal ai .. ,

The need of State and local governmen for substantial financial assistance is
only one of the main facets of the over I problem of meeting the demands of
our citizens and of making our populati n centers fit places to live. Also critical
is the fact that many of the States a local governments, DOW and in the fore
seeable future, lack the highly qualifi d administrutdve, professional, and technical
personnel in the numbers required 0 plan, innovate, organize, and execute the
wide variety of necessary progra

This legislation created program of grants and training assistance
designed to give State a d local personnel the administrative, pro
fessional, and technical . Is vital to governmental operation. Inter
governmental coopera 'on in grants administration is fostered through
the establishment 0 an Advisory Council on Intergovernmental
Personnel Policy pointed by the President. Not to exceed 15
members, the Co neil acts to advise the President on programs,
problems, and licies concerning public administration, State and
local capacity uilding, training, and intergovernmental assignment
of personnel.

Grants ar made available to State and local jurisdictions for pro
grams to evelop and institute improved personnel administration
methods. tate and local employees may be permitted to participate
in Fed al training programs under the provisions of this law and
funds re designated for nonnational jurisdictions to u•.• train and
edu te ... professional, administrative and technical employees
an officials." Title IV provides for the temporary assignment of
p sonnel from States and localities to the Federal Government and

ice-versa.
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DESTRUCTION ISM

o Protectionism hurts Americans more than
foreigners it is aimed at. President Reagan
call it destructi oni sm. "

o During the past three years, the U.S. has experienced record
trade deficits, yet our unemployment rate has ~allen by about a
third and 10 million more Americans have joined the workforce.

o Europe, on the other hand, is far more protectionist than
the U.S., but has experienced economic stagnation formors than a
decade. Total employment in Western Europe is virtually the same
today as it was 10 years ago; since the labor force grew over the
s.m. period, unemployment has increased.

o Protectionism is occasionaly defended by som~ an national
security grounds~ Today, our national security depends on
maintaining a technological edge over potential adversaries~

Protectionism breeds stagnation and, even in such c.ritical
industries as semico~ductor5, is likely tobs inimical to
national security.

o Protectio~ does not .affect total emplqymeMt. It simply
shifts employment from more efficient industries to less
efficient industries. Net affect lowerproductiv~ty; lower
national "income. .

The Costs of Protectionism

o Protectionism forces a massive transfer of wealth from
ordinary Americans to the special interests. The cost of
protectionism f.alls'most heavily upon low-income Americans,
because of higher prices on basic consumer:goods.

o Import controls to protect 19 industries from foreign
competition cost American consumers a staggering $56 billion in
1984 alone, according to a study published by the Institute for
International Economics, a liberal Washington-based think tank~

The study also foun~=

T?~p.r-indu.try cost ranges from 527 billion to protect the
t.~tl~.~and apparel:industries, down to about $100 million to
in.u~~~e·th. cannsd~tuna industry.

--,.. ,·":·!:ji·~. cost S1 million to save a single job in the steel
ind':'at.ry in l·9841 and $240,000 to save a single job in the orange
JUi.c.'t'ndustry.

~

-2-

~
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~.~
I:s-s '~,~---

cost of
annuall y for a
federal income

---

o The International Trade Commission estimate$ that 1981-1984
Japanese auto import restraints saved 44,OQO jobs 1'n the U.S.
automobile industry, but cost American consumers
$16 billion. In other words, each job saved in the·U.S~ auto
industry cost Americans about $90,000 per year~

o Economist Michael Munger estimates that the
protectionism today'i,s between $1,500:'and $2,000
family of four --more than most families pay in
tax.

-..
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'0 The cost of protecti'onism falls heavily on the poor.
According to the Federal Reserve Board of New York, protection of
sugar, clothing and automobiles was the equivalent of an income
tax surcharge of 66 percent on a family ear-ning between $7,000
and $9,350 in 1984.

Lessons of History Clear

o 'The 1930 Smoot-Hawley Act raised duties on nearly 900 items,
from champagne and dolls to hand tools and farm products, pushing
America"s tariffs :to their highest levels in the 20th century.

a A total of 59 countries protested to the U.S~ Government
about the danger Smoot-Hawley posed to the world economy, then
reeling from the effects of the 1929 stock market crash~ Over
1000 economists signed a petition urging Congress not to pass
Smoot-Hawley, and ,asking President Herbert Hoover not to sign it~

o In the teeth 'of these protests, the measure passed both
houses of Congress (with the Senate voting for the meaSure on
Friday the 13th, June 1930) and was signed into law.

a Within months of enactment, our key trading partners began
raising their tariffs and establ ishing exchange ccn t.r-c l e ,

U.S~ merchandise imports fell from $4~5 billion
in 1929 to $1.3 billion in 1932, the lowest level since 1908.

o Liberal and conservative historians agree that Smoot-Hawley
deepened the Great Depression by encouraging other countries to
erect trade barriers; isolating America"s economy behind a
high-tariff wall; ,and undermining European war debt repayment
efforts.

Selected Quotations on Protectionism

Protectionist moves basically profit special interests
expense of the consumer and at the risk of retaliation
Americans their jobs.

at the
costing

Ronald Reagan
Remarks to the International
Forum, U~S. Chamber of Commerce
April 23, 1986

This philosophy of the free market -- the wider economic choice
f?r men and nations -- is as old as freedom itself~ It is not a
partisan philosophy.

John F. Kennedy
Message to Congress on
Foreign Trade Policy
January 25, 1962

., .'

~

......
This is the firstCshareholdersJ meeting
where we can report things have never looked
better.... The Japanese 'have already added
$1000. to their sticker prices and I expect
they" 11 be adding ,$1000 in the nex t; six months.
That awful' advantage we" va been complai n i ng about

-- --
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is gone and we think it"s a great time to sell
'cars~

Lee r ecccce
New York.Post; May 15~ 1986

Protectionism is no solution to the economic
problems we face. A highly industrialized
country like the United States would suffer
greatly if the doors to international commerce
were closed.

Senator Walter Mandale
Congressional Record
December 13~ 1974

What point is there in propagating sound economic
principles if the electorate is set to have the
country run on the principle that the objective
in trade is to get rid of as much as possible
and get as little as possible in return?

Economist Frank Knight

HOUSE OMNIBUS TRADE BILL - AN INVITATION FOR RETALIATION

o If enacted into law, H.R. 4800, the House Omnibus Trade
bill, would be ~ serious ~tep backward ~or U.S. international
trade policy. Many provisions of the bill would undercut the
President~s recent success in Tokyo in engendering a new round o~

trade-liberalization talks.

o H.R. 4800 would severely damage the U.S. economy~ destroy
American jobs, reduce. our international trade competitiveness~
and embroil us in trade conflicts with Virtually all our major
trading partners.

a The big losers under the House bill:

Consumer's who would pay higher prices on thousands of
products;

Workers in many o~ the most dynamic U.S. industries, who
would ~ind overseas .markets closed to them; and

Farmers would face additional ~inancial hardships.

o As nine members of the President~s Cabinet asked in a joint
letter to the Congress~ "Why shoul d we j eopardi:ze the 1 i vell hood
of the five million Americans whose jobs depend on exports?"

Examples of Unsupportable Provisions of H.R. 4800

~

o The bill would make denial of 11internationally-recognized
worker rights" an unfair practice actionable under 'Section 301.
This standurd would come back to haunt U.S. exporters-- in

o H.R. 4800 would require mandatory quotas against exports
from countries with large and persistent trade surpluses
vis-a.-vis the United States. Japan, Taiwan, and West
Germany would be immediately subject to these quotas. This
violates GATT and invites massive trade retaliation against U.Sa
exports, particularly agricultural commodities, aircraft~

chemicals and data proc~ssing equipmenta

--- .-- --

~
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right-to-work states, for 'example. The concept of
."internationally-recognized worker rights" is ambiguous at
best. Congress has never recognized what that means.

o H.R'. 4800 would unilaterally redefine what is an illegal
subsidy, making some subsidies countervailable even if they are
available generally <like irrigation and roads>.. This provision
would invite retaliation against U.S. timber exporters, for •
example~ who receive subsidized electricity.

-2-

o The bill would require mandatory Presidential retaliation in
certain Section 301 cases by an inflexible deadline. Legalism in
place of negotiation is no way to conduct U.S. foreign and trade
policy.

o H.R. 4800 would prohibit the President- from authorizing
tariff cuts for certain import-sensitive articles. This would
make it hard to get many nations to the bargaining table in a new
GATT round~ could make some mandated U.S. negotiating objectives>
impossible to achieve.

o H.R. 4800 would require a 40 percent reduction in items
under national security export controls -- a meat-axe approach to
export decontrol that ignores national security.

o The bill would also establish a Council on Industrial
Competitiveness to carry out industrial planning -- a discredited
scheme that would pitons lndustry against another. Americans
don"t want it and don"t need it.

o H.R. 4800 could ad to the budget deficit. Preliminary
analysis indicates that H.R. 4800 would cost taxpayers an
additional $6.~ billion over the next three years.

Building Blocks of a Bipartisan Trade Bill

o There are a nt,lmber oT important changes to U.S. trade law
that would improve America"s ability to compete. Supportable
provisions oT the H.R. 4800 include;

Expanding protection for U.S. intellectual property rights;
and

Providing the President with negotiating authority for a new
round oT mul ti 1ataral ,trade negotiati cma ,

Amending U.S. anti~rust laws to promote competitiveness of
u, S-•.._~:"dl.istrills;

"Establishing a "war chest" to support miNed credit loans to
enable ~.S. exports to compete eTfectively;

o
1 aw',

l?eAdministration supports a number of changes
which~are not presently included in H.R. 4800;

in existing

~

Amending the antidumping and countervailing duty law to
p,rovide a predictable pricing test covering non-market economies;
and

~

Amending our trade: laws to put a deadline on dispute
settlement and to contain a fast-track procedure for perishable
agricultural items.

..... -- ---
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c. November, 1, 1985: Retaliated against the EC"s failure to
.negotiate a settlement to the long-standing GATT citrus dispute
by imposing duties onEC pasta exports.

o October 16~ 1985: Secured market-opening concessions from
Taiwan on tobacco~ wine and beer; and from Korea on motion
pictures~ in r"esponse to the threat of a 301 case~

o Throughout 1985: Successfully concluded MOSS talks with
Japan in four areas: telecommunications; medical equipment and
pharmaceuticals; electronics; and forest products.

-2-

Ongoing Trade Initiatives:

o The Reagan Administration has taken the unprecedented step
of initiating four Section 301 unfair trade practice'cases,
concerning:

Brazilian informatics;
Korean lnsuran'ce;
Japanese tobacco; and
Korean intellectual property rights.

o Unless the European Community rescinds its illegal quotas
against U.S. agricultural products and provides compensation for
increased tariffs, the United States will establish equally
restrictive quobas and inarease tariffs on their products
entering our market.

o The President ordered a f'act-finding inquiry to determine
whether the European Community would unfairly penalize American
exports of as much as $125 million work of meat if they implement
their meat inspection programs.

o President Rea.gan has ordered .an investigation of Taiwan 1 s
auto~otive export performance requirements. This is the first
case ever initiated under Section 307 of the Trade and Tariff Act
of 1984.

o For the first time, the United States has self-initiated an
anti-dumping case against Japan on 265K RAMS computer memory
chips.

o The Administration is countering foreign subsidized
agricultural exports by concluding over $400 million work of
sales under the Export Enhancement Program. The Reagan
Administration is also countering foreign subsidized expert
financing by aggressively using existing authori~ies. For
the first time, the Export-Import Bank has extended concessionary
financing to a U.S. firm for a sale in the U.S. market.

International Negotiations and Cooperation

o The Tokyo Economic Summit adopted new arrangements for
closer economic policy coordination by the major industrial
democracies. These arrangements should lead to improved
growth, smaller trade imbalances and greater stability in
international exchange rates.

--=:"!'

~

o At the Tokyo Economic Summit~ leaders of the seven major
industrialized democracies and representatives of the European
Community endorsed the early launch of'a new round of
multilateral trade necct t e e t co e , tar-gating the September GATT
Ministerial meeting for .decisive progress.

-... -- --
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~CIENTISTS' MOBILITY, FV 1985

Central and
South America

o
NIH Award Programs:
To the U.S.: International Research Fellows, Schol~rs-in-Residence, Exchanges,

NIH Visiting Program Part,icipants

From the U.S.: Senior International Fellows, Exchanges

Middle
East
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TABLE 1

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION; FY 1985

Participants

Visiting program 1,403 Foreign

Guest Researcher Program 558 Foreign

Intl. Research Fellowships 100 Foreign

Senior Intl. Fellowships 46 U.S.

Eastern Bloc Hl th, Sci. Exch.20 U.S.
6 Foreign

French, Swedish, Swiss,
German and Iri sh Fell owshi ps 49 U. S.

French CNRS Exchanges 4 U.S.
6 Foreign

Scholars-in-Residence 8 Foreign

Total 2,081 Foreign
119 U.S.

$ Costs

$24,077 ,100

-0-

3,374,000

1,165,000

47,980

1,042,000

110,448

476,697

$30,293,225



TABLE 2

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

DISTRIBUTION BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA; FY 1985

Geo9raphical Forei9n Scientists U.S. Scientists
Area to U.S. to Foreign Country Total--

Europe 988 108 1096

East Asia &Pacific 636 8 644

N. Africa/Near East/S. Asia 321 2 323

Latin America &Caribbean 107 1 108

Sub-Saharan Africa 29 29

Total 2,081 . 119 2,200

~:
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TABLE 3

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

OISTRIBUTION BY COUNTRY; FY 1985

Foreign Scientists U.S. Scientists
Country to U.S. to Foreign Country Total

Japan 397 3 400
Italy 196 2 198
United Kingdom 162 33 195
India· 168 168
France 105 12 117
Israel 104 2 106
China, People's Rep. 92 92
Canada 81 11 92
Germany; Fed. Rep. 83 8 91
Austral ia 52 4 56
All others (65) 641 44 685

Total 2,081 119 2,200
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INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNITED STATES BIOMEDICAL SCIENTISTS

1. NIH Mechani sms

A. NIH Mechanisms to Conduct Research Abroad

1. National Research Service Awards - Postdoctoral and
Senior Fellowships (48)*

2. Research Grants and Contracts

3. Spec ta I Foreign Currency Program**

a. India (58)

b. Israel (20)

c. Poland (9)

d. Yugoslavia (32)

B. Specific Fellowships for Conducting Research Abroad

1.. FIC-Supported

a. Senior International Fellowships (45)

b. NIH-French CNRS Program for Scientific
Collaboration (6)***

2. Foreign-Supported

a. Finland (I)

b. NIH-French CNRS Program for Scientific
Collaboration (6)***

c. France-INSERM (2)

d. Federal Republic of Germany (open)

e. Ireland (1)

f. Israel (4)

g. Norway (1)

*( ) Approximate number of U.S. scientists supported annually
** Grants and travel support for U.S. collaborators and foreign

scientist participants
*** Supported under a bilateral agreement



INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES - Page 2

h. Sweden (4)

i. Switzerland (4)

j. Ta iwan (open)

C. Health Scientist Exchanges***

1. Hungary (2)

2. Poland (1)

3. Romania (11)

4. Soviet Union (1)

5. Yugoslavia (5)

II. Sources

A. Publications

1. Directory of International Opportunities in Biomedical
and Behavioral Sciences

International Research and Awards Branch
Bldg. 38A, Rm. 613
Fogarty International Center
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD 20892

2. A Selected List of Fellowship O~portunities and Aids to
Advanced Education for U.S. Cit1zens and Foreign
Nationals

The Publications Office
National Science Foundation
1800G Street
Washington, D.C. 20550

8. Organizations/Agencies (not included in publications above)

1. International Cancer Research Technology Transfer
Programwe (ICRETT)
rue du Conseil-General 3
1205 Geneva, Switzerland
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INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES - Page 3

2. Epilepsy Foundation of America
4351 Garden City Drive
Landover, MD 20785

3. Computerized Bulletin Board (being developed)
Contact: Russell Morgan
National Council for International Health, Inc.
Suite 605 '
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

4. Japanese Government Research Awards for Foreign
Specialists

International Affairs Division
Promotion Bureau
Science and Technology Agency
2-2-1, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

5. International Fellowship Program for Foreign Scientists,
FORMEZ, Training and Studies Center for Southern Italy
Via Salaria 229
00199 Rome, Italy

C. Medical Students' Opportunities

1. "A Student's Guide to International Health"

International Health Task Force
American Medical Students Association
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

2. MAP-Readers' Digest International Fellowships
Program

Box 50
Brunswick, GA 31520
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

STATE-oWNED PATENTS SPREADING ABROAD
"-

Tokyo KOGYO ~IJUTSU in Japanese Mar 86 pp 44-48

.[Artic:,le by Mitsuo Suzuki. director of the Japan Industrial Technology
Association]

[Text] Why International Technology Cooperation Is Now Important

With a turnabout from the first oil crisis. the focus of world technology
development trend has been shifting toward lightness. thinness. shortness.
and smallness [micro] from heaViest. thickest. longest. and biggest [macro].
Countries in the world are fiercely competing for the development of high
technologies. amid the great surge of new technologies from the 1970's
toward a peak in the early 2000's. .

Emerging as advanced technologies are the technology for utilizing limited
sources of energy on earth. electronics technology for fostering an informa
tion society, new materials technology for bringing about metamorphic progress
in industries. and biotechnology with diverse potential.

The collapsing condition of the Japanese economy after World War II has
achieved a marvelous recovery through the support of technical assistance
from abroad and the concerted efforts of the people. As a result, Japan has
now established a high technology level worldwide.

While Japan has currently achieved economic growth through active industrial
activities based on high technologies, other countries have increasingly
been seeking Japan's technical cooperation. Public opinion is taking root in
that Japan should further promote contributions intellectual to the interna
tional society through technologies.

As regards technologies under such international circumstances, the recent
activities concerning technology transfer and popularization of the Japan
Industrial Technology Association (Inc.) (JITA) engaged in activities of
spreading state-owned patents of the Agency of Industrial Scien~e and Tech
nology (AIST) at home and abroad will be outlined (see Figure 1)
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Transfer of"state-owned patents

I ArT [
Exclusive rights

of execution

(Possessor of industrial
ownership rights and expertise)

Holds exclusive rights to
rant all industrial ownership
ights and expertise owned by
.1ST)

...
(

JITA
-,

g
t

, ~

Secrecy contracts Inquiries. royalty nego-
Option contracts tiations. etc•• on option
License contracts and license contracts

I Japanese and overseas enterprise'S I
, , ,

Figure 1. Technical Transfer System of A1ST's State-Dwned Patents

Activities of High Technology Interchange'Missions

JITA has been sending missions to the various European and American countries
annually since 1983 to introduce AIST's state-owned technologies in support of
A1ST and other quarters concerned. The dispatch of the missions is part of
the technology interchange petween Japan and the various European and American
countrie'S. and i'S also in response to criticism that Japan is not providing
technology exports in compari'Sion with the enthusiasm foi·exports of manufac
tured produc~s. Among AIST's state-owned patents, 20 to 30 theme'S. which have
bee~' applied for indu'Stria1 use by Japanese companies or those prospective
technologies are 'Selected annually for overseas 'SUpply upon approval for tech
nical cooperation by the comp,anies involved.

Mis'Sions comprising top technician'S or leader'S concerned in charge of
technical development at such companies visited governmental organizations or
re'Search institute'S of major enterprise'S in the various European and American
countrie'S to ascertain the need'S of such countrie'S (po'Ssibilitie'S such as
technology transfer and joint development). FrOm this 'Side. technical pre
sentation wa'S provided and at the 'Same time relative discussion'S pursued.

Institution'S vi'Sited by year follow:
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. 1983

1984

S~den

West Germany

France

.'

United States

'Canada

(state) STU (Swedish Technology Development Agency)
(private) ASEA Co., Volvo Co.

(private) Dynamite Nobel Co., Siemens Co.

(state) CESTA (Advanced Technology System Development
Center) . .
(private) Toulouse City Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

(state) Raleigh, North Carolina-Research Triangle
Park (research consortium)
(private) SWRI, IITRI, SRI (all nonprofit think tanks)

(provincial) Montreal Urban Community (research
consortium)

1985 Sweden (private)
(private)

IDEON (research consortium)
SKAPA (creative technology exhibit)

Ireland

Britain

France

West Germany

(state) IDA (Irish National Research and Development
Agency)

(state) BTG (British Technology Group, formerly NRDC)
(private) Berkeley Tech Mart '85 -

(state) CESTA
_(private) Rhone 'Poulenc Co.

(private) Bayer Co.

Fortunately, the dispatch of the missions over the past 3 years has resulted
in steadily spreading state-owned technologies abroad due partly to the active
cooperation of domestic licensee companies and various foreign governmental
organizations and overseas companies. Among the themes presented, 'some con
crete results are beginning to emerge, such as supplying information and
samples, to include possibilities for future technology transfer and joint
development, and the conclusion of secrecy contracts.

/

Table 1 shows typical technologies presented by the past three missions. A
few examples among overseas responses to the missions were the request from
Martin Marietta, a major U.S. enterprise", for a supply of several tens of
kilograms of high-performance electromagnetic wave shield materials on a
sample basis. Kuraray Co. and two other companies are now conducting experi
ments for practical application of the materials under the guidance of AIST's
Industrial Products Research Institute. General Motors Corp. (GM), a major
U.S. automaker, Alcan Canada Co. of Canada, Hinkley and ICI of Great Britain,
and many other companies have shown interest" -in revolutionary fine ceramics
processing technologies, and negotiations for a contract are now underway. with
a certain company. The ceramic technologies involved are the ceramics-metal
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bonding ~d ceramics-ceramics bonding where research for practical applica
tions is being conducted. by Sumitomo Cement Co. and Daihen Corp., respectively,
under the guidance of AIST's Osaka Industrial Research Institute. Negotia
tions are also underway with (Reuter) Gas Werke Co., a major West German
pitch processing company, concerning technology to manufacture high-performance
carbon fiber now being developed for practical application by more than 10
companies, including Nippon Carbon Co. Regarding lubricating agents for
forging and die-casting, Banano Shoji (Inc.) has completed development of
manufacturing technology, and is now being made practical With a large amount
of samples being supplied abroad for testing, while Great Britain's (Fuoseco)
is seeking techn?logy transfer.

,
In addition not only enterprises, but also Britain's BTG (R&D agency) and
France's CE$TA (advanced technology center) are requesting long-term, delib
eratiye cooperative relationships with JITA missions, and are showing an
active stance toward future technology interchange With Japan.

Progress in R&D of those technologies have been conducted by research institu
tions under AIST's umbrella With the cooperation of private-sector companies:
Behind-the-scene movements concerning technology transfer through various
channels have also been observed, and attention focuses on future developments.

Technological Transfer Based on Trusting Relationship

''The more information is assimilated, the.more its essence is improved," is a
Wise statement about data. bases by Tokyo University Professor Hiroshi Inose,
last year's Cultural Merit awardee. In technology transfer, too, a certain
preparatory period is initially required for the exchange of technologies and
related information and establishment of a relationship of mutual trust
between the provider and the receiver of technologies. The first problem in
negotiating transfer of state-owned technologies abroad 'is that it takes con
siderable time to establish such relations of trust. Perseverance is reqUired
as in an extreme case where the party completely lacking information mutually
about the other party begins from scratch. In addition, based on relations
of trust, the supplier and receiver of technologies must seek terms on con
ditions which will mutually benefit both sides from a long-term point of view.
Under such circumstances, recent trends for the future technologies or in
exploring new areas such as cross-licensing and other forms are increasing.

Next is the establishment of relations of trust regarding protection of patents.
The state-owned technologies to be definitely transferred abroad at present
are basically on condition that the technologies involved are patented in the
recipient countries. Accordingly, it is important that such technologies are
fully protected under the recipient countries' patent system and in the opera
tion thereof.

In the various countries visited by JITA's advanced technology exchange missions
in the past 3 years, hardly a problem occurred due to the high reliability of
the patent protection measures. However, of late, Japan has been strongly
urged to expand technology transfer to the newly industrialized countries
(NICS) and developing nations. The problem of patent protection in those
countries will therefore be art issue to be resolved in the future.
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Case I
I AIST, National Research Institute Licensing of basic patents I

I
I Basic patents

I Forei2tl COllIllanies I
.

Practical appli~tion 0;
patents jointly with . Case II
national research

Technological transfer I

institutes o Cross license
o Joint R&D
o Joint ventures

I Engineering knowhow o Granting licenses

---i New products Case III Purchasing of new products
for purposes of development
of other technologies

.

New processes Disclosure of new manufac-
turing and processing methods
for high-technololZv nroducts

Figure 2. Technology Transfer of State-Dwned Patents
Abroad

Four Cases of Technological Transfer and Procedures for Transfer

Transfer of state-owned patents has various backgrounds depending on the tech
nologies involved, which is not easy to generalize into one format. However,
it can be classified roughly into four cases as shown in Figure 2.

Case I is the licensing of basic patents owned by the Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology and of patents jointly owned by the national research
institutes and private companies. Case II involves providing. all the infor
mation necessary for commercialization ranging from basic patents owned by the
AIST to related patents, manufacturing know-how and product specifications,
etc., possessed by the implementing companies--in other words, the complete
transfer of technologies. Depending On circumstances for the suppliers and
the receivers of technologies, Case II can be subdivided into four types,
i.e., cross-licensing mutually between companies, joint development by both
companies for furtherance of technologies invoived, establishment of joint
ventures between companies based on mutual agreement and conditions for local
production and sales, and the unilateral supply of all the technologies to .the
other country's enterprise in exchange for payment of certain remunerations.
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In Case III-foreign companies purchase products of technologies involved from
the contract-implementing firms of Japan and use such items as a basis to
develop new processes oi: new products. In Case IV foreign companies produce
and process products on a contractual production basis, using high technolo
gies developed from basic patents owned by the AIST. For example, one plan
now under negotiation is the contractual production of special parts by a
foreign enterprise using the "ceramics-metal bonding technolagy."

Table 2. Procedures for Technology Transfer

First stage
Secrecy agreement

Second stage
Option agreement

Third stage
License agreement

Providing secret information and samples necessary
for assessment of technologies involved

Technical information including know-how, etc.,
data regarding economical phase, and samples or
marketable products necessary for feasibility study

All information necessary for practical application
of technologies

Procedures for granting licensing of state-owned patents abroad are basically
identical to those in Japan. The first stage, as shown in Table 2, is to cope
with clients when they seek more detailed information and samples to be fur
nished so as to determine the industrial value concerning the nature of the
technologies. In such case, if necessary, a secrecy agreement is concluded
before providing them.

The second stage is for coping with cases where further concrete information
beyond the first stage is sought by the clients such as information about
economical feasibility, information concerning marketing and technical .
information to determine the industrial applicability of the technologies,
as well as providing samples on a commercial basis, etc. Usually in this
stage, information is furnished under an option agreeme~t on the assumption
that technologies involved will be applied for industrial purposes.

The third stage is the execution of technology transfer under a license
agreement in which the contract discloses all technical information necessary
for the application of technologies and the nature of the patents.

For the Future

Japan is a small country in terms .of natural resources, energy, and food, but
is substantially rich in intellectual resources. Using these resources, the
country has accumulated industrial property and other technology assets since
the end of the last war, making itself one of the leading technology-oriented
countries in the world. Such intellectual assets wil~ continue to serve as a
bargaining power for Japan.
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However, today's accumulation of technology assets has resulted from the intro
duction of technologies from advanced countries in Europe and America, and
efforts for'creative technology development. Moreover, in the background of
facilitating Japan's introduction of technologies from European and American
countries is the sense of trust when Japan was furnished technologies, being
accustomed to assessing fair value of new, superior technologies which fur
thered the understanding of patent protection.

Meanwhile, .Japan has been strongly criticized by various countries in Europe
and America for its huge trade surplus stemming from expanding exports of
manufactured products. Of course, free world prosperity lies in orderly
exports and imports under the free trading system. However, .Japan's export
of its abundant intellectual resources, resulting in a surplus in the tech
nology trade balance, would not creat~ trade friction, but would rather con
tribute to the -development and revitalization of the world economy. The con
ditions to smoothly transfer technologies overseas are as stated above. The
three issues of relations of trust, IllUtual benefit, and p;atent protection have
been proposed. However, these problems in the case of NIC',. and developing
nations are such that environments are yet to be sufficiently regulated. It
is extremely important that .Japan IllUtually cooperate in resolving these prob-
lems for future international cooperation. .

20129/9365
CSo: 4306/3613 END
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__. oiIUlf'-'ilII'tl1e 'rlIl!laOf" .""" la'<)!~~~ " , .' , ~ ,tIffj deDllK w"""',
PUtJ' (0 the_0 If IIUcJu•• 1li1lli "liJflOn"*,, ..~__~.,ft""'... . ~" ." :.~10Z'J!d. '.' .
madI'."'l.~-"':.'5':'\l.fr.i,1() t l'K."kl..n*:; ,;p;' .l~..2'\ 1IIJit.loo:Ja,:.;-e.x•••*ni1J1J*ld:y_~~.... }~e. take a posW", ,

'<~._.,".~. iC;.'''' '" trOmpenonaiclillllabillty.~ . .. , . 'llllti!P whIch does JlOli'
By Mr. ME[,{;HER/,;' <. SIil,*,·llllifsllltUieij-hilivll!L~,';!!!llil~' .,'. a,n,y new Federal

S. .""bill eIltItIed tllei·Vol~ l~ ..~ fiit~~ 1Ii!!fllt, ~~l!ll't. iblDa the TrelIaUI'll;'
P1ote~tIonAn of lll8'l"; to· the CorJI,;. stilf.i!li'N'.e.Al~":~·.<; .. ' . ,; W;;-.',~·.:~!.reaemt'l~velof OOVllm'
mlttelt on the JUdlelar1r,·' 4 c!4~~Btov..u.. iltJtj)',; meilt~ t:alt: _ .. '1\ constructive l'Ot6.

__PKoucnOIi .lCf . lIiIQilIa. IDdI•• :IAI\II·'an..,~" whlCb"dqelt'i1~t'ftiiljosea top,downn""
.• Ml':"MELCHER. Mr. PresIdent; MIn, ¢a,.J40Dtana>. NOl'tW Qllket~·. ~'lild\J'lltt'lal' polley. The Fedl!ral.
tod$V I am mtroducfng lectsJaf;lon to N_HUIJlIIhlre; ~ YOl'~'::Ohl6\' Qovetninentn~ednot become a lend,,!,
encourage Statea to srant volunteera O~oma, Pennsrlviurla, Tetlhiue~. ot lut restlrtto every buslnesS which
of tax-exempt; organizations lmmunlt, Utah, V!rIlnla, WasllIncton. am1 WYIl: Ill: advetselY attected by international
fl'ODli penonal•. dill authority for roo- ml!IlI. The~on I limln~ competltfon.·
tiona which they tal<1t In llOO<i faith toda1I would eneouraee the· other SpeclflcaJlY. the legWation I am In
and which are withl!l the scope of States to do 10 by 1988. If thel/fail to troduclnll' wciuld establish a National
their official functions. do lIO, thlll leglsJation would reduce Center In the Commerce Department

Our country depends on volunteers their social service block grants by 1 to serve as a cleartnshouse to monitor
to make things work: Town counclls. percent and redistribute these Federal and assist state and Local govern
libraries. school boards, fire depart- funds to States Which have acted. ments with their lnJtlatlves to sttmu-
menta, hospital boards, SCout troops This bill Is Identical to H.R. 911, In- late productivity. technology. and In-
and little league teams. troduced In the House of Representa- novation.

Yet. volunteers are getting harder to tivea by Congressman JOHN EDWARD The center 00 State and Local Initia-
find. Why? Because volunteers are in- PoRTER of Illinois with some 60 co- ttves on Productivity. Technology. and
creasingly .wary of being exposed to sponsors. Innovation will help all of us to en
lawsuits-that is, being sued by some- This bill. the Volunteer Protection hanee the competitiveness of our
one who is injured. lost their job. or Act. simply protects individual volun- country tn international trade without
somehow damaged.. If they are sued. teers who are acting in good faith and erecting new trade barriers to imports
the board members or other votun- within the scope of their duties as a or Iaunching massive and untried Fed
teers might lose their homes, farms or volunteer. It would not reduce the eral Government programs.
other assets. rights of those who have been harmed This modest proposal wtn help all of

Now this problem ma.y be more one to obtain redress through civil suits. us to learn from the" practical pro-
of perception as there have been sue- Individuals Who have abused their po- grams that State and local govern-
cesstul suits against such volunteers, sitions of trust with volunteer organi- ment agencies are undertaking to
But we need people to keep on vot un- zatlons would still face criminal penal- assist our industries and businesses to
teerlng.llJ!d. Jhlsbl\l:ls a.slmple",ay to. ties and civu suits. ·forwlllful··and -:regatn'. their' compettttve: edge. _,Tt"",.. .C" _c,_,"

"help see that" they are not scared off. wanton misconduct. And the ergunlza- Center's service as a clearinghouse will
The second problem' is that. when tions could still be sued. help the State and local governments

organizations do find volunteers, they But our volunteers-those people to learn from one another about
find themselves forced to pay ever- Who dona.te their time and talents which of their initiatives are the most
higher Insurance premiums-s-even if without compensation to serve our effective and most cost effective and it
they've never been sued; communities-would not have to fear will be valuable to those at the Feder-

Let me give one example. As chair- losing their homes and farms if they al level Who are seeking to develop a
man of the Select Committee on want to help make their communities concensus on how to proceed on thIs
Aging, I am concerned with the net- a better place to live.. critical issue.
work of services being provided older ~ __ We have choices other than doing
Americans. Part of that network is the By Mr, BUMPERS: nothing and doing too much, We need
Volusia County Council on Aging In . 930. A bill to amend the Steven- not ignore the issue, as this edmmis-
Florida. This nonprofit" organization son-Wydler Technology Innovation tration has done. We can pursue a
puchased liability insurance protection Act of 1980 to establish a Center on multifaceted, bottom-up competitive
sO,lf It Is sued. the' insurance .,,111 Stale and Local Initiatives on Produc- ness strategy. We can avoid centranz
cover any costs. In 1986. It paid $695 tivity, Technology. and Innovation. Ing the strategy-making process. We
tara liabll1ty policy, to protect them and for other purposes; to the oom- can be pragmatic, we can avoid ideolo-
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gy, lind we can come together as a One of the best e""mple;; of State goY. They see sntrepreneurs .with an
nation to do what makes sense and technology efforts can be found In Ar- idea who moot obtain CS4>ltal or who
what Is necessary to advance our na- kansas. The Arkansas science and need asststanee In COlllJDeI'eializinc an
tional self-Interest. technolog-y authority playS a leading invention.

We do not have to wait untll there Is role In Arkansas In Identification, de· state and loeal governments know
a consensus at the Federal level about veloprnent, and a.pplication of ad- that under the current adrn..inistration
how we can be helpful In enhancing vanced technologies. It provides fUnd- and with the huge Federal budget
competitiveness. The State and local Ing for basic research and applied re- deficits. !beY cannot wait for Washing
governments are not waiting for the search partnerships with industry, ton to formulate or implement .a com
Federal Government to address the whIch Jndustries In tum are eligible pelitiveness strategy for the eountev.
challenge of competitiveness. They for State research and development They know that their only alternative
know not to expect action from this tax credits. It stimulates a home- is to act on their own, using their own
administration. grown economy through the estabhsh- resources and relYIng on their own

STArE ANDLOCAL GOVERlU(ENT INITIATIllE8 ~ of five business incubators which good Judgment about what role g;ov~
On the issue of coznpetitlveness, provide support; .to new tec~logy· emment can play.

State and local governments are demo ~ b';'Sillesses In Arkansas; It s seed State and Iooa! .g<>vemments are in
onstrating much more creativity than capItal my~stment f~nd .prooldes the much healthlet' fu,,,,,1 sh&Pe than Is
is the Feder.alOj)ve~nt.They are CrltICai Initlal capitaliza.tlOn for these . the ~al.,G().v~ent.Bte.te.aru1".
showin'g thAi'they'understand how se. new ventures, SnPplelOOntJrig the locat gcwemments tHen as a whol<!
rious the competitiveness challenge is work of ASTA is the cente~ fortecb· are'tunning a budllet surp!.us, _
for Aroerica and they are acting boldly nology transfer at the Umversltr ,of contrasts starkly with the aby.mtl1
and pragmatically to bring the public ~~~;, o;hth e 1~rf.:=;e:; deficits we are running at. the Federal
and Private sector together ill a C0r;t- Development Commlsslon, and the tn- l~vel. Bec~use Bf. the u:respoWilble
structlve partnership to meet thls dustrial Services Association at South~ fiscal poliCies of this admimstrat1on, at
challenge. . .... em Arkansas University all of wltich the Federal level we simply do not

The range of these uutlatlve~ 18 too are working with existLng industries in h~V~ the funds to apf1ropz:ate for new
br?ad, the programs are changmg too Arkansas to find ways to Increase pro- inlt~tiVes, or eve~ to provide adequate
QUickly. a~d the Feder~ GoveT?ID~nt ductivity and promote the concept of fundmg for existing pro~ in the
has too lIttle Interest In monrtoring quallty mana,gement areas of education, trade adjustment
these developments for us to have Many States are' establisbinJ pro- assistance•.and export promol.lon. Our
even a complete list, let alone. an un- grams which integrate universities in national economic well·be!D.i Is threat
derstanding, of what Js happening now the search for more productlve proc. ened and we have been left "'1tb insuf·
at the State and local ~overnment esses, new technology. and greater eco- f!Cient resources to make the iavest
level. nomic growth. trntversines no longer ments Whlch are necessary to meet

We do know enough, however. about are the ivory towers that some have this threat.
these initiatives to know that some- thought they should be. "The Higher Most 1Inpartant. State &Dd local fflJv
thmg exerting Is happening at me Educatlon-EconomicDevelopment ernments are rUlding that U1£y can
State and local government level. We Connection: Emer~ Roles for playa consuuctive .re1e 10 6til:nlJlatilli"
know they are expertmenttng with Public Colleges and Unlvers.iUes ID a pro.duct.ivJty, teeJuwlogy, &Dd J.n.nova
new approaches to the responsibtlittes Chani!ng Economy,~ American A&\lo- tion. TheYd!l not bave.& rjgjd~
of government, we koow they are ciatlon of Colleges and Ull1veo;jUes ~ SUlij)lcioo <>f ev.erythltlg faat cw:nell
taking risks. and we know that they and SRI rnternaUonaJ. 198.6. Georgla fromGo~tlIB clGes the llodm.inl5
are challenging the tradltional notions Institute of TechnolDllY the Unlveo;J- tration In WasbinJton. T~'re IWt
about the relat1<>nshlp between the ty of A1ah8Jll.a at Tusc8.loosa, Geora:e concerned a.bout .~ p1IrJty;
pubHe and pnvate sector. C1early, we Mason Unlversity, WChlgIlJ1 State they're Just trying too solve proillems.
need to know more and a national Universlty, and oreson State Unlv~, They .do/J·t tlu:GW &rDUnd slo.PllB
cleaIingh?use 1II the l~cal first step ty have been lead-en; in 111ibJoninlr.In· about "Gov.efllmllllt Bcing tbe ho.!>
in educatmc our""I•es abo't1t what al· novatJve university/private sector Pro- lem," TheY"'" a wcl>.lemaoct they ..
ready Is happening. 8TaIl:IS. Man,y other States are IDvolved to w.Dl1k.

RANGE OF STATE"All,D L.oCA.L UilnATJVES in similar efforts. St.ate .and 1Dcal govenJP1i1!PtJ6 k:no1IiV
The range of Slate and localini.tla.· . 'f1Jf>re are at least 111 St.ateli wbJcb. that it hl.sLm,pUitic.end~c.

uves tll stimulate productMty. teca- are worJ<1nJl on programs to &1islst tive to -.rt that 00wrmI0eDt. "If; the
nology and Jnnovatlo.tl Js braad ""d S1l)aU· a.nd .lnedlum..1zed CDmPJilll.ea In Pl"<>lIIem."~.~ ean
growing. WIth all51l States In.teresred f"Inancin&" export sales. In CalJ!oroJa.. create pr<>lllel.llll Just "" ean a priv:ai;e
In ihe Issue, n""uy _ prO/lfJllBS gpvemment agency w111 g-uarantee.all ~as wbeo ~ ill poo.rl:Y _.~
have J>een launched.&Dd even lIlOre ar.e ~t repl\Yll1ent on Joans w:bll:h We at the Federal level have· llIade
beJrig considered. The a.bs.e.n£e oi Fea. bQ.r.lb a!ve to 'b1lSl1lesses to fl.o.aIJce majOj' mjs~. jQ~~
ew GDverwn.ent Inrere.ot has ch.iI.I. worklna: &aPlt.a.1 or rece1Vab1e.a re1ate4 nooaie~,Bul;IMJllIOIiQtJ>w._-'
!enged State and loeal llDvernments to In e1\jIO$ "States Launch EflDrtJi to~~ JIe,re. t4J ..,.IIIllt'.tbe.o

. MUle vDJd- lIJ1I1..theg.. h~.wQl11lQ .. Mall;e!$"M'lI.1"\rnls>J:l<lJ#!r.~~,. ~.•,b""'wB.,~'__"'·'; _·cc;"",;,,,.
WIth 1ItJ;Iel>i1SltaUl\ti,· . . .tbe ~il.U Stree.t.r~ 1";l>1"1l.l!"'''!.~, 1Wld~~,~; ~ .f.bIltr'7i i"

Ther.e.areW~ w!leJ\> the State. lnT, ..... . . . ..,,,,,;. tI1eJ'l'J.V,~ ~<1!e 4~'
a.nd local llO¥ernment Jt.se1l1s a Ilaft. .u.... ,;,,, . _ Of." ~t;l!I!t:~~;,~.*
ncr' In aevelllpm.a- a. new proth'ctiaa It ahoul4 not be~tbat./it4tle·~;"",,"I:>P'i","Yi}"';i,;ii,,1:';;.;~,,;,,:,:)
prooess. a new teehlwJpg-y 'll' II ....w In· and lQca.l govan,.eptj _ t.aktiw,~." ~'."';\JMIIl'~liIlW _,
veQt1on.SDm.e mau lind loeal goVerD' lead OA the "''-i>''t.ltWeneaJ.~, ..~~.tll~it:IQot""'.",'-';
meats have e:¢abJ!sbln~ W:l~ Sl:.aJ;e1Uld1oca.l~Iwi,..; .......~~Ii:::f:=tllru)<
eJr.Per!mentaJ man u f a r w r\njl 1acjjlt'eB mate1'llolll1l!llgeDtwl:lat-tbe~~ "*'" Poll:'" .. :"'# "~H'1W(
OJ' educaJ;\JJn k1atl.tu.t1l>JlS whJl:ll CL1ll- OOlIIPftoiUv.eJ:leliS~W.tPt .....;.-._~ .lllIulll I!F'''''''''''1,
dWlt ba.s1c or applied resea.rc1l..&>me· ruad mma,pa m tbeh'~;~i &lrlIJe.~~..".~~.;S" hav.. esta.bllihed incubators know Wb&/; bltHe~iW_ .. ,Ilmt· ''·It'JirlI:IjtM b'''T=''~'/
WiIa1ch prDvl4e low'cllrt ph}'lllcaJ sPACe. r.tDDOi a>QlPIlte itt tile ~llDIIl,1QYI!;..... .. ,;PJilGllN(*,.;.~;,
eiA\IJ:llDCIlt. II.D4 tecbpica.l liel'YJee to lXllil"ketplace (If: Wh"A ~ ~lliII,jd;'i nology,an;!f.,."., VllttoD.so.ne-tlfth~·

at.IJ,rt UP 1IuMau",. Theae hiJ~ must re1Qc:aUlltll.f1ra P_llJW'-il'lftlJl UI!Jtiilltli':•.~4"·".,.""
.... oJ. PUt Im_~ to t.1w ~ 1l4~ oI. low" ........~~ ,~"'_'''.'Ill''''.IlIP.''L,>,i'~
statea~f4l~~ 04wenmw.m ClII.1_ llu.lll"_Ut~__lA~; ..:....&!lIIIII,.:fIJI'....-.;1- ..
~.:,::,~'t";~Jt\ls"l"'!:'i'W.."_ ,::, ,e' . tl).~Q'~: 1II&I'~,lI!!II4llIl,MliP.
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fW >1$:> j,;f. strateCi.•~~- ~,,;, r..f~·_~~~"".,.~~"n~~~~ r- attraCt'" itidUstltY.'are "PaY1nI·-,.tiilt -p:
~Wl<a». SIliUl&I'~ ·~~e.Blqnar~ce'· with .ilI!;~uster "economiei- •. .,.
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>.~,ndwltlch are not,. hopefully menU.' ~.~Il)tl~tl~'.an~ ':last ·.;W'iH·pt"'e-v~~ltf, .
we:a!l,OlIIj,avold~p~tedly maklnl the Relliona"... Jr.ConooiiG· De~~ent... eatt'~'tll'SIIlit"thlir'com~ltlon:.to'_e:.mlatai<ea. . . " . Office of Technology AssesSDti!nt. July r .. ttl· '. h' . .' a....
'Wltli, a. elear1nlhoUs~ we are ac- 1984. The report found that the most, moe <;OJlll",1C, ve .approac 5 •.. ~.
knQW~1 that the. Federal Govern- helpful.type of information the clear- proac;~'l!I'YI'lI~h~tJw.ul"te.productIVIty.
ment I.not the only. and Indeed It Is Inghouse could- assemble would be a of tliiil¥.~ltIchlUJ'e'¥!rare 19C8-1o"~ IQ.
not even the major. aCtor In enhancing "project bank" such as that· estab- the area Qr.'Yhlch "stimulate, the ere"
the competitiveness of. our business Iished by the WhIte House Task Force atlolj of n~w. flnns. there and the,
sector. Ther.e are 50 State sovem- on Private l';ector-lnIt1atlves. center maY. help In this respect. to, .
menta, thousands of city and county CO~ON-.AJlOlfGTRESTAris- reduce. tbe, typeo! competition among
governments, thousands. of. unlversl- We all know that Stat~ and local. the Sta~ )1Ihlch has not proven to be
tles, thousands of foundations. thou- communtttes compete among them, constructive. .
sands of nonprofit institutions. and selves to entice f1mis to locate or. relo-' T.o, ensure. t)lat..the center. dpes not
thousands of private corporations cate their plants and headquarters, In. become enbroiled In the Intense como.
which can take the lead, We need aJl this competition. one town maY offer petition among State and local gevern
of them to playa constructive role and tax incentives, it may upgrade the menta, the clearinghouse I propose,
we at the Federal level' need to do aJl local infrastructure or it may lease here Is speclflcally prohiblted from as
that we can to stimulate diverse ap- available land at a below-market rate. slstlng one State or 10caJ government
preaches to the competitiveness chal- Obviously. this type of competition in encouraging .8: private busmess to
lenge, It would be folly and unwise. to has an impact on the economics of the relocate any faclhty from one State or
pursue one single, national, and reder- firms which benefit from these Incen- local. jurisdiction to another or to
ally mandated strategy, tives. Tax breaks, improved tnrrastruc- locate. ~y ~e~ facility in one State or

NEED FOR A CLEARINGHOUSE ture and below-market rate leases will local Jurlsdlction rather than another.
What. my legislation would do is lower the firm's costs and that Im- (Section SA. (i)(1)(CU The Federal

create a center on State and local ini- proves the firm's productivity, Government has no legitimate role to
tiatives on productivity, technology, But. this type of government assist- play in favoring one State over an
and innovation, The center would be ance is more like a government grant other when a private firm is determin
located in the Commerce Department than a bold experiment. It is not dt- ing whether or not to relocate or
and its principle function is to serve as reeted at changing the management where to relocate, The center r-ould
a clearinghouse on the competitive- approach of the firm, the manufactur- never establish a relationship of confi
ness initiatives of State and local gov- ing process, or the employee training dence with State and local gO'o"f:rn
,ernments. regional organizations. un~· at the {inn, It is not directed at slimu· ments if it became a partisan in dis
versity and private sector cooperation. lating the development of new tech: putes among the States.
and joint pUblic-private sector partner- nology or the creativity of the firm's Similarly. the bill wou1d bar the
ships. .. . scientists, It does not encourage basic center from providing any financlal a.s-

The President's Commission on In· or applied research by the firm or in- sistance to su'pport a State and local
dustrial Competitiveness stud led the vestments in new equipment. Arid. as a go\'ernment to stimulate economic de·
efforts of State and local governments result. it should be of much less inter· \"e!opment through the conduct of

-to_ ,·boost.,-corp,pe-ti-tiv€.I'l.ass;·-I-nna,.report - est to: the.-eenti;l-r... . _ ' , "_-. . . -public,works; o!=":th~,r.epair;..OJ: .replac.e.......
to the Commission prepared for the Let me beCIear. The economic de\'el- ment of infrastructure. (Section SA.
Task Force on State and Local lnilia- opment efforts of. State and local gov- (iH1HB),) Again. these activities are
tives by SRI International and t~e ernments are valuable and important. important functions of Government
Chemical Bank. it is recommended They lead to economic growth and in· and pri\"ate businesses need the assist
that "A national resource ,cc:nter creased employment. but in many ance of Government on these inltia
should be established to identify Stat,e cases the result of these efforts is tives~ But. these initiatives a,re rOll:ine
innovations. assess their effectiveness more to shift the growth and employ- functions of government. not bold ex·
and promote action by States and in· ment from one city or town to an- periments of interest to the Federal
dustry." "Innovations in Industrial other. not to stimulate a net increase Government and other State and local
Competitiveness at the State level.''' in the Nation's growth or employment. governments.
report to the President's Commission. These efforts may amount to a zero Similarly. the center is barred from
SRI International, December 198..1, at sum game for the Nation's economy prm"idingdirect financial assistance to
70.. . .., t'\'pn though they provide valuable fund State and local development in i-

This report found, that "Statl's, in-, benefits toindividual businesses, liatives. (Section 5A. (i)( 1)(AU FI.'nct-
dustry. and the Federal Governrlll'nt It is not clear that the competition ing for these initiatives might ',',:eli be
all need better information on which among the States always is healthy or available from other Federal agencies
'of the strategies attempting to pro· [air, It is certainly difficult fqr a rural and the center may perform a ser'..ice

,
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firms to reiocate. When States under- agency or to a third party. whichever
take experiments in government-prj- is most appropriate. The ~eglsl~,tlOn

vate partnerships, they may. do so bars the center from p.rOy~dl~~ ~l,nan.

partly to compete with other States cial ~si~tanc~ for the InI,tlatlve Itself,
which have launched similar pro- but It IS quite approprlare for the
grams. But, this type of competition is center to provide such ass~tance for
healthy; it's precisely the type of com- evaluation because only With proper
petition we want to encourage. evaluation can the cer:t~r" d~termme

Indeed if we find that State and the effectiveness of the Initiative.
local go~ernments can help to sumu- The issue of evaluations 15~ure to be
late productivity of the firms already a sensitive one as well as an Important
located in their area, they may find it one. State and local governments
much less necessary to entice other which are undertaking experimental
firms to choose their town asthe toea- programs have no interest whatever in
tion for a new facility. The center can the Federal Government-which has
help the States find other basis for shown little willingness to undertake
competition than forgoing the collec- any tmuattves on competltlveness-;
tion of taxes or providing special~d criticizing .tbelr,;effortS, .If the.Federal
costly services that are not 'normally Governments chooses to be Inactive on
available. If States have no ways to competitiveness issues, it has no right
compete 'other than ways that may be to make life more difficult for State
shortsighted. they may nonetheless and local governments which are
feel compelled to compete. taking up the slack. This is an issue of

Some argue than the State and local sovereignty as well as tact. But, the
governments need to be saved from center will find that it cannot hope to
themselves in this, compeution. Pro- establish a relationship of trust wit!l
nosals have been CIrculated that the State and local governments if It
States agree among themselves. to simply criticizes their efforts from "on
compete in a more positive, less self- high."
destructive way, Such an agr~ement To ensure that the center does not
might take th~ for~ of a "disarma- trample on the prerogatives. of Sta.te
ment" treaty In WhICh .States agree, and local governments, the bill explic
for example, not to provtde special re- itly provides that the center may not
ductions in property or other taxes ~o evaluate a State or local initiative or
entice firms to locate or reloca~e their disseminate information regarding
facilities in a State. But. until Sla;-te such evaluations unless the Stat.e or
an~ local gover:r:J?lents voIuntanly local government carrying out the Inl
limit the competttion among them- tfative "consents to and cooperates
selves, the best w~ .can do may b~ to with such evaluation." (Section 5A
encourage competttton .on t.he baats of (C}(2).) This limitation will ensure
constructive, partnershiPS In ~n~anc· that when the center does conduct an
lrig productivity, technology and mno- evaluation It will be fUlly informed of
vation. . the nature' and terms of the localiniti-

EVA,LUATING STATE AND LOCAL INITIATIVES ative. It cannot hope to have all the
One area where St~te an~ ioea.l gOY· information it needs If the State and

ernments may need qIrect fI~J!~lal.as- local government Is unwUling to pro
ststance is in evaluatlnz th~ tnittauves vide it. But, it needs more than access
they have undertaken. TYPically. eval- to data. It needs to discuss the Inttta
uation U! the hardest and most under- live with the State and local govern
funded aspect of a program. . ment officials involved to learn from

In some cases. there mas be a reluc- their views and their experience.
tance- to evaluate a pr-ogram tor fear There ts a need for the center to
that it will, be fou~d wanting. I 8B.y fund generic research In now any gov
this knowtns tha.t thli san:e reluctance ernmentat agency can measure the. e~
is common In private businesses, espe- fectiveness of its competitiveness InI
ctally for programs where success and tiatlves The bill I am tntroducing per
failure is not In:€uured. simply by a mits th~ center to. award some grants
reference to profit and J?"", for this purpose. (Section 5A.(P')J

To bot fair. however, I~ 1.&. v~ry hard Whtle the center may fund thls re.
to determine when an mtuanve of II. "search it must .be yery,care!uIJn~OlIl
Government agency has made -thedd· missi.,{,lng su.eh research....".
terence U1 increasing the productiVIty The interest ot the center In assist
of a tirm. Productivity itlieif ill II eon- ing State and local govemmetWl to
cept that is hard to pin down. It is evaluate their initiatives iJl, in Ilan, a
hard to kIww why some tmlll are selfIsh interest. The center Is Just Ill;
more inventive than othert. It Ii hard Interested In the resutts o! these evat
to say. why one SClElntlSt dtscovers II uattons 118 are thOBO Involved In the
new technology and another do... not. initiative. The center III Interested In
There IS controversr abQut how to disseminating lntonnatlQn olftbe most
evaluate a program Just lIS there is In sueeessrut initiatives lItld In !ItsseIllI.
desli'llni a pr~em In the flISt pl.e.ee. natlng tnfornlatlQn on hQW each Inlttll-

In aodition to acrvlllK as II .clearlni- tive cOIllpare, to othel'lllloOcUt p.eed:< as
neuse, therefore. the legIBlat.on I am much datil at It can llSSemt>lc. on the
here Introduclng authoflZe8 the center ImpACt ot th* Plllstam:s.
to provide iranti to help 8tate and ""
local governments evllluate their Inl. "'-QZ"~_""''0",,"
tiativll,i. (Sectwn 6A.(C)(2l.) Th.eIie In mi'I!llI,~fi8Ilt«ll1~=,'
grlln" wu14 ~ i1ven W the" lIlcaI. ea.tedln;thec .Oftlce"of ."

,~

by coinpiling inventories on .Federal
funds which might be available. But,
the center must not become involved
in providing the funding itself or in
tervening as partisan in the competi
tion for scarce Federal resources.

Finally. the center is barred .frorn
considering- any issued "included in a
specific labor-management agreement
without the consent and cooperation
of all parties to the agreement:' (Sec
tion 5A (i)(1HDU This prohibition has
a similar- intent to those just de
scribed. The center should not serve as
an .!irbitrator of disputes., It should
provide information and monitor de
velopments. Once it becomes a player
in these disputes, it wlll lose credibility
with any partleswtth an adverse eco
nomic or political interest.

STATE INITIATIVES OF NATIONAL INTEREST

The purpose of the clearinghouse is
to focus on State and local init iatives
which provide a benefit to the Nation
as a whole. which stimulate product iv
Ity for an entire industry, Which devel
op a new technology Which creates a
new industry. and which lead to new
discoveries about materials. products
or processes. It is these initiatives
which are of greatest interest to other
State and local governments and to
the Federal Government.

It Is relatively easy for a State or
local government .to build a new road
to service a new factory. However,
State and local government Initiatives
Which target productivity, technology,
and innovation require much more so
phistication. These initiatives are
much more difficult to fashion and
they are much more controversial.
The success of these Initiatives is
much harder to measure. Initiatives of
this type are experiments. When they
succeed, however, these initiatives are
the ones which are the most sitmifi
cant in our effort to enhance the com
petitiveness of the Nation as a whole.

The lessons about productlvity
which are learned by a nrm in one
State or city can be helpful to a firm
in another State or city. One cannot
pick .UD a new road and transfer it
somewhere else, but we can easily
transport an idea. a new process, or a
new material from one State to an
other.

Und<lr my legislation. the elearlna
house is directed to toeus its efforts on
thc6e.lnitlatjvll,i.whillhare directed at
enhancing productlvlty, technology
and tnnovatton, It is these Initiatlv,",
whlch are most important to the
Nation as a whole and it is these tnitta
ttves whleh are of greatest value to the
efforts of the other States. There is
sreat value in learning about how
Itrms Increase productivity, how they
develop technoloiY and how they en
hance the Inventiveness ot a firm's
employees.

- caMPi1';lTlON FOR PRODVCTJvtn
What we want to eooou.raie II com

petition amol\ll the St.atei to Increase
the productivity of the fim In their
area, IIOt to COIllP\lte witb other State8
In otteril\ll~ IlIl:entivea to

April 7, 1987
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t1on, which can hel! 1IO:~'!fr~~ , .·Prest~l_at.xni.:
gether for action. '.' .' . ,We-'. =~.n.''''''''''.'....~.. ,. .'A.· .~. f · ,The center speakw' of·1'Wt!''tIoI<tiilf.'J " ..........!'....,...Jenera~,m~, 0 e.net,
partnerships" and long,term effo_ It-' ne,.. JOl!&.~ .tlie- economic down
Is not a panacea. It does'hot oYel" tuma,f1iom,J:9(l9 to. 1983 and they con-.
promise. It does not'underest_tii'th';'- tlnueto be· the, \Il&Jor employer of
complexities of the' cha1l~, It'. ac' YOUllgllr and older workers, women
modest proposal but therein' Uesltlt' andve_·
virtue. n will help, It Is constructive, It'; It-Is. quite cleal! that the amall firms
is pragmatic, and It Is something we which thrive on venture capital Invest
can come together to do now while 'we menta make & maJor contribution to
debate grander and more controversIal the economic growth of the country.
proposals. ..: ,e. In on"'~1ldY01;12 firms In which ven-

This blll Is not printed here but will' ture caplta1lsts had Inves~ only $209
be forwarded to members and any In- mllllon· during the 1970 So the firms
terested parties upon request. had colnblned annual sales In 1979 of

__. $6 blllion and had created 130,000
By Mr. BUMPERS: Jobs. "Government-Industry Coopera-

S. 931. A bill to amend the Internal tlon Can Enhance the Venture Capital
Revenue Code of 1986 to provide pref. Process," General Accounting Office,
erential treatment for capital gains on August 1982, appendlx II, page 9.
small business stock held for more CAPITAL NEEDS or SMALL BUSno:sS

than 4 years, and for other .purposes; What these startup ventures and
to the Committee on Finance. other small businesses need most is pa-

INCENTIVES FOR LONG-TERM: INVESTMENTS IN tient capital, capital which is invested
AMERICA for a substantial period of time while

• ~r. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I am the firm grows, innovates. and, pene
introducing a bill to encourage loves- trates or creates new markets. Unfor
tors to make Iong-term investments in tunately. small businesses have dlffi
growth-oriented small business ven- cultv in obtaining sufficient capital be
tures. By encouraging these invest- cause it is much less risky for investors
ments, we encourage investments in to make short-term investments. to
the future prosperity and competitive- seek returns based on next quarter's
ness of America. Indeed. without these profit-and-loss statement. or to rely on
Investments. our Nation's economic a steady stream of dividend income.
strength is sure to decline. The reason why small businesses

The bill I am introducing would pro- have difficulty in obtaining capital is
vide a modest tax incentive to encour- that they may never generate any
a-ge: Investorsto provide long-term-cap- .prcnts. and .dlvtdends.. f{)r.the__ Investor.
ital to growth-oriented. small business- A study of "10 venture c'aPltal-- {uncts"
es. This incentive is available to entre- through 1983 found that roughly 26
preneurs who risk their own capital in percent of the Investments .lost money
establishing these business ventures. and consumed 34 percent of the cap
to outside investors who buy stock ital invested. Another 25 percent of
issued by the entrepreneur, and to em- the investments produced only a
ployees who purchase stock in the return of the ortginal capital after
company under incentive stock options many years of waiting ror a return.
at similar plans. Almost another 40 percent returned

It is crucial to the prosperity of our less than 5 times the original' invest
capit alist economic system that entre- ment and only 5 percent returned
preneura. investors. and employees more than 10 times the original invest
take risks by founding.' investing in, ment. Unpublished study of Horsley.
and working for startup small busi- Keogh & Associates, cited in "Tax
nesses. These startup ventures are the Policy Influence on Venture Capital,"
hope for both economic growth and Burton J. McMurtrey. Technology
competitiveness for our country. How- Venture Investors. 1985.

. THE CHALLENGE WE PACE

It may be said that this proposal Is
not. dramatic enough or massive
enough,' Some would argue that we
need to spend huge new sums on some
programs on competitiveness. Others
would argue that we need to erect bar
riers to the imports which are flooding
our markets. But I think the competi
tiveness problem is more complex than
that and that we need to undertake
many different initiatives to have an
impact.

We cannot pursue any single strate
gy. Our economy and the world econo
my are too complex for any level of
government-Federal. State. or local-;
to have a major impact on the competi
ttveness of the private sector. The re
sources of government can help but
the private sector has many times the
resources available to it.

Indeed. in many ways aovernment
cannot affect the. competitiveness of
private business. The competitiveness
of a Jirm·depends·in.large part to the

.f6resight"'bl"its:··thartagerrtent ·and -me
creativity of its technical people.
These are qualities that cannot be leg·
islated.

But, the Government may be able to
serve as a partner. The State or local
government may be a more sensitive
and more constructive. partner than
can be the Federal Government. The
Government can provide some leader
ship. It can encourage risk taking and
it can provide information.

What this proposal says is that we
need 'a decentralized strategy "wtucb
draws on the creativity and innovation
of many sectors, public and private.
nonprofit and commercial. education
and training.
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tivity as their counterparts elsewhere.
There is little geographic logic to the

pace of scientific discovery. New break-'
throughs flow quickly and easily through
nationaland political barriers,withendless
and confusingpermutations. Thenext fron
tier in superconductivity could be explored
by a Japanese graduatestudentworking for
a U.S.-fundedlab at a European university.
Thisisa world only science canconjure, a
worldwithout borders.

Whenthe new realities of superconduc
tivity pass from research laboratories to
privateindustryin the next fewyears, there
is little doubt that the United States and
Japan will lead the rest of the world in
commercial exploitation. But separating
the efforts of the two, and defmiog pre
cisely what their leadership liCtUallyen"
tails, may prove as difficult then as it is
now. The U.S. chemicalgiant DuPont Co.
employs 180 scientists at a lab in Yoko
hama, Japan. International Business Ma
chines Corp. has thousands of researchers
at facilities in Tokyo and Yarnato City. On
the flip side, Japan has thousandsof grad
uate studentsin U.S. universities, sponsors
millions of dollars' worth of research at
them and puts up still more millions In

A National
Interest

in Global
Markets

Workers from the United States (left
and center) are trained at a compact
disc factory In Kawasaki, Japan.

SUMMARY:This much has not changed: The Pentagon keeps a short
leash on those who wish to export technology, and measures are being
directed at keeping U.S. companies competitive with foreign flnns. yet
advances in high technology are Increasingly being made through
cooperative Intematlonal efforts. The United States Is finding a major
challenge In balancing two essential, oft-eonfllctlnglnterests:
seiling U.S. products abroad while maintaining national security.

he first shot in the super
conductor revolution was
firedby twoEuropean sci,
entistsworking for a U.S.
owned multinational fum
in SWitzerland. Some
time, somewhere, some-

one might sort out the tangled genealogy
of that fJISt discovery - and the dozensof
breakthroughs all over the world that have
followed it in thepastfewmonths. Butright
nowit seems pointless. Americans, at the
present moment - at Paul Om's lab
oratories at the University of Houston, at
Wayne StateUniversity inDetroit,at IBM's
research facility near New York - hold
sway in the superconductivity race.

Butin a fewmonths' timethe pendulum
mightwell swingtowardJapan, wheretwo

. special superconductor committees have
already been set up by the government's
Science and Technology Agency. Or per-

~ haps it will swing to Western Europe,
gwhere scientists and engineers have beenas
;: consunied by the promiseof superconauc-
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venture capital for American high-tech
companies.

New cross-licensing and joint venture
agreements hetween Japanese and US.
firmsare reachedat a dizzying pace. Gen
eral MotorsCOIp. and Toyota MotorCorp.
makecars together in California. Texas In
struments Inc, makesadvancedmicrochips
in Japan. U.S. electronics giant Motorola
Inc. swapped secrets with Toshiha Corp.
late last year.

s more and more high
.tech .firms implement
such strategic alli
ances.v Lermy .Siegel,
editor of Global Elec
tronics newsletter, says,
"competition . . . will

he less between the U.S. and Japan and
· more hetween transpacific corporate alli
ances, each containing oneormore Amer
iean and Japanesefirms." What's the like
liest scenario for superconducting mi-:
crochips? 'Iry a mixture of Silicon Valley
technology, Japanesemanufacturing know-

· how and international venturecapital.
Twenty and 30 years ago it was true that

· if a government made an investment in
researchand development, orin the coun
try's scientific base, it couldhe reasonably
sure of reaping the henefits itself. That is
'no longertrue. But this does not mean that
in today's global environment individual
governments have given up on high-tech
policies. In fact - and this is the paradox
of the internationalization of science and
technology - the demands of the new
worldeconomy havemadethe countriesof
the developed world pursue their national
strategies more aggressively than ever he
fore. Not all of these nationalist strategies
willwork. Somewillsimplybe theproduct
ofreflexive protectionism or of nativistic
feats. But there remain, even in a global
ized economic environment, legitimate

10

areas of individual govemment action.
Finding those, and striking a balance he
tween national interest and international
competitiveness, may wellhe the principal
political challengeof the 1990s.

Whyhas Tokyo steppedin to coordinate
research and commercial activity sur
roundingthe superconductor race?"Weare
working to assure that all this will not be
just a fad," explained Mitsuig Chiba of
Japan's Science and Technology Agency.
"We want it to hea solid, feet-on-the
groundcampaign." Officials in Washington
publicly shy awayfrom advocating so bold
an exercise in government management.
"We have a secretweapon that will over
whelm [the Japanese] Fracess," said Wil
liam Graham, head 0 the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy.
"Wecall it the free market. It's far hetterto
let industrymake the investment decisions
forprofits and to let government devote its
resources to the basic research and under
pinnings."

But Graham's words belie a federal ef
fort as pragmatic and. interventionist, in
many ways, as Japan's. The U.S. govern
ment has $29 millionearmarkedfor super;
conductorresearchthis year, with much Of
that going to federal labs and Defense De
partment offshoots - such as the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Ageney 
which have always worked closely with
private industry, In the air in Congress is
talk of a specialsuperagency to coordinate
industry activityin certain high-tech areas
and d()l~ out research money. FrankPress,
presidentof the NationalAcademyof Sci
ences, expresses a common nationalistic
sentiment: "Superconductivity has become
the test case of whether the United States
has a technological future. That future de
pends on our ability to commercialize our
scientific discoveries. Ifwelosethisbattie,
it will woundour nationalmorale."

This idea of an affmnativenational pol-

icy - what Harvard economist Rohert
Reich calls "technonationallsm" - does
notalwayssit easilywiththe realitiesof the
modem world economy. Reich says that
many of the measures suggested and im
plementedin the past year in hehalfof U.S.
"competitiveness" actuallyare unworkable
or evenabsordin the lightof the worldwide
diffusion of scienceand technology.

Suggestions have been made in Con
gress, for example, to increase federal re
search and development funding for var
ious scientific and industrialendeavors on
the condition that those resources he lim
ited to U.S. engineers, scientists and com
panies. But what, in the age of the strategic
alliance, is an American company? What
if a U.S. citizen is workingfor a Japanese
company? In 1984,roughly 2,000 scien
tists and engineers immigrated to the
United States from the developed world.
Some of them are in the States only On
temporary visas; most are not yet U.S.
citizens. Wouldthey qualify?

It makes Iittie sense to base public
policy on technonationalism, Reich ar
gues' when our institutions are organized
on a global model. Nor is it in America's
long-term interest to bar foreigners from
the fruits of its research and development.
Technology is not a "scarce commodity,"
Reich says."Rather than guardour techno
logical breakthroughs, we should learn
how better to make use of breakthroughs
whereverthey occur around the glohe."

He has a .poim, but the fact is that in
many cases the United States has little
choice but to follow technonationalistic
policies. As William Schneider Jr., under
secretary of state fur security assistance,
science and technology, has put it, trade
policies "cannot he divorced from our
broadpoliticalsecurity objectives.... Our
economic policies must support our key
objectives of deterringSovietadventurism,
redressing the militarybalancehetweenthe
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Reich says United States should use breakthroughs "wherever they occur;'

fomia at Berkeley. "At that point reliance the Defense Department ordered restric
onJapanese technology may not be the best tions prompting the withdrawal of 100 pa
idea fur the United States." pers from a similar conference in San Di

The Pentagon does not want a global ego and intimated that more restrictions
economy that puts U.S. interests at the might be forthcoming. The actions caused
mercy of its allies' trading policies. The a surge of outrage among scientists.
Defense Science Board recommended that Today the issue has died down some-
the Reagan administration put up $2 billion what, with the Pentagon apparently re-
over five years to prop up certain key areas specting the desire ofthe scientific commu-
of the U.S. semiconductor industry. The nity that no controls be attached to either
Strategic Defense Initiative, in addition to basic research or research conducted on a
its stated goals, also represents a rnultibil- university campus. But the matter is far
lion-dollar anempt by the Defense Depart- from settled. "DOD is pretty two-headed
ment to develop cutting-edge technologies on this issue;' says Stephen Gould, a proj-
in aerospace and electronics. ect director of the Committee on Scientific

But building up a healthy domestic Freedom and Responsibility at the Arner
high-tech base is not the only concern of ican Association for the Advancement of
the Defense Department. The task force Science in Washington. He points up the
worriednotjust about promoting Ll.S. tech- distinction in the Pentagon between those
nology but also making sure such expertise whose jobs are concerned with national
stayed in the country. Why? Because the security policy and those who are charged
globalization of high technology makes it with advancing scientific and technological
easier for the Soviets to obtain products and programs.
know-bow. And when that happens, the Insiders paint a picture of a Pentagon
report warned, ''The U.S. could lose the that talks tough on research controls but
considerable margin of advantage it holds shies away from implementing regulations
over the U.S.S.R. in this critical area of as aggressively as the language would al
technology - and upon which it relies to low. That may represent a victory for the
offset quantitative military advantages." scientists, but its impermanence leaves ....

Restricting the fiow of American exper- some of them nervous. And in the mean- .
tise overseas, however, is not easy,and after time the gap between rhetoric and reality
6Y, difficult years the Reagan administra- has made jt difficult for the Pentagon to
tion still has not struck a clear balance articulate a position on what many scien-
between national security and technology tists see as the next critical issue: whether,
trade. Take the touchy issue of scientific in the name of national security, it is even
freedom. Not long ago, the Defense De- worth placing restrictions on applied re-
partment seemed to know what it wanted. search. One of the inventors of the atom
If scientists engaged in strategically impor- "" bomb, .Ed~ard Teller, for example, has ar:

!i' tant research or took Defense Department gued that all that is needed to keep. U.S:
~ money, they would have to submit to de- science" ahead of the Eastern bloc is to
~ partment controls. In April 1985 the Soci- control the opportunity of Soviet scientists
~ ety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi- and engineers to work side by side with
c neers received word from the Pentagon that U.S. scientists..Any other method of tech
i -43 of the 219 papers scheduled to be pre- nology transfer - scientific conf~re~ces,
,~ sented at a conference could not be given acadenuc papers -'-- Teller has said, IS of

in open sessions. Three years before that little value to countries playing catch-up.

West and the Warsaw Pact and strengthen
ing the Western Alliance."

The cost of the us. position as the
military leader of the West has always been
aneed tosacrifice economic goals tostrate
gicornational security considerations; Not
surprisingly it is the Pentagon, not protec
tionist businessmen, that has been behind
much of Reich's tecnnonationalism.In Jan
uary the Defense Science Board, a Pen
tagon task force, released a report titled
"Defense Semiconductor Dependency;' a
worried look at the U.S. semiconductor
industry. The task force saw the globaliza
tion of the electronics industry as a serious
military problem, in that dependence on
outside suppliers could threaten Pentagon
aceess to leading-edge technology.

This wasnotso much of anissue inthe
early 1960s, for example, when the United
States imported only about 5 percent of its
gross national product and exported only
about 9 percent. But in 1984 those figures
were 30 percent and 25 percent respective
ly, and the Pentagon fmds itself dealing
with a world technologymarket increasing
ly beyond its control. Forty percent of the
electronics in U.S. weapons systems comes
from Japan, and by the early 1990s, ac
cording to some analysts, that figure will
top 50 percent. ''Ten years from now Japan
will have a separate industrial base, one
perfectly capable of carrying on without the
United States;' says Michael Borrus of the
Roundtable on the International Economy,
a research group at the University of Cali-

,.
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Graham: Benefits of a free market
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Perrone's company was stymied in sale of semiconductor technology to China.~ I

More serious is the Reagan administra
tion's attempt to control the export of what
it deems militarily and strategically signifi
cant products and technology. Here the ad
ministrative framework is more convolut
ed. It revolves around two acts of Con
gress and has been disfigured by a turf war
between the departments of Commerce and
Defense. Also involved is a .clumsy and
largely ignored agreement among the ma
jor nations of the Western a1Iiance to limit
exports to the Eastern bloc. .

The economic costs of restrictions are
high. In 1985, according to the National
Academy of Sciences, in the name of na
tional security, these controls cost the most

12

dynamic high-tech sectors of the U.S.
economy some $9 billion in lost sales and
200,000 jobs. The administration wants to
inhibit Soviet access to high technology,
but there is a growing body of criticism that
says the existing export control system in
the United States just doesn't work.

"The whole theory of export control is
based on a notion that's completely Out
dated;' says Bill Maxwell, director ofinter
national issues for the Washington-based
Computer and Business Equipment Manu
facturers Association. Ten or 15 years ago..

, forbidding the export of American high
tech meant that foreign .countries did not
get high tech. Today it means they buy it
from someone else.

Export controls are supposed to be lifted
if it can be proved that the technology in
question is readily available elsewhere in
the world. But that rarely happens. A blue
ribbon commission appointed by the Na
tional Academy of Sciences to study export
controls concluded, in a report published
earlier this year, that "foreign availability
has had virtually no impact on the objective
of achieving decontrol." In the past four
years, 20 iechnology areas have been
thoughtto be sufficiently global to be wor
thy of decontrol. Only three have been
dropped from government lists.

This has had a substantial effect on a
number of U.S. manufacturers. The Ando
ver, Mass.-based GCA Corp., for example,
used to be one of the world leaders in
IIlllking the sophisticated equipment used

- '"'-in' manufacturing semiconductors. But,
• 'says economist George Gilder, who is writ
~ ing a bookon the semiconductor industry,
~ "Right at the moment that Nikon and Can
o on entered the market and Asia became the
~ fastest-growing semiconductor area, GCA
5 was prohibited from selling overseas for

national security reasons." The result? The

Japanese got a free pass to the world chip
equipment market, while GCA was hand
cuffed. "It was a really unfortunate policy
that had no defense justification whatso-

\' ever," says Gilder. "The whole thing has
~ been incredibly badly conceived."
~ The critics of eXJX>I1 control do not
~ doubt the national security justification for
ii the program; they just think that the con
~ trols are administered unwisely. "Iechnol
~ ogymoves veryrapidly," says Lou Perrone,
~ vice president of the California electronics
~ fum Branson-IPC, "and it's difficult for a
~ government the sizeand complexity of ours
g to keep up with it:' Perrone's company
o made a deal to sell a few million dollars'

worth of what it felt was obsolete equip
ment to the People's Republic of China in
late 1984. The sale was blocked by the
Reagan administration, and Perrone still
does not know why.

"If China, or any Eastern bloc country
for that matter, carne to us for state-of-the
art equipment, I would say forget it. I
wouldn't even bother to ask for an export
license; I'm not stupid. But here was a
logical case of some technology and some
capability that had little fundamental use
elsewhere in the world, except in parts of
the Third World and developing countries."
This spring, after more than two years of

. time-consuming and costly pleading in
Washington, parts of the .deal .were ap
proved.

Ultratech Stepper, another California
firm, also made a deal to sell what it
thought was obsolete equipment to China
two years ago. In its eyes there Was no
reason to believe that an export license
would be denied: U.S. firms had already
sold comparable equipment to China; the
Chinese could easily get more sophisti
cated equipment from Hong Kong; and
when the Pentagon sent an expert to exam
ine the proposed equipment for export, he
agreed that it was obsolete. So why is
Ultratech Stepper still waiting for a license?
"It's not a technological issue anymore; it's
apolitical issue;'says KayMascoli, acom
pany spokesman. She charges that the De- .
fense Department did not understand the
technological issues and let its national se
curity concerns determine the result.

The experience of Ultratech and Bran
son-IPC is not typical. The average pro
cessing time of an export license in the
United States is, according to the Pen
tagon, one to two months. What does seem
to be typical, however, is the role played by
the Pentagon in the decision making pro
cess. The Export Administration Act of
1979, which governs the export of com-
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" " "Why! should we buy controlled American chips th~!_

come'with all kinds of strings attached when we can
buy uncontrolled Japanese chips?"

Pentagon's Perle kept rom grip on exports, despite objections from Commerce.

mercial and military technologies, is sup
posedto be administered by the Commerce
Department. Defense is to act in an advi
sory capacity.

RichardN. Perle, who was the assistant
secretary of defense responsible for the
Pentagon's export oontrol policy until he
resigned this spring, denies that the De
fenseDepartmenthasencroachedon Com
merce's authority in this area. He points to
a presidential directive, implemented by
Defense Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger
in 1984, that calls fordefense-related tech
nology to be treated as a "valuable limited
nationalsecurityresource,to behusbanded
and invested in pursuitof nationalsecurity
objectives."

Jurisdictional issues aside, however,
there is littledoubt that the effectof Penta
gon involvement is to make controlsmuch
stricter and the licensing process more
complicated than would otherwise be the .
case. Commerce Secretary Malcolm Bal
drige has consistently called for a 30 per
cent to40 percentreductionin the number
of items on the Pentagon's export control
blacklist,which is currently about the size
of the Los Angeles phone book. 'The
wholelistneedsanoverhaul," Baldrigesaid
in March. "It's very easy to add things to
thatlist, butit's veryhardto takethemoff:'

The Pentagon'sresponseat the titne was
firm. '~loosening at thispointwouldbe
extremelyharmfulto nationalsecurity," ex
plained Stephen D. Bryen, then Perle's

deputy. Perle himselfhas said that the list's
comprehensiveness is its strength, not its
weakness. As he told Congress in 1984:
"We have sought, and believe it makes
sense to seek, the greatest possible preci
sion. And precisionis attained by havinga
list that is sometimes excruciating in its
detail, becauseit enables people who have
to makejW;!gpJents,Q,11)icenses to reference
the precise commodity or technology in
question. . .. The size of the list, which
has frequently beenthe subjectofcriticism,
is not the relevant measure of effective
ness."

DoesthePentagonreallyunderstand the
rapidly changing face of American high
technology? Boyd McKelvain, who is
chairman of the export control blacklist
advisory committee, likens the process of
defining military criticality to the problem
facedby "a SupremeCourtjustice in defin
ing pornography: 'I can't define it, but I
know it when I see it.' "

Commerce and Defense are agreed on
basic principles. When former White
House science adviser George A. Key
worth ill complainedthat ''the Soviets are
robbing us blind" on high tech, he spoke
for theentireadministration. Theargnment
is simplyoverprocedure, and inmanyways
those problems are being addressed. Pres
identReaganrecentlydirectedthe National

. Security Council to study the entireexport
control system with an eye towardreform.
Reform carne up again in January's State

of the Union address, and the current
House omnibus trade bill contains a num
ber of provisions that would liberalize the
Export Administration Act. The Pentagon
has triedto streamlinethe licensingprocess
aswell. Duringhis tenureat Defense,Perle
eliminatedthe backlog of applicationsthat

.had piled up in 1981 and ~fed up equip
ment and support .~~f.

There is no way· around the fact that the
heightened awareness of national security
needs leaves U.S. high technology at a
significantdisadvantage, however, with re-.
spect to Europe and Japan.

Almost all Western nations are sup
posed to abide by the rules of the Coordi
nating Committee on Multilateral Export
Controls, which governsexports to the So
viet bloc; but, perhaps unsurprisingly, lev- .
els of compliancevary widely. The United
States takes longer to process licenses, re
quires more red tape and checks up far
moreclosely than aoyother major industri
alized country.

ays Daryl Hatano, an official
at the Semiconductor indus-
try Association,"Companies
are saying, 'Why should we
buy controlled American
chips that come with all
kinds of strings attached,

about how they can be used or where the
end product can be sold, when we can buy
uncontrolled Japanese chips?''' Of the
U.S. firms surveyed by the NationalAcad-
emy of Sciencespanel, 52 percentreported
lost sales because of export controls, 26
percent said they had had deals turned
down because of them and 38 percent said
existing customers had actually expressed.
a preference for shifting to non-U.S.
sources to avoid controls..~"~~

Controls have not been the only sticky, \
wicket in government-industry relations. \
The government directly funds some 775 Iii !

research laboratories across the country,':1;1

employingsome 80.000 people (aboutone-"::
'sixth of the nation's scientists and engi-;'!:
neers) and gobbling up about half of the

'.armual 5123 billion that goes to pure and .
appliedresearch nationwide. These are the
"labs that do research on the Strategic De
fense Initiative, missile systems, nuclear
energy, synthetic fuels or the space -pro
gram. They lay the scientific groundwork
for much of the U.S. public sector's use of
advancedtechnology. But the worktheydo
- publiclyfunded, much of it unclassified

.. and easily accessible- does almostnoth
ing for the country's broader economic
competitiveness. Since the 1950s, oniy 5
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,.' -: ~ays one observer, "The notion that what
government labs do is just all-out wonderful stuff for

industry to cQrnmercialize on is~a pipe dream."

SOl research: A good deal of funding but few commercially exploited patents

INSIGHT I JUNE 29, 1987

But, one Senate staffer concedes, there is
nowayto guarantee that Yankee know-how
will go to Yankee companies, and the fact
isthat theJapaneseand WestGermans have
historically been far more interested in the
fruits of U.S. government research than
have U.S. companies. ''There's nothing il
legal in what they're, doing," the staffer
says. "They're justmore apgressive. They
appreciate the values of tapplng into these
resources. Whatwe're doingas a Congress
is taking a gamble that by trying to speed
up the transfer of technology we'll benefit
this country. Whether this will work re
mains to be seen:'

A more serious question. however, is
whetherimproved nerworking andcommu
nications is actually the answer to thetech
nology transfer at all. "The notion thatwhat
government labs do is just all-out wonder
ful stuff for industry to commercialize on
is a pipe dream," says Richard Nelson, a
professor of international political econ
omyat ColumbiaUniversity. "Alotoffolks
in Congress havemisconceptions aboutthe
waytechnicalchangeproceeds." Commer
cial labs and federal labs, the argument
goes, do differentkindsofresearchforvery
good reasons: because commercial labs
have tested similarwaters and found them
wanting, or because government research
priorities - especially those having to do
with defense - are so specialized as to
havelittlecommercial use at all. Oneof thO
pioneers of Silicon Valley, Robert Noyce,
founder and now vice chairman of Intel
Corp., has put it bluntly: "There is no work
of interestto cornmercial indu§!:Q;,.gll!llgJlll,
in government Iaboratorie~" .-
---r:r lie is ngfil;-tllen the enormous re
sourcesdevoted to federal research- im
portant as that research is, and however
muchit contributes to the welfare andsecu
rity ofthecountry-e-nevertheless represent
a net drain on the economy's productive
capacity. The efforts of the recent technol
ogytransferbrigadeto bringconsiderations
of the national interest into step with the
demands of the world economy may, ulti
mately, provefruitless. The same is truefor
exportcontrols. It may be possibleto ease
theeconomicburdenthat restricting Soviet
access to Western technology places on
American high technologybut-as long as
U.S. foreigu policy objectives coexistwith
economic considerations, there must ,be
some sacrifice. What is good for General
Motors is not always what is good for
America. That is truer now than it has ever
been. The challenge of the modem world
economy is to strike the proper balance.

- Malcolm Gladwell

tions, explanations, caveats and analogies,
all in the new language of competitiveness.
A.T. Brix,presidentofBattelleTechnology
International Exchange,wamedCongress:
"Technology isn't likeCampbell's soup. It
doesn't come in a nice container, properly
bar-coded for easy pricing. It cannot be
rendered delicious by merely adding two
cans of water and simmering it on the
stove." What is it then? "Iechnology trans
fer can be more.realistically likened to go
ing into a supermarket andfmdingingredi- '
ents for soup interspersed with detergents,
bakerygoods and pots and pans. In short,
here are some herbs, potatoes and onions;
now make yourown soup."

That culinarychallenge is intended pri
marily for U.S. companies. Indeed, the
1986 law makes it clear that, whenever
possible, domestic industry should be
given preference in licensing agreements.

with private sector needs. Their views
struckanerve: The past six years have seen
the creation and refurbishment of, among
other organizations, the Commerce De
partment's Center for the Utilization of
Federal Technology; theNational Industrial
Technology Board; the privateTechnology
'Iransfer Society; andtwo directories, the
Guide to Federal 'Iechnology Resources
and the Directory ofFederal Technology
'Iransfer.Personnel: not to mention technol
ogy transfer operations sponsored by th,
National Bureau of Standards.

At congressional hearings on technol
ogy transfer, the air was thick with defini-

private industry, strengthening individual
labs' technology transferoffices, formaliz
ing the creation of afederal laboratory
transfer consortium and, mostcritical,pro
viding government inventors with incen
tives - including royalties and patent
rights, which are unheard-of in most cor
poratelaboratories -to makecommercial
use of theirresearch.

The key, word in the new technology
transfer vocabulary is communication. Of
ficials at federal labs around the country
speak ofiheiiripOrtance of networking.
Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois
uses an electronic mail system to relay
information and assistance around the
country. Critics of practices from the old
dayshave citedthe factthatonlythe United
States amongthe world's leading industrial
nations has no centralized government of
fice to .coordinate public sector research

14

percent of the government's 28,000 pat
ented inventions have been licensed for
commercial use.

.In recent years, in Congress and the
executive branch, this underutilization of
federal technology has been ascribed to a
lackof coordination between privateindus
try and public labs. In 1980, Congress
passed the Stevenson-Wydler Technology
Act, which requires the government's
larger labs to set up special offices to pro
mote technology transfer. Last year, Con
gress beefed up the act, making special

, allowances forcooperative research andde
,velopment efforts between government and
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PART 2

The British Elite in Exodus:
e're Losing Our Captains'

SUM RY: Brain drain, the loss of a nation's elite, is usually a changed over the past 25 years, even as
prob em for developing countries. But in Britain, It is epidemic. technological needs have intensified and
SCie ists there face relative salal)' declines, harsh budget cuts and a the cost of research has skyrocketed. Last
g ment that has; been .Ill-disposed to university research. Public year the government's Science 'and Engi-
fund ng Is rising finally, and scientific special interest and support neering Council, which doles out research
grou are springing up. But Britain's brain drain is not likely to end. money, closed up shop for six months be-

cause it ran out of funds. The horror stories
orne of the best minds in the ly twice as much per capita on civil re- of what budget cuts have done to British
world come from Britain, search and development as Britain; to universities arelegion: libraries thatcannot
and the better they are the France, which coddles its scientific corn- afford scientific journals, laboratories that
faster they come. Over the munity- Great Britainhas been markedly cannot afford to hire technicians, The Uni
past few years, the cream of less concerned about the fate of its intellec- versity of Southampton is so strapped for
the nation's academia, thou- <tual resources. In the long term, that may cash it cannot afford to buy a Macintosh
sands of its top scientists and mean trouble for the country in an in- computer for the dean of its mathematics

engineers, have left to take high-paying creasinglycompetitiveand technologically department. Right now he is ninth on the
jobs in the United States.~-five per- dependent world economy. school's waiting list.
centofthefel!owsoftheR~nc.;ety, the In 1981, the Conservative government Faced with these frustrations, and sal-

..:Qjijted-Kingdom's mostprestigiousscjellti- of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher cut aries that have fallen 12 percent relative to
~fic organizatio!), work abroad. All of the back governmentfunding for university re- average income since 1980, some of Bri
Roya! Socie!yof¢hemistry1hed)ilsJm- re- search. "I thinkthat that first roundactually tain's best are simply going elsewhere. "I
SE!!"Ch last;Year~nU2J:li1)mL~ientists did us somegood," saysDick Bishop,pres- don't think I've ever seen the morale of
workinginAmerica, "We're losing ilietop ident of BruneI University in London. "It Britishscience so low," says ProfessorJohn
rour or nvemeverjineld," says one profes- made us think more seriously about the Ziman, chairman of the recently created
sor at OxfordUniversity. "We're losing our research that we were doing. But we Science Policy Support Group.
captains." thought things wouldleveloff by 1984,and Those scientists who do not leave face

Thisisfarfromthefrrsttimebraindrain they didn't. It's been a slow squeeze. The a research climate of increasing uncer
has become an international issue. From cuts have begun to hurt." tainty. OxfordProfessor Denis Noble, who
the time of the biblicalexodus to the group The percentage of gross national in- heads Save British Science, a recently
of Jewish scientists and intellectuals (in- corne that Britain spends on research and formed lobby of distinguished scientists
eluding Albert Einstein, Sigmund Freud development has remained virtually un- and Royal Society fellows, says that what
and a youngHenry A. Kissinger)who fled
Nazi Germany in the 1930s, the talented
have always been the first to migrate in
searchofbetteropportunities.But since the
end of World War Il, brain drain has pri
marily beenan issuebetweenthe developed
and the developing worlds, wherever the
differences of economic climate and per

. sonalopportunityhavebeen greatest. In the
industrialized world, the pressure to com
peteintemationally and the push toward
high technologyhavemade countries more
awarethan ever of the importanceof keep
ing the best and the brightest at home.
Brain drain, in the West, is a nonissue.

Except in Britain.
More scientists leave the United King

dom every year than leave the rest of Eu
rope combined, and the brain drainhas
neverbeen worse. The golden age of Brit- .
ish science, between 1950and 1975, when
the Nobel Prizes won for England were ~
legion, is but a memory-.In comparison to ~

the rest of the world - from the United Ii
States, where fostering high-tech research g
and promoting competitiveness is all the ~
rage; to WestGermany, which spends near- Still In Londnn, hospital scientists study. acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.
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Cambridge University researchers and their robot may help keep Britain No.2 in tbe world for patentable developments.

he calls internal brain drain is as bad as the
external kind. He compared U.S. and Brit
ish grant requests and found that, as a rule,
researchers in the United States receive
three times as much money from their sci
ence council as their British counterparts.
"Those that sillyhavetheir own intellectual
resources drained bya continual process of .
keeping their research going. In the U.S.
the top people are far better-off. It's incon
ceivable that the equivalentof a Royal Soci
ety fellow would find himself in the posi
tion of scrambling for money. Yetthat's the
case in England."

Much first-class work is still being
done. The Royal Society recentiy com
pared Britain's performance in basic scien
tific research with that of the rest of the
world and found that while the country had
slipped from second to fourth in theoretical
and expetimental physics over the past 10
years, it still led everyone outside the
United States in biomedical research and
genetics. And the Thatcher governmenthas
not been been deaf to the pleas of the
scientific.community, In February the gov
ernment agreed to raise academic salaries
24 percent over the next few years. Also,
as part of the Tories' preelection promise to
raise public spending 1.5 percent this year,
the Department of Education and Science
is slated to get a 7 percent budget increase
and universities an additional $80 million.

But some wonder if these measures will
actually solve Britain's problems. The sal
ary increases still leave the nation's univer
sities at a substantial disadvantage when it
comes to competing with the $70,000 to
$100,000 positions often offered by U.S.
schools, and SaveBritish Science estimates
that nothing short of a flat-out $180 million

16

research increase will ensure that all worthy economist and brain drain expert at the
projects are adequately funded. Indeed, World Bank. "That was the tendency in
even if the govemment has loosened the early brain drain literature. Today we tend
purse strings somewhat, it continues to de- to look at a diaspora model. People keep
fend the original premise behind the their ethnicity. Communication and return
spending freeze of the last six years. to the home country is much easier now.

Thatcher still says that much of univer- Smart developing countries also have been
sity research is wasteful, supporting what facilitating increased participation in their
one of her ministers calls scientific "white own scientific work of people who have
elephants." The government has long ar- settled abroad" Losing scientists does not
gued that scientificprowess is not necessar- necessarily mean losing the fruits of their
ill' related to economic success. In recent work. .-
hearings in the House of Lords, 'Ireasury ~veo so, commercial high tech in the
officials cited thefaet that Britain's postwar "I'developed world, and particularly in the
scientific brilliance coincided with the pe- United States, historically has tended to
riod of the country's greatest economic de- grow in clusters around such prominent
cline. universities as Stanford in California and

By the same token, with science in ap- the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
parent decline, the economic outlook now and Harvard in Cambridge. The proximity .
is rosier thanit has been in years. Economic of scientists and businesspeople seems to
growth is expected to reach 3 percent this count for something in the chemistry of
year,' higher than most industrialized na- entrepreneurship. Nor does it follow from
tions. London's financial markets are the the apparent lack of correlation between
most important in Europe, drawing banks British scientific achievement and eco
and investors from around the world. After nomic success that science should be cut
the lean early years of Thatcher's economic back. "It's a non sequitur;' says Ziman.
program - which saw unemployment trio According to the National Science Founda- -
pIe to 3 million and whole sectors of man- tion in Washington, British science trails
ufacturing, particularly traditional smoke- only the United States in developing pat
stack industries of northern England and entableteehnologies.J'ririsb science i~'t

Scotland, collapse - Britain has ?,ade wasteful; it) wasted..J2~'
nnpresslve strides in developmgnew;mter.~a'I', as GeOrge Walden, munster
nationally competitive. high-tech-eindus- .•responsible for science.jeadily admits, "is
tries. Califomia has Silicon Valley; En- at the tog of the I~e in,J?,ay raises. and
gland has asilicon crown around London. bottom in researcn. ~.....<"" •=-"""""'~ .,.

Does Britain really need a strong, pub- =S-OWhYusesclenee as a scapegoat? "I
licly funded research base? And even if it think that our masury doesn't have any
does, does it matter that that base is moving great sympathy for or understanding of sci

. overseas? "People who migrate from a ence," says Zirnan. "!t's part of the two
country don't necessarily disappear from cultures in this country. There are no scien
view,"points out Jagdish Bhagwati, a trade tists in the 'Ireasury"
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"A top-ranking researcher might enthuse another 30,
If you lose people like that you lose the stimulus that

others get from interacting~with him,"

S.i:

His theme is echoed by other academ
ics, who insist that science has never been
properly respected or represented in the
United Kingdom. Noble recruited 2,000
prominentBritishacademicsfor SaveBrit
ish'Science because, he says, ..there came
a point when people begao to wonder that
what was wrong was that we didn't have
what people in America have: a political
1Q!>!>y capable of putting politicalpressure
on the government." The House of Com
mons has nothing like the U.S. Office of
Technology Assessment to keep it abreast
of developments in science nor even a
standing committee dealing with science
aod technology. Scientists areconspicuous
only by their absence on corporate boards
aod in positionsof politicalresponsibility.

Tosome extent this is the fault of scien
tists themselves.

'W" "Bound up in their own self-congratu
'1\ latory elitism aod academic self-irnpor

tance," saysRosHennan, a prominentBrit
ish science writer, "scientists have largely,

, losttouchwith the rest of society." A recent
Royal Society report worrying about the
image of science in Britain prompted the
fonnation of ao ad hoc Committee on the
Public Understaoding of Science, drawing
fromallof Britain'smajorscientific organi
zations. Plannedarea $750,000 investiga
tion into the way science aod technology
are perceived by the public aod a massive
"scientificliteracy"campaign in the media
next year. Will it work? Nature, Britain's
most influential scientific magazine, does
not think so. The journal described the
report's aoalysis as "overflattering to the
scientific communityeverywhere" becanse
it refused to address "the convention of
self-eertitude that has been taken up by

. academics."
Ultimately, though, the ball is in the

government's court, aod more support is
nowits statedgoal. For example,Thatcher
has said that she would like to see the
portionof university researchsupportedby
industryrise from its present 2 percent to
somewhere in the vicinity of 30 percent.
But policies may be lagging behind proc
lamations. Corporatedonations to univer
sities are not tax deductible. Nor has the
prime minister chaoged the tax code to
encourageincreasedcommercialresearch:
There are no tax credits for industtial re
searchanddevelopment, whichmost of the
country's competitors allow. Even on the
critical questionof encouraging companies
to exploit new technologies, Thatcher's
policy has been indifferent. Technology
transfer may be a big issue in the United
States, but in the United Kingdom the
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'Iechnology Exchaoge Center just we~' component in any product is increasingly
bankrupt. becoming more importaot thao the actual

Brain drain is the price that Britain is maoufacturing process or materials in-
paying for this. One thousaod of its fmest volved. Brains count for more in the high
leave every year, aod although that figure tech age. Last year Texas lnstruments lnc.
is small compared with the 50,OOO-odd . renegotiated all its patent agreements with
new scientists and engineers who join the Japanese electronics manufacturers, rais
work force in that time, it is the qualityof' ing t~e cost of licenses by millions of dol-.....
thoseleaving that counts. '1\ top-ranking" lars:'"More important thao the immediate
'researchermight enthuseaoother 30," says finaocial impact of these settlements,"
one professor, 'And they in tum might en- compaoyPresidentJerry R. Junkins said at
thusea fewhundredof theirstudents. If you the time, "may be the general recognition
lose people like that you lose the stimulus by our industry that intellectual property
that others get from interacting with him," has considerably greater value than has

"We are moving from economies tha been recognized in the past."
basicallydeal withmaterials - iron, steel, Jf he is right, that may meao trouble ror

. coal - to economies driven by informa- Great Britain. "Somehow," says Brunei's
tion, says Carver A. Mead, one of the Bishop, "the excitement seems to be gone
prime movers behind the modem micro- from British science."
chip. For the U.S. scientist,the intellectual - Malcolm Gladwell in London

Edinburgh observatory: Britain slipped internationally In experimental physics.
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The Status of the Space Station
Under the Technology Transfer Act of 1986

APR 8 1987

Concern has been expressed about the ownership and transfer
of technology that may be created during the use of the Space
Station~ In particular, there is a need to find ways to encourage
businesses in the United States to commercialize the technology
created during the operation of the Space Station. This commer
cialization would benefit not only individual firms but the global
competitiveness of the U.S. economy.

Treatment of the Space station as a government-operated federal
laboratory would make available a mechanism to resolve issues of
ownership of technology created during research aboard that
vehicle. This mechanism would be available if the Space Station
were construed as a federal laboratory within the meaning of
section 11 of the Technology Transfer Act of 1986, (P.L. 99-502),
(the "Act"). This Act provides rules under which government
operated federal laboratories, as distinguished from contractor
operated laboratories, may enter into cooperative arrangements
with other parties, including state and local governments,
foundations, universities and other nonprofit organizations and
private firms. Under these agreements employees of the laboratory
and employees of the other party may work together, with ownership
in any resulting inventions being distributed according to a
pre-existing agreement between the parties.

This paper consists of two parts. The first part examines
whether the Space Station might be treated as a federal laboratory
for purposes of section 11 of the Act. The second part discusses
in detail the advantages that recognition as a federal laboratory
might offer to the operation of the Space Station.

Would the Space Station be a Federal Laboratory Under the Act?

Section ll(d) (2) of the Act defines a government-operated federal
laboratory as "a facility or group of facilities owned, leased,
or otherwise used by a federal agency, a substantial purpose of
which is the performance of research, development, or engineering
by employees of the federal government". The legislative history
of the Act notes that "this is a broad definition which is intended
to include the widest possible range of research institutions
operated by the federal government". (Senate Report No. 99-283.)
The Space Station under current plans will almost certainly meet
this definition and qualify under section 11 of the Act as a
federal laboratory.
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The first criteria is that the Space Station must be "owned,
leased, or otherwise used by a federal agency"; that is, as
described in the Act's legislative history, the facility must be
"operated" by the federal government. In the case of the Space
Station, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
under current plans, will have borne a major share of the costs of
the development and construction of the facility, and will have
the primary responsibility for operating the facility once it is
successfully placed in earth orbit. Further, NASA will have the
responsibility for providing transportation to and from the Space
Station. NASA and other federal agencies will not only be operating
Space Station, however, they will be making use of it both directly
and through agreements with private firms and other governments.
Thus, the first criteria under the present concept of the Space
Station will be met.

The second criteria, that the Space Station must have the
substantial purpose of "the perfomance of research, development,
or engineering by employees of the Federal Government", is also
met. The exact nature of the activities that will o~cur aboard
the Space Station c.annot be predicted at this time, but "research,
development, or engineering" by federal employees will almost
certainly be a major part of those activities. Other activities
may occur on the vehicle, such as the conduct of research by
employees of private businesses or foreign governments, or limited
manufacture of products. As long as research, development, or
engineering by government employees remains a substantial purpose
of the Space Station, however, the authorities found in section 11
of the Act would remain available to the Space Station, as a
government-operated federal laboratory.

However, if the Space Station is placed under international
control, it will not be a federal laboratory. In such an instance,
we would have to assure that any patent rights clauses in any
international agreement would provide maximum rights of
commercialization to U.S. industry.

Authorities Available to the Space Station Under the Act

Assuming that the Space Station were deemed a federal laboratory
under the Act, the path would be opened for the transfer of
technology created aboard the vehicle to U.S. firms. These firms
would have the opportunity to commercialize these inventions, thus
benefitting the individual U.S. companies, and indeed the
competitiveness of the entire U.S. economy in the global market
place.

Inventions by Government Employees Absent a Cooperative Agreement

Inventions created aboard the Space Station might be either the
product of federal employees working alone, or the product of
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federal employees working together with scientists employed by a
collaborating organization, such as employees of businesses,
universities, state and local governments, or even of foreign
businesses. If the invention were the product solely of federal
employees who are not working under a cooperative agreement ~ith
a non-federal organization, the u.s. government would own any
resulting patents, and would be free to license those patents on
an exclusive basis to U.S: firms. In such a situation, section 13
of the Act provides that royalties earned by the invention would
be retained by the federal agency whose laboratory made the
invention. After payment of 15 percent of those royalties to the
inventors, NASA could give the balance of the royalties to the
Space Station, but must under any circumstances give it more than
half with the remainder divided among other NASA laboratories.
That is, the Space Station would receive at least the majority
share of any royalties earned from inventions made solely by
federal employees while aboard the Space Station. At the same
time, the technology would have been transferred through the
licensing process to a u.S. firm that would enjoy the benefits of
its commercialization of the product.

Inventions Made by a Government Employee Under
a Cooperative Agreement

Inventions made aboard the Space Station might also be the product
of a collaborative effort between federal employees and employees
of other organizations, entered into under cooperative research
and development agreements under the Act. The official designated
as "laboratory director" for the Space Station will be authorized
under section ll(a) (1) of the Act to enter into agreements for the
conduct of cooperative research and development aboard the Space
Station with state and local governments, foreign and domestic
businesses, public and private foundations, nonprofit organizations
including universities, and other persons. As part of these
agreements, under section 11(b) (1) of the Act, the Space Station
would be permitted to accept funds, personnel, services, and
property from collaborating parties, and in turn, to provide
personnel, services, facilities, equipment or property, but not
funds, to the collaborating parties. _Further, under section
ll(b) (2) and (3) of the Act, the director would be permitted to
grant in advance to a collaborating party patent licenses or
ownership to any resulting inventions made in whole or part by a
federal employee under the agreement. Under these licenses,
royalties would be paid to NASA by the collaborator in accord with
section 13 of the Act. As explained above, the majority share or
more of the royalties would thus return to the Space Station,
where the funds could be used to pay for further research. The
U.S. government, however, would retain a non-exclusive license to
any inventions for its own use. This would provide the
collaborating U.S. organizations the exclusivity needed to
commercialize the invention.
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In sum, in the context of the Space Station, a wide range of
possible cooperative research activities might occur involving
federal employees and employees of other organizations. For
example, cooperative agreements might cover research aboard the
Space Station between federal employees and employees of a U.S.
corporation, university or other domestic organization, or research
conducted only by employees of a domestic organization, where the
facilities and/or equipment were provided by the U.S. government.
By entering into a cooperative agreement under the, Act, the U.S.
government could assure that any resulting technology would be
licensed or owned by a U.S. corporation. The U. S. government
could agree to grant a royalty-bearing license, or ownership, for
any inventions made by a federal employee under section 11(b) (2)
or (3). This, would permit the U. S. organization to take commercial
advantage of any patents resulting from inventions made in the
course of the research aboard the Space Station. In this way, the
benefits of the research would go to the U.S. economy. At the
same time, 'the Space Station would be the recipient of royalties
earned by the licenses pursuant to section 13 of the Act.

The Act provides special rules for those circumstances in which a
federal laboratory might agree to a cooperative research and and
development venture with a foreign firm or firms, where employees
of those firms would conduct joint research'with federal employees
aboard the Space Station. The Act, in section 11(c) (4) (B),
permits cooperative agreements with foreign firms, but requires
that the laboratories "give preference to business units located
in the United States which agree that products embodying inventions
made under the cooperative research and development agreement ...
will be manufactured in the United States". Further, the Act
requires that the laboratory director, before entering into an
agreement "in the case of any industrial organization or other
person subject to the control of a foreign company or government,
as appropriate, take into consideration whether or not such
foreign government permits United States agencies, organizations,
or other persons to enter into cooperative research and development
agreements and licensing agreements". Should the Space Station
decide to enter into cooperative research agreements with a
foreign corporation it should assure that any patent rights
clause in the agreement provide maximum rights of commerciali
zation to U.S. firms.

Technical Data

For your information the latest draft of the proposed Executive
Order on technology transfer requires agencies to delegate to its
Federal laboratories the right to negotiate in cooperative
agreements the disposition of intellectual property. As
intellectual property includes technical data, the Space Station
as a Federal laboratory could enter into a cooperative agreement
leaving ownership or an exclusive license to technical data with
anon-Federal entity.

r-
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Conclusions

(a) As Currently envisioned, the Space Station could be
a Federal Laboratory for purposes of the Technology
Transfer Act of 1986, as it falls within the
"laboratory" cirteria of the Act.

(b) As a Federal laboratory, the Space Station could
retain a significant portion of royalties generated by
inventions made by federal employees either under a
cooperative agreement with a non-Federal entity or made
in the laboratory independent of such an agreement.

(c) As a Federal laboratory Space Station, Federal
employees could receive up to 15% of royalties
generated by inventions they made.

(d) The Space Station as a Federal laboratory could
enter into cooperative agreements with non-Federal
entities and provide the non-Federal entity with either
ownership or an exclusive license of any inventions or
technical data resulting from the agreement.

(e) The Space Station as a Federal laboratory permits
cooperative agreements with foreign firms but requires
preference be given to U.S. firms. Further, before
entering into a cooperative agreement with a foreign firm
the Space Station must determine that the country of the
foreign firm accords equal treatment to U.S. firms
vis-a-vis cooperative R&D agreements, licensing require
ments, and access to the laboratories of the foreign
country.

(f) However, if the Space stat.ion is placed under
international control it would not be a Federal
laboratory under the Act. In such an instance the U.S.
should assure that any international agreement contains
intellectual property clauses (patents and technical
data) which provide maximum rights of commercialization
to U.S. industry.
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Why Developing ~ations Should Protect Intellectual Property

A strong case can be made that protection Of. intellectual property
is in the long term interest of developing countries. Although a
number of develioping countries currently have policies designed
to acquire theiir technology from developed countries in the
belief that ina?equate protection is in fact a positive step that
will eventually, produce their own technological self sufficiency
and increase th~ir international competitiveness. It is important

,that such coun~ries be made to understand that they are in fact
limiting their, own development by restricting technological
development to ithei r ability to exapproprpr iate foreign t echno
logies. Policiies of inadequate protection of intellectual
property c r e ate a domestic environment that does not provide
either incentives for development of indigenous R&D capability nor
does it provide iincentive for the necessary investment of technical
skills and cap~tal by large multinational research intensive
corporations. 'The absence of proper protection of intellectual
property often poupled with price controls that do not permit R&D
cost to be recoyered and requirements for technology sharing as a
basis for doing, business create an environment in which neither
foreign nor dom e s ti c industries can afford to innovate and
undertake r e sear ch and development. Such situations actually
lead to the i,tony of increased technological dependency on
developed count r Le s which are becoming increasingly unwilling to
remain passive in the face of massive increases in counterfeiting
and the product~on of inferior quality goods. Specific benefits
of a system o f adequate protection for intellectual property
follow: .

,

. Access to Technoloay
,

New products ~nd technology flow into countries which have
adequate protec~ion because the developers of the technology can
proceed wi t h o ut; concern for loss of their innovation. This
produces a mor e rapidly expanding economic base and enables the
country as a w~ole to take advantage of and utilize such techno
logies with resulting benefits to the economy, including agricul
tural, Lnd u s t n i a L, : and health and environmental benefits. For
example, count r i e s which do not allow adequate protection or
agricUltural cjhemicals create a system in which manufacturers
simply cannot .afford to produce the most modern and effective
pesticides sirtce without patent protection they cannot hope
to recover t.h e ijr investments.

Providing a Genieral Climate of Trust
i

with adequate protection for intellectual property the opportuni-
ties for pot entLel capital investment and development are enlarged
along all development lines. Growth of "state of the art manufac
turing" facili~ies and expansion of the manufacturing base occurs
when companies !feel that it is safe for them to manufacture their
newest lines 0f equipment without fear of loss of prioritary
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technology •

• Such a climate also provides the potential for a growth in
partnership and, joint ventures activities with developing cou n
tries. This kind of infusion of technology and expertise and
capital simply will not occur at an optimal level without adequate
protection.

Adequa~e protection for new technologies will increase and
encourage innovation. Absent such protection it is not possible
to recover R&D and other technology development costs which are
essential to long term growth. Protection of intellectual
property is based on the premise that progress of science depends
on protection of intellectual property rights which promote
technological advance, international competitiveness, and the
ability to keep pace in the world of rapid technological change.
As we continue to experience constantly evolving technology,
the ability to attract and develop new technologies leads to new
p r oduct s and new manufact ur ing processes that improve qual ity,
increase, innovation, and reduce protection costs •

• The ultimate aim of protection of intellectual property is to
promote technical, industrial and economic progress. The secrecy
wh ich must sur round act i vit ies absent property patent protection
interferes with the free flow of knowledge and technologies
essential for the innovative process.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AS A TRADE ISSUE

Protecting patents, trademarks, and copyrights abroad has become
a vital trade policy issue as evidence of product piracy and
commerci al counterfei ting mounts. More and more innovators and
creators are discovering their products and technology being
copied and sold in the international marketplace in competi tion
wI t.h tre legitimate product. The laws of many countries do not
provide means for innovators and creators to acquire rights in
their intellectual creations or to protect the rights they have
obtained. The copied products, therefore, interfere with legi
timate trade flows. Industry calls such Copying "p i r acy " when it
involves copyrighted works like books, films, records and software,
and "counterfeitino· ....r h e n a nr o du c t be a r i n q a trademark is
involved. "Counterfei'i ting" also "can re an copying labels, graphics,
and trade dress (i. e. the appearance of the nonfunctional features
of a product). Using anothOe"r's invention, whether by producing a
product or using a process, is called infringement.

Intellectual property protection is particularly important for
the growth and dev eLo po en t. of industries pr o du cinq new products
that change rapidly because of intensive research and dev e.l o pne n t ,
Patents, trademarks, and copyrights provide the economic incentive
that spurs the research and development. They also spur the
cowpetition a:r:ong firms within a field. The ability of inventors,
authors, and producers to acquire rights in intellectual property
worldwide and the extent to which they can enforce those rights
have a profound effect on international trade and on investment.
Lack of ri gh ts or ineffective enforcement causes problems not
only in a country where the protection is lacking, but in the
home rc_~rket of the innovator or creator and in third country
r.ar ke t s , IiUproved intellectual property protection worldwide,
therefore, should be a major trade objective of every country
interested in improving its ind~strial base.

The actual revenue losses to innovators and c rea t o r s caused by
patent infringement, counterfeiting and piracy are impossible to
estimate•. 'I'e ch nol o qy itself has rn ade copying of most products in
large quantities simple. Shipping goods throughout the world is
easy. Those who copy have no incentive to keep permanent records
of their activities. \'lhat records there are deal with incidents
that are detected and estimates of the total problem are.. based on
those. For example, using a n sw e r s to questions on trademark
counterfei ting submitted to U. S. companies, the U. S. International
Trade CO:T;mission, in a recent report, estimated that $8 billion
inir.c:·~:e was lost in 1982 due to counterfeiting. The U. S. Cus t om s
S~rvic2 esti~ates the 2~~c211oss to u.S. businesses as closer to
$20 biJJ i c.n f~.-o~ t r e c er.e r k ccun t c r f c i t i n q, Nogovern..1Tlent e s t i n.e t e s
h ev e t.C:E:n c:oreof i0tent i;!frir:sc~ent orpiracy~

71",<= cost to::-;eveloFIng c,--~c:""<;:-:,iE:s also isirr.possible t o evaluate
in strict e ccr.crn i c teriOS. ::uch of the cost i nvol ve s thlat which
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never happened, i. e., the investment that was not made, the
research and develop.nent that did not take place, the university
graduate who did not remain at horne to use his knovLe dqe •. Tnat
which never h appe ne d , however, does mean that a country has fewer
businesses employing fewer people producing fewer goods. The
country remains dependent on foreign technology rather than
developing its own , The country's businesses are the f of.Lowe r s ,
not the leaders in the international marketplace. Its exports
are less competitive in the world market than those of other
countries unless they are low priced copies of foreign goods. If
the latter is the case, the exports .become. the subject of trade
restrictions in the n.er ke t s where intellectual property protection
is strong. Export earnings are less than they might be. Scarce
capital is used in unproductive v ay s , As the reputation of the
country suffers and the flow of Lnve s trr e n t ca pi t al and technology
decreases further. Educated nationals 00 to other countries to
use their hard won knowledge. -

It is important both to developed and developing countries to
solve the problems created by the lack of an adequate f r amewo r k
for the acquisition and protection of rights in intellectual
property. Solving the problem will require the combined efforts
of national governments and of industry. Governments must enact
effective laws protecting intellectual property rights. The
creators and innovators must use thcselaws. The laws themselves
should be harmonized in order to ensure that, in providing for
enforcement of exclusive rights in intellectual property, govern
ments don't establish barriers to trade in legitimate goods.
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Nanotech: Next
Tech-transfer Task?

NNI research needs to
translate into products

Beneath the enthusiasm
of this month's National
Nanotechnology
Initiative (NNI) meeting
was concern that the US
may not be paying
sufficient attention to
translating NNI research
results into new products
or processes.

"It's not enough for [the
United States] to be
spending more than the
Europeans or the
Japanese," one industry
delegate said, 'We've got
to ensure the technology
gets patented and rights
transferred promptly to a
US company that can
make and sell it."

Some attendees also
worried that nanotech
research at federal or
national labs might not get
patent protection because
of labs' money worries.

"If the [US] fees go up;
labs will likely seek fewer
patents,' a civilian -agency
official agreed.

"Deciding which [ideas]
get patented will become a
gamble because few labs
have money to assess the
market potential of their
inventions," he said.

About 500 people from
federal agencies, industry,
and academia tpok part
the April 3-4 conference in
Washington DO.

PRE-TAX LOSS OF
$61-MILLION

EXPECTED BY BTG

Licensing firm's results in line
with earlier expectations

BTG pic anticipates its
results for the financial
year ended March 31 2003
will be "broadly in line' with
expectations-total and
net revenues of $48.67
million and $26.69-million,
respectively-while pre-tax
losses may exceed
$61.25-million.

"The reorganization of
our business announced in
December has been
implemented successfully,"
CEO Ian Harvey said on
April 3. "We expect, as
previously stated, to see
resumption in revenue
growth from this financial
year as our business
progresses."

Preliminary BTG results
for the financial year will
be released on May 29.

BTG still expects to
achieve its goal of being
profitable by March 2006,
excluding any impact from
Provensis Ltd, a subsidiary
that's developing a

APRIL 2003 Vol.13 No.4

varicose vein treatment.
The bigger pre-tax loss

is blamed on a "higher
than normal" patent
amortization charge, and
write-down of equity
investments.

UK CLARIFIES
PATENTING OF
STEM CELLS

Practice Notice issued by
the UK Patent Office

"On balance," the UK
Patent Office says, "the
commercial exploitation of
inventions concerning
certain types of human
embryonic stem cells
(pluripotent cells) would
not be contrary to public
policy or morality in the
United Kingdom." as a
result, it says, they should
not be excluded from
patentability.

The April 11 practice
notice by the UK Patent
Office, which clarifies the
UK position on inventions
relating to human
embryonic stem cells, was
widely welcomed.

Instances where the UK
Patent Office would not
grant or consider
inventions that involved
human stem cells are also
explained in the notice.
[Continued, page 8]
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• Flamel Technologies S.A. and GlaxoSmithKline pic (GSK) announced that Flamel has
licensed its "Micropump" controlled-release technology to GSK, which is to develop a
new formulation for an undisclosed existing product. Flamel will get an upfront payment
of $2-million, and milestone and royalty payments from GSK based on sales of the
product. The companies estimate, based on continued successful development and
commercialization of the formulation, that payments to Flamel could be up to $45
million by the end of the first year, following launch. Of this figure, $25-million would be
due to reaching certain milestones. Flamel might also participate in manufacturing the
product. "We're confident of the potential of Micropump technology for these large and
still growing markets," Flamel president & CEO Gerard Soula said. "This additional
agreement further demonstrates the interest of major worldwide pharmaceutical
companies in our versatile technology platforms." Soula noted that this was Flamel's
second license agreement with GSK on the Micropump in the past 9 months. GSK
officials said the collaboration with Flamel will enable the company to maintain its
leadership in product r&d, especially within the therapeutics area.

• UTEK Corporation and GloTech Industries Inc. signed a strategic alliance agreement that
tasks UTEK with identifying unique technology acquisition opportunities for GloTech and,
where appropriate use its USB model to enable GloTech to acquire licenses to these
technologies. "GloTech has built an innovative, electro-luminescent safety product
business based on technology developed at the University of Florida, and UTEK helped
us identify and license our core technology," GloTech Industries' president & CEO Heinz
Fraunhoffer said. "Potential expansion of our product line through UTEK's established
relationships with research organizations and universities offers [us] exciting growth
potential.' The agreement was signed on April 15.

• Dow Chemical Co. is transferring its "Intacta" Performance Polymers polyurethane gloves
business to YTY Industry Sdn Bh of Malaysia. Dow developed the "Intacta" latex-free
gloves in response to growing concerns about natural rubber latex (NRL) allergies. The
gloves, which are used typically for medical and dental examinations, have become a
success because of a proprietary aqueous-based polyurethane dispersion chemistry
that's used in the manufacturing process. ''We're very pleased with this agreement and
see it as a logical evolution of Dow's gloves business," Dow Polyurethane's new business
development director Greg McDaniel said on April 10. "Dow will now focus on its core
strengths and continue to supply YTY with the polyurethane polymers and technology
required to make the gloves," he said, "while YTY leverages its expertise in
manufacturing and marketing to further grow the business globally." YTY was formed in
Malaysia in 1988 and has become of the leading makers of a range of disposable
examination gloves, exporting to North America, Europe, and Japan. YTY had contract
manufactured the gloves for Dow since 2000. Terms of the arrangement were not
disclosed by the companies.

• Monsanto Company has licensed its "YieldGard" Rootworm corn technology to DuPont's
subsidiary, Pioneer Hi-Bred International Inc. "This furthers our commitment to broadly
license our biotechnology traits so that growers have access to traits they want in the
seed brands of their choice for use on their farms," Monsanto's chief operating officer
Hugh Grant said April 15. Although few details of the agreement were disclosed, the
license is a worldwide one and Pioneer will pay royalties to Monsanto, while DuPont isto
make other unspecified payments in connection with the license. "This licensing
agreement allows us to provide our customers with additional new corn technology in
Pioneer brand hybrids," Pioneer president Rick McConnell said. The technology, which
received EPA registration recently, allows commercialization this planting season of the
first biotech corn to control the corn rootworm pest. [More items, page 7]
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Flat revenues for the
year are forecast by
Scipher pic, the UK

technology development
and licensing company.

In a statement released
on April 1, Scipher officials
said revenues for the
company's financial year
ended March 31 2003 will
be "flat compared to last
year," and below market
expectations. "Order books
have strengthened during
the 2nd half, [but] sales
from several high-value
contracts that were
expected [in this period]
have slipped into the next
financial year."

In prior years, it was
explained, over 25% of the
annual sales came in the
last month of the financial
year. That's not been the
case in the current year.

"The effect of lower
[sales] in the year,
combined with a lower
gross margin compared to
last year, will result in a
loss... that's greater than
market expectations," the
statement said.

Scipher acquired the
Internet-based business
yet2.com in December,
and this has extended
Scipher's expertise into all
phases of intellectual
property management and
licensing. The purchase
also offered opportunities
to expand services in the
US, Japan, and Europe.

Excellent market

Technology Commercialization - April 2003

prospects are forecast
for licensing, but
completion of a number
of new high-value
licensing deals have
been delayed and will not
now occur until later in
this year,Scipher admits.

Secure Identification
has seen growth in sales
of fingerprint readers and
other systems, while the
Communications
business made a profit.

Scipher's 3-D sound
systems business has
strengthened, but delays
in two licensing deals
have resulted in lower
sales. Sales of displays
are up 40%.

Sensors exhibited
substantial revenue
growth with first

. commercial sales of the
C02 sensor and detector
products;

Directors of Scipher
warn that results for the
financial just ended will
be disappointing, but
they see "good
prospects" for renewed
growth with particular
benefits being derived
from the patent licensing
and secure 10
operations.

Four scientists
were named as
recipients of the

prestigious Lavoisier
Medals of Achievement
this month.

The highest honor for
science excellence
awarded by DuPont, the
four 2003 medalists are:
-L. John Hoffbeck,
considered one of the

most successful corn
breeders at Pioneer Hi-Bred
International, the world's
largest seed company;
-Richard W. Rees, who
discovered a unique family
of tough, clear plastics now
sold as DuPont's Surlyn
ionomer resins that are
used to protect food in
packages with air-tight
seals to tough coverings for
golf balls and bowling pins;
-Rolando Pagilagan, who
used fundamental chemical
principles to develop and
guide DuPont's engineering
polymers business; and
-Rudolph Pariser, who
contributed to polymer
chemistry and enhanced
understanding of colors and
dyes, and was involved in
the development of several
key DuPont elastomers.

The awards will be made
on June 16 in Wilmington.

With the exception of
Pagilagan, who continues
with research at the
Washington Works site in
Parkersburg, W.Va., all the
medalists have retired.

Named after Antoine
Lavoisier, who served as a
mentor to the founder of
DuPont, the medal of _
achievement has only been
awarded to 65 scientists.

P
reclinical studies of
using chimeric
natriuretic peptides

.to treat congestive heart
failure show promising
results, according to
Research Corporation
Technologies Inc.

The studies, which were
supported by RCT, found

3
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the lead candidates were
non-immunogenic and
extremely potent during
repeated dosings in
studies with primates.

Tucson, Ariz.-based
RCT has an exclusive
worldwide license on the
technology, and now seeks
a licensee to continue
developing the technology
for CHF and other
conditions.

Developed by Drs. John
Burnett and Ondrej Lisy of
the Mayo Clinic, the
chimeric natriuretic peptide
technology is protected by
US patent No. 6,407,211.

A progressive disease in
which the heart gradually
fails to deliver adequate
blood, about 4.7 million
Americans suffer from CHF
and over 275,000 people
die each year from the
disease.

Further details of the
technology from Bennett
Cohen of RCT at (520)
748-4400.

A
strategic alliance
agreement to
evaluate new"

university and federal
laboratory technologies
that complement G-TEC's
business strategy was
signed recently by UTEK
Corp. and Graphco
Technologies Inc.

A wholly-owned unit of
RCM Interests Inc., G-TEC
is a technology, software,
and systems development
and licensing company
specializing in law
enforcement information

Technology Commercialization - April 2003

sharing, and biometric ID
and security systems.

"We look forward to
working with G-TEC
again to identify new
technology acquisition

" opportunities that are
synergistic with their
business development
strategy," UTEK CEO
Clifford Gross said.

G-TEC chairman
Christian Ivanescu was
equally enthusiastic. "We
believe [they] can help us
accelerate the discovery
and acquisition process
for new technology
opportunities," he said.

O.
n April 16, Pfizer
Inc. became the
world's largest

research-based
pharmaceutical
company when it
combined operations
with Pharmacia Corp.

"Today, we go forward
as a single company,
providing more products
to help more patients
than any other pharma
ceutical company has
ever done before," Pfizer
chairman & CEO Hank
McKinnell said.

"On any given day, we
estimate that nearly 40
million people around the
world are treated with a
Pfizer medicine," he said.

Pfizer's Global R&D
(PGRD) is the largest
privately-funded
biomedical organization
in the world, and has
over 200 projects in the
development pipeline,

including 100 distinct new
molecular entities and 100
projects to evaluate new
indications or delivery
systems for currently
marketed medicines. There
are over 400 projects in
PGRD's discovery pipeline.

During the five-year
period through 2006, PGRD
expects to submit 20 new
major medicines for
regulatory approval.

"Our industry is entering
a period of momentous
change and opportunity,"
Pfizer senior vice president
for s&t Peter Corr said. "An
era when sequencing of the
human genome combined
with new technologies holds
great promise for
developing new medicines."

Corr explained that the
integration of Pharrnacia
into PGRD will "enhance
our ability to turn scientific
advances into products that
both extend lives and also
improve the quality of life

. for patients worldwide." "
Only a small percentage

of compounds ever become
a new medicine, but Corr
said PGRD's goal is to
boost that rate through
"targeted applications of
new technologies, both in
discovery and early clinical
development, as well as
utilizing disciplined resource
allocation."

Financial results for
UTEK Corp. for the
year ended Dec.31

2002, show decreased
revenues and net income
from its operations.

"2002 was a challenging

@CopyrightNe/7MacDonald,2OO3. Raproduction without parmission isprohIbited
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year," UTEK CEO Clifford
Gross admitted. "Never
the-less, we completed six
technology transfers,
consummated eight
strategic alliances which
have provided cash or
unregistered common
stock compensation."

In addition, he noted,
UTEK had expanded its
university supplier network,
acquired the Intellectual
Property Technology
Exchange Inc., and its
TechEx.com website.

Founded by Yale
University, TechEx is used
now by many tech-transfer
and research professionals
to exchange licensing
opportunities and seek
innovation partners, Gross
explained.

Income from operations
in 2002 was $3,385,335
(2001 :$4,075,248) of
which sales of technology
rights were $2,088,254
($3,419,653), consulting
fees were $1,264,249
(534,782), and net income
from investments was
$32,832 ($120,813).

Expenses in 2002 were
$3,140,151 (2,611,970).

Pretax income was
$245,184 ($1,463,278)
and net income operations
was $153,643 ($907,980).

UTEK's investments of
dropped 38% in value
between 2001 and 2002,
from $9.99 million to
$6.21million, and its total
assets fell 37% in the
same period.

The net asset value of a
UTEK share dropped 26%
from $2.53 to $1.87 durinq
the same period.

Technology Commercialization - April 2003

W IPO, the. World
Intellectual
Property

Organization, made two
awards to inventors at
this month's Geneva
International Exhibition
of Inventions.

Liz Williams of the UK
received the "best
invention by a woman"
award for an alarm that
deters muggers can .
assist in identifying them.

Jose Sangiovanni of
Uruguay received the
"best invention by a
national from a
developing country"
award for a safety device
to collect blood.

The awards are part of
WIPO's outreach mission
to promote innovation
and recognize inventors.

Awards consist of a
gold-plated medal, a
certificate signed by the
WIPO Director General,
and $2,000 in cash.

Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology

(MIT) granted 125
licenses in fiscal year
2002, according to its
Technology Licensing
Office (TLO).

The statistics show that
of these 112 were
invention licenses and 13
were for trademarks.
Forty-one software end
user licenses were
signed in the period.

Some 31 license
options (not including

ones that are part of
research agreements) were
granted by MIT.

Gross revenues from
licensing were $33.52
million with TLO royalties of
$28.05-million.

Twenty-four companies
were started (venture
capitalized and/or with
a minimum of $500,000 of
other funding) by MIT
during the fiscal year,
according to TLO.

Total invention
disclosures in FY-2002
were 484. Of these 434
were from on campus
sources, and the remainder
from Lincoln Labs.

MIT filed 245 US patent
applications and was issued
126US patents in the year.

TLO spent $9.1-million on
patents in FY-2002m, but it
received $4.54-million in
patent cost reimbursement.

Other revenues included
$240,000 interest, and
$66,000 of equity cash-ins.

F
red Hassan didn't

. . move to Pfizer Inc.
when it merged with

Pharmacia Corp. earlier
this month.

The former chairman &
CEO of Pharmacia, Hassan
has been a widely
respected figure in the
global pharma industry, and
he will now "pursue other
career opportunities,"
according to a statement
released on April 14.

"I'm proud to have been
associated with Pharmacia,
its predecessors and its
people," he said.

5
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Recent Federal
Licensing

• Department of the Navy's
Naval Research Laboratory
is considering grant of a
revocable, non-assignable,
exclusive license in the US &
certain foreign countries to
Second Sight LLC for 5
inventions: Nanochannel
glass matrix used in making
mesoscopic structures; NanD
post arrays and process for
making them; Micro
electronic stimulator array;
Permanent retinal implant
device; and Fabrication of
microelectronic array having
high aspect ratio microwires.
The field-of-use may be
limited to retinal implants

• National Institutes of
Health is considering:
- grant of an exclusive
worldwide license to Vaccinex
IhC:. (Rochester,N.Y.) for
several immunologically
active fusion protein
inventions covered by US and
PCT patent applications. The
field-of-use may be limited to
development of human
therapeutics for cancer &
other infectious diseases.
-grant of an exclusive,
royalty-bearing license to
Research Institute for Genetic
& Human Therapy
(Washington DC) for 8
inventions: Procedure to
block the, replication of
reverse transcriptase
dependent viruses using
inhibitors of deoxynucleo
tides synthesis; Mixtures of
dideoxynucleosides and
hydroxycarbamide for
inhibiting retroviral spread;
Mixtures of 001 & D4T with
hydroxycarbamide for
inhibiting retroviral replication;

Technology Commercialization ~ April 2003

Method of treating HIV in
humans by administration
of ddl and hydroxycarba
mide; Procedure to block
replication of reverse
transcriptase dependent
viruses by use of inhibitors
of deoxynucleotides
synthesis; Method of
treating HIV in humans by
administration of ddi and
hydroxycarbamide. NIH
may limit the license's field
of-use to development of
drugs of hydroxyurea alone
and in combination with
dNTP competitors for
blocking reverse !
transcriptase dependent
viruses, including HIV.

• NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville,
Ala., Is considering grant of
an exclusive license to
Bombardier Motor
Corporation of America
(Delaware) for three
inventions: Aluminum alloy
and articles cast therefrom;
Process for producing a
cast article from
hypereutectic aluminum
silicon alloy; and High
strength aluminum alloy for
high temperature
applications. US patent
applications have been filed
for some of these
inventions. ,

• NASA Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Va., is
contemplating grant of a
partially-exclusive license to
Automated Control
Technologies Inc.
(Fairmont, W.Va.) for
several of its inventions.
These include: Reactivation
of a tin oxide-containing
catalyst; Process for making
a noble metal on tin oxide
catalyst; Catalyst for carbon
monoxide; Catalyst for

carbon monoxide oxidation;
Catalytic process for
formaldehyde oxidation;
Catalyst for oxidation of
volatile organic compounds;
and Process for coating
substrates with catalyst
materials Several of the
inventions are subjects of
patent applications.

• Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, Atlanta, Ga.,
is contemplating grant of a
worldwide, limited field-of-use,
royalty-bearing, exclusive
license to Transgenomic Inc.
(Omaha, Neb.) fur 12 CDC
inventions. They are: Rapid
and sensitive method for
detecting Histoplasma
capsulatum; Nucleic acids for
detecting Aspergillus species
and other filamentous
fungi;Molecular identification
of Aspergillus species; Nucleic
acids for the identification of
fungi and methods of using
same; Nucleic acids of the M
Antigen of Histoplasma
capsulalum, antigens,
vaccines, and antibodies;
Nucleic acids for detecting
Fusarium species and other
filamentous fungi; Nucleic acid
probes for detecting Candida
species; Nucleic acid probes
for Candida Parapsilosis
methods for detecting
Candidiasis in blood; Nucleic
acid probes fur detecting
Candida tropicalis in blood; ,
Nucleic acid probes for
detecting Candida krusei cells
in blood; and Nucleic acid
probes for detecting Candida
glabrata DNA in blood; Nucleic
acid probes and methods for
detecting Candida DNA cells in
blood. CDC's field-of-use
restrictions on Transgenomic's
possible license, means the
probes can only be used fur
rapid identification of fungal
pathogens and diagnosis of
mycotic diseases.

,
f
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• Competitive Technologies Inc. (CTT) is adding a vehicle rollover warning technology that
uses micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) to its portfolio for licensing. National
Highway Traffic Safety statistics indicate that about 10,000 roll over deaths occurred in
2001, accounting for about one-third of passenger vehicle occupant fatalities. "We
believe our technology-designed by Craig Carlson-will help reduce this staggering
number of deaths each year," CTT vice president Scott Bechtel said. The Carlson
system, which is claimed to be low-cost and would fit inside a rear-view mirror, senses
dangerous driving conditions and warns the driver. In off-road settings, the system will
warn of dangerous tilts and inclines that risk rollover. CTT also plans to commercialize
another Carlson technology, an emergency-stop warning system that can be built into a
vehicle's rear center high mounted stop lamp. "We selected Carlson's rollover warning

,

technology because it was the most reliabl¢, safest, and most cost-effective solution
available, CTT president & CEO John Nanosaid on April 7.'

• Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has licensed exclusively to UTEK Corp., a patent
pending technology for chemical detection developed at the US Department of Energy
laboratory. Known as "Mini-Kaman Lidar,"the technology is described as a short-range
tool to screen for unknown chemical, narcotic, and hazardous substances without
needing to come into contact with them. UTEK has assigned the patent to Circle Group
Holdings Inc., in exchange for a stock transaction. "When fully developed, this tool will
give first responders the ability to detect substances on surfaces as well as in bulk
quantities from a distance of three to fifteen feet," BNL chemist and co-inventor Arthur
Sedlacek III said. "Working in partnership with Circle Group, we look forward to
completing the development of this new, non-contact detection system." Located at
Upton, N.Y., BNL is managed for DOE by Brookhaven Science Associates, a limited
liability company formed by Stony Brook University and Battelle. "The technology is a
terrific opportunity," Circle Group CEO GregoryHalpern said. "It's one of the most timely
security detection technologies that we've seen to date and I'm very excited about its
potential and the need in the marketplace."

• GlaxoSmithKline pic (GSK) and Germany's Merck KGaA agreed to end their joint
development of "Vilazodone" because results from a Phase liB program do not justify
proceeding to Phase III trials. Under the terms of their agreement, GSK will return all
rights to "Vilazodone"to Merck KGaA. Also known as EMD 68843 and S8 659746-A, the
compound was discovered and transferred into early development by Merck, which is
now considering various future options. The compound, which combines properties of a
selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitor with that ofa partial agonist, was being tested as a
treatment for depression. Founded in 1668, Merck KGaA is based in Darmstadt,
Germany, and is 74% owned by the Merck family. Its former US SUbsidiary, Merck & Co.,
has been an independent company since 1917.

• Daiichi Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd (OK) licensed exclusively a potential new anti-infective
agent, known as DK-507k, to Pfizer Inc. The agent-a novel extended-spectrum
qulnolone-s-has been shown in pre-clinical tests to be active against several drug
resistant strains of bacteria, and is in development for both oral and intravenous
treatments for respiratory tract and other infections. Pfizer will, under terms of the
agreement, gets an exclusive license to DK-507k to fund, develop, and conduct
ongoing development, and market it in all major markets except for Japan, China,
and other Asian countries. Daiichi can jointly market the treatment with Pfizer in the
US. No financial terms of the arrangement were given.
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HEADLINES
Stem cells (frompage 1)

Human embryonic pluri
potent stem cells don't
have potential to develop
into entire human bodies,
the notice says, and
numerous reports by

. different scientific,
medlcal.jmd political
entities have indicated
that stem cells have
"enormous potential" to
deliver new treatments for
a wide range of serious
diseases.

Patents should provide
an incentive to innovate,
the Patent Office says.

Without the protection
of offered by patents, it
says, industry and other
inventors might not
"undertake the risk,
investment and necessary
research to make the
advances that we hope
for in this area, such as
improved health care
products."

But the Patent Office
will not grant patents for:
-Processes for obtaining
stem cells from human
embryos because under
the amended 1977 UK

Technology Commercialization - April 2003

Patents Act, uses of
human embryos for
industrial or commercial
purposes are not
patentable inventions;
-Human totipotent cells,
which have the potential
to develop into an entire
human body, because the
human body at various
stages of formation and
development is excluded
from patentability under
the 1977 law.

However, it will grant
patents for inventions
involving human
embryonic pluripotent
stem cells if they satisfy
the normal requirements
for patentability.

An EU Directive on
patenting "bioinventions"
offers a useful framework,
and is incorporated into
the UK law.

The UK Patent Office
notice can be found at
http://www.patent.gov,uklp
atentlnotices/practice/ste
mcells.htm

The EU Directive is at:
http://europa.eu.intlsmarta
pi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!c
elexapi!prod!CELEXnumd
oc&lg=guichett
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SBIR funds hit $1.6 billion
Thousands ofthe nation's small businesses
and entrepreneurs each year discover the
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
program and the opportu11ities it offers to
launch new products:

"I can't believe this program existed and
we didn't know about it,"afrrst-tinie attendee
from Michigan at last week's National SBIR
Spring Conference in Arlington, Va., told
FTW. "If the projectdoesn't work we don't
have to pay the money back, and the
government doesn't own the patent rights. It
seems too good-to be true," he said.

Launched in the early1980s; SBIR isa
highly-competitive programfor small
businesses toengage in federal r&d with
commercializationpotential. The program's
funding is based on 2.5% set-aside ofthe
extramural research spend of federal agencies
with r&d budgets of $1OO-million or more.

Having three distinct phalies,SBIR offers
funding ofup to $IOO,OOO.for a six-month
feasibility study (phase I), and up to
$750,000 over two-years for research to
demonstrate proof-of-concept (phase 11) of
the project-No federal furiding is given for
Phase Illbecause that's whenmostSbfR
projects are expected to be commercialized
by leveraging private funding,

"Commercialization is the new
imperative," DepartmentofEducation-SBIR
coordinator'LeeEidenreminded delegates.

The size of'awards varies from agency to
agency, but typically about'S ;500 Phase I and '
1,500 PhaseIlawards are made each year.

Funding by the 10 federal departments and
agencies that participate in SBIRwill exceed
$1.6·billion this year; with $832-millioufrom
Department OfDefense.programs and $566"
million from 'Health & Human Services.

Inside:
-UC role at Los Alamos Lab is under review
-FLC signs iI10U,withNIJ and plans others
-Smallfirms seekfewer foreign patents
-DOE invites, comment on its Futu~eGenI:"oject
-Wireless Innovatio~sroundtableplanned
-Bipartisan supportfor full MEPFY-04jiinding
~NSB wants mote supportfor s&li'infrastl"!icture

In 2000, Congress reauthorized the
program until 2008, and required the Small
Business Administration to setup new
award databases, standardize agency
procedures andnomenclature, and
commissionanewNational Research
Council studyofSBIR.

Last-week's conference wits organizedby
BRTRC Inc. under contract from DOD, and
included-presentations by officials of SBA
and all the SBIR agencies, speakers from
3M and Boeing, and past award recipients'«
who have become SBIR "success" stories.

The Department ofHomelandSecurity
may become a participant in SBIR in FY-04;
but a decision is not expected until summer.

Last week's conference was organized by ,
BRTRC Inc.under contract from DOD, and
included presentations by officials of SBA
and all the SBIR agencies, speakers from'
3M and Boeing; and past award recipients
who have become SBIR "success" stories.

Getting:nano'S_nt~e
Whenh~undertook aresearch projectfcr
IBM on toner used in photocopy machineS
in the early 1980s,ProfessoFMihail Roco
had no idea it wouldlead to nanotechnology
or give him a front seat in the development
of this important field. '
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"I discovered thattheproperties of a
particle-c-as it gets smaller-behave very
differently," he recalled in an interview with
FTW on April l? at the National Science
Foundation. "It wasn'textrapolation,"

Roco's interest was further piqued by a
separate experiment that involved reverse
coating between two cylinders, also related to
photocopiers. "I found that ifyou changed .
the size of the gap by one lIlolecule;-or one .
or two nanomete~ the particles could
behave like a superfluid," he said

Although Roco found this behavior very .
intriguing, few.others were interested in his
results. Some people even thought he had'
made some errors during the research.

Today, as senior advisor on
nanotechnology at NSF, Rocorarelyhas the
luxury to look backwardbecausealmost
everyone wants to know wherenano
developments are headed!

Also a key figure in the National
Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), where he is
chair of the Nanoscale Engineering, Science,
and Technology (NSET) subcommittee of the
NationaIS&TCouncil, Roco has exchanged
his workbench for the meeting-room and
podium to.become. a well-respected advocate
for nanoin.the.United States-and overseas;

While many ofhis counterparts inthe US
research community like. to focus on exciting
futureapplicationsofnano, Roco is much
moreinterested in discussingthe potential
that nano: offers for the.environment..

He enjoys describing its likely impact on
industrialprocesses, energy, production,' and .
the remediation oftoxic waste sites, and isa
strong believer in publicexamination of the
societal issues that get raisedaboutnanotech,

One group has proposed that all nano
research shouldberegulated-s-in an 1"DA,c
type fashion-s-by the United Nations to .
ensure. it poses nothreat to hUIIlaJ:ls..\Vhi1y
sympathetic to concerns about potential .
adverse .impacts, Roco feels th",yneed to be
examined bythe different ~es.ofsocietal
implications projects alreadyunderway.
[Continuedpage 6]

I.Allf~,isclilem~af.r U<:'/
The Universitygfl:2aijf0rnia's rnaV~gelll",~t·

of the Los AIlllll?~'~latiopal F~bpra~?ry,>/
continues to e"e1"9iselIl~),'PI\ C;api~olIIill, .>

and the latesthearing toexamlne UC's '
contract for the lab is scheduled this week.

Congressman James Greenwood, R-Pa.,
chairman ofthe Ilouse'Energyec.Commerce •
Oversightand Investigations. Subcommittee,
has set a hearing for May I toreview UC's
management contract for Los Alamos.

No witness list was available as this issue
went to press, but the hearing is.expected to
provide an opportunity for panel.membersto
explore whether, UC's contractfor LA,NL
should be terminated and reassigned.
Energy officials admit privately that few.
other organizations are likely to be .
interested or qualifiedto take over the
LANL contract, but they believe a change
has become inevitable.Energy Secretary
Abraham is thought to share this.view,

A Hill staffer .told FTW on Friday that the
continuing management problems.at Los
Alamos hadfexhausted" lawmakers', faith.in
UC being capable of resolving the situation..
"A finaldecision, albeit ita painful one, will
have to be made Vyry soon." he said, .

Among those considered potentia)
candidates for the LANL contract are the.
University of-Texas, and theUniversity of
Chicago, which already operatesArgonne
National Laboratory.

Several lawmakers .havein recent months
urged thatJjC's roleat.Los Alamosshould
end, but few.have been as.well-positionedto
comment as Senator Pete.Domenici, R
N.M., who spokelast.week at the lab,

"I've been proud.oftheUniversityof
California under whose management the"
laboratory has largely flourished for .60
years," he said on April 22. "But, ,we all
know that the present manner inwhich the
laboratoryismanaged must change in ways
that are inevitable..."

Serious mistakes and poor managementin
key areas. ofLANL. had.goneuncorrected
for too long, he said, .
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"While critics have carped, I've worked to
ensure that none ofthe attacksharmed.the
laboratory," Sen. Domenici said. "ButI:
worrythatthe attacks on.Los Alamos' will
only intensify ifwe don't take dramatic
action to improve the lab's management and
reputation."

The senator revealed he has told Secretary
Abraham that "at the end of the current [Ue]
contract, I will support an effort by [him] to
conduct a competition to solicitthevery best
proposals on how the laboratory. could be
managed."

However, Sen; Domenici's support for a
competitive process was contingenton the
current LANL contract [which expires in
Sept. 2005] not being canceled, but
continuing unabated through its full term.

"I'll meet wi1;h Secretary Abraham later
this week to discuss the impending review of
the Los Alamos contract," Sen. Domenici
said, adding that.he hoped the DOE Secretary... , , .. .., . . ; .... "..'.. .
would join.in "guaranteeing.thatwhatever
management regime we develop, UC~illbe
able to compete and compete welL" "

Later thatday, UC president.Richard
Atkinson, took the.unusual.step ofissuing a
statement on Sen. Domenici's remarks. •

"We agree with hiscriticisms of the
managementproblems at Los Alamos, and
we are gratified, to receive his strong support-.
for the corrective actions we have taken," the

.. ...... " '0.... , _', ,-C,'" ,.. "

statement said..
"On the issue ofcompetition, ifSecretary ,

Abraham's decision is to compete the LA1'jL
contract, then qur instinct is to compete.and
to compete-hard. However,anyfmal decision
regarding UC's participationin.such a
process rests with the UCBoard of'Rcgents.
Until the Secretary announces his ,decision
and terms ofany competition.further
comment ... would be inappropriate."

UC may revamp its labs
But a review ofLANL given to the regents
by UC's interim vice president for laboratory
managementBruce Darlingearlier this month
offered a bleak picture.

"To date, 1& laboratory senior managers
and employees have been terminated,
removed from managementpositions and/or
reassigned-to new positions," he told them.

A tearn of 30 Ernst & Young consultants
has been at Los Alamos for several weeks to
review the lab's financial processes and
other functions.and is due to report back to
top UC officials in May, Darling revealed.

But his most interesting disclosure was
that UC'is working on a "larger revamping"
of its governance structureforthethree
national labs-e-Los Alamos, Lawrence
Livermore, and LaWfence.Berkeley-it runs
for DOEINNSA;

"We're examining various national [and
federal] laboratory management models for
elements that we can draw upon to improve
our own oversight," Darling said 011 April 3.

Those examined are: Sandia National
Laboratories, Argonne National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, '.
Brookhaven National Laboratory, DOD's
Draper Laboratory, and NASA's Jet
Propnlsion Laboratory.

"Our goal is stronger oversight by people
with expertise in science and ;.veapons,
technology businesses, and corporate
governance, who will holdthe labs and the
university accountable," he told the regents.

Co~sdetel" foreign patents
Small US firms are not protecting their
inventions through the filing offoreign
patents as often as large companies, a study
released last week by the SmallBusiness
Administration's Advocacy Office finds.

This lower rate ofpatenting likelyresults
in fewer commercial opportunities being
realized by small firms and lost revenues,
officials said.

"Small firms are incredibly inventive, but
many times they are unable. to protect their
inventions in the global marketplace due to
their inabilityto secure foreignpatents,"said
ChiefAdvocacy Counsel Thomas Sullivan.

"If small firms are unable to protectthe
resnlts of their hard work, our country conld .
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lose its most valuable source ofnew ideas
and innovations," he claimed.

Smaller firms are seeking to protect their,
inventions more than before, the study finds,
but they still patent.abroad less frequently
than large companies and also allow their
patents to lapse.

The high cost of filing foreign patents 'and
the resource limitations ofsmall firms seem
the most likely reasons for this situation.

Performed under contract by Mary Ellen
Mogee, PhD,the study updates a 1995
examination of foreign patenting practices,
and was released on April 23.

"Foreign Patenting Behavior ofSmall and
Large Firms.,-AnUpdate," can be found at:
http://www.sba.gov/advo/research or ordered,
in hard copy from NTIS on {800}553c6847,

quoting ref: PB2-003-101302..

FLCsignsMOU with NIJ
A memorandum ofunderstanding (MOU) has
been signedbythe Federal Laboratory
Consortium (FLC) for Technology Transfer
and the National Institute ofJustice (NIJ),
FTWhaslearned.

FLC serves as a national network for over
700 federal laboratories and research centers
that work on tech-transfer activities with the
private sector; while NIJ is the Justice
Department's principal research agency.

Officials hope the MOU Will helptransition
to the private and public sectortechnologies
developed by federal labs that can improve
the effectiveness and safety of law
enforcement, corrections; and related,
activities. Also, in the event ofa crisis or
major incident, FLC will coordinate with NIJ
to help identify and deploy appropriate
technologies-resources, and expertise.

Recognizing needs of the "first responder"
community.Fl.C'andNlf also will employ
the MOU to coordinate with other federal
agencies and professional organizations on
topics such as communications equipment
interoperability, less-than-lethal and critical
incident technologies, and investigative and
forensic sciences.

The MOD was signed on March 23 by
FLC chair Ann Rydalch and NIJOffice of
S&T Director David Boyd.

[Boyd has since moved to a new position
in the S&T Directorate's Office ofR&D at
the Department ofHomeland Security.]

The initial term of the MOD is two years,
but it can be extended by,mutual agreement
ofthe parties; A review will be made after a
year to ensure the MOD is meeting the
intended purpose and to make any revisions.

FLC expects to sign an extension to an
existing Metro Fire Chiefs MOD soon, and.
anMOUwith.theDS FireAdministration
may be signed by FLC in May.

DOE's new King Coal?
The Department ofEnergy wants comments '
on its plans to implement a $1"billion, 10
year demonstration project forthe world's
first coal-based~ zero-emission pilotplantto
produce electricity andhydiogen.

DOE allll(}uncedlastweekthat it is
seeking public comment on the "FutureGen"
project, whichis expected to establish the
technicalandeconomic feasibility of
producing electricityand hydrogen from
coal while capturing and sequestering the '
carbon dioxide created during the process;
Coal is the nation's lowestcost and most
abundant domestic energy resource..

But the ultimatesuccess of'Futurefien
Will, DOEoffiCials concede,depend on
accePtance of the sequestration process by
the industries likely to be most impacted by
future limits on carbon emissions,

To help advance this activity, DOE plans
to "non-competitively enter into a coop- •
erativeagreement" with a consortium led by
the coal-fired electric power industry', and
the coal production industry. '

This consortiU1Il, operating under the
guidance of a federal steering committee,
Will be responsible for the design,
construction, and operation of the
FutureGenplant, and formouitoring,
measuring, and verifying the carbon dioxide
sequestration.
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DOE says members of the consortium
shall collectively own and produce at least
one-thirdofthe.nation'scoal, and at least
one-fifth ofits coal-fueled electricity.

Consortiummembers are expected to:
(a) Be geographically diverse and represent
both eastern.andwestera domestic coal
producersan,d generatorsof coal-fueled
electricity; and (b) Be resource diverse by
representing the full range ofproducers.and
users of coal types.

DOE believes the.public interest will be
served by having this broad cross-seetionof
coal producers and, electricity generators
involved in Fururetren. The project was first
revealed by PresidentBush.onFeb.Z'Z 2003.

Companies interested in establishing the
consortium, and indiyidualswith,comments,
need to contactDOEllY JuneIri;

More details from Keith Miles, National
Energy TechnologyLaboratory, P.O. Box,
10940, MS921-107, Pittsburgh, Pa.
miles@netl.doe.gov

Last week, it Was revealed that Battelle is
coordinatingformation ofan alliance to
support Futuretfen. The nine companies in
the working group are: American Electric
Power; CONSOL Energy; KennecottEnergyi.
North American Coal C()~; PllCific;o~;
Peabody Energy; RAGAInerican, Coal "
Holding Inc.; Southern Company; and TXU.

UrbariS~'pal1~1 to ...eet·
Officials fromtl1eFederalEmer~en6y
Management Agency's (FEMA)Emergency
Preparedness & Response Directorate~ll

give upd~tes on the.~ati()nalUrban Search &
RescueResp(llls~System (NU$RRS) to an
advisory panel this week. .

EPR direct~~testaff are expected to
provide the ~dvisory committeewit~det~ils
of ongoing program activities, including
recent exercisesand traini~g.

Thepanel plan~.t~review~e curtentfuld
future PToWamrequiiements and will make
recommendations on budget allocations fot' 0 ••

FY-2004 and FY-2005.,, .
Operational status bnWSSRS and

transportation issues will also bediscussed
by the c(jmmittee., . '. . -. '.' .

Thetwo-daymeeting is scheduled to be
held April30-Mayl inWashington J:)C.'i

Formerly an independentagency,FEMAis
in the DepartrnentofHom:elandSecllrlty. .

Further details from Michael Tamillow on
(202) 646-3498.

MEP gets renewed SUppol"t
There has been renewed bipartisan support'
by lawmakers inrecent weeks for continued
funding ofthe Manufacturing.Extension
Partnership (MEP) program.

Funding for MEP..wasslated to be cut to
$13-million in FY-03; from about $110
million in the previous year. That requestby
the president wasovertnrned by Congress
which restored.the.funding to.$106;6
million. The renewed congressional support
for MEP is intended to allocate $110-million
in FY-04 for the program, and prevent a
rerun oftht:AArlit:rBcellaripn.'(. ,;' ;,0, ';

Manufact1Jringta.sk fOrces inthe Senate
and Houseas well as those rePr(;sentillg ,
Californiaand the HispanicC~ucus,hllYe
submitted letters supportiveof'continued
MEP, fun... ding to budget appropriators. .

. ,... . .

Senate activity drew supportfrom 58
senators, whilec(jmbined .efforts in the House,
drew support from 246 ~presentaiives. ".

"We're very grateful to Congress for
support," ModernizationForulll president
Michael Wojcickisaidlastweek.. '.

"Quite simply, MEPis a smartinvestment .
for the federal goyernment,"be said. "It ,
builds the economy, puts more into the[USJ
treasury thanit takes out, and creates alot of
well-payingjobs,' ...• .... 0,... . .... .

The Modernization Forum is the national
association for MEP~enters, most run by .'
state, local government or nonprofit .entities.

Sens. OlympiaSnovve1 R~Maine, and,Joe
Lieberman, D-cbnn., co-chair the Senate ..'.....
Task Force while Reps. Jack Quinn, R-N.Y.,
and Marty.Meehan, D-Mass., co-chair its . .
House c(junteWari.
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\V'areless technologyeven.t
A two-day wireless technology conference
and showcase to highlight new and emerging
innovations will beheld next month.

OrganizedbyCommerce's National
Telecommunications & Information
Administration (NTIA) and the Department
of State's Office ofInternational
Communications & Information Policy, the
"WirelessInnovations Conference "will be
held May 12'& Bin Washington DC. '

The technology showcase, featuring
exhibits and demonstrations ofthe latest
wireless technologies and devices, will be
held on the first day. A roundtable with panel
discnssions on unlicensed Wireless
technologies, will occur on the second day.

Both activities will be held atCommerce's '
offices at 14th andPennsylvania.Ave. NW.

More details from Joe Gattuso on (202)
4823-18801; jgattnso@ntia.doc,gov

Joint DOD ofIicel.rCBD
The firsteverJoint'Program Executive Office
for Chemical and Biological J:)efeIlse(JPEO- ,
CD) has been formed by the Department of
Defense, it waS revealed Friday.

Formed from the Army's existing Program
Executive Office for Chemical and '
Biologicalpefense,as w¥11 ~scurient Navy,
Air Force,' and MarineCBD program offices,
Pentagon officialshope the JPEO Will
"streamline" chemical and biological defense
acquisition!ll1d leverage the priique
capabilities <?fea~h~f the services.
Alsore~ponsible,fo],"r&d, acquisition,

fielding; and life-cyclesupport ofCBD
equipment and medical countermeasures, the
JPEO's programs include CBD detection
devices, medicalvaccines.pre-treatments,
therapeuticsand diagnostic equipment,
individual protectivemasks and suits, ,
collective protection shelters, and
decontamination systems.

The threatof Cls weap~nsbeingused
against the us by terrorists or rogue nations,
has heightened the need to better coordinate'
the nation's CBD efforts.

i .

Iii accordance with existing legislation,
Army remains the executive agent for the
Chemical and Biological Defense 'Program, ,
and JPEO-CBD reports to,Army's.acquisition
executive and defense acquisition executive. ,

Assistive technology devices·
The InteragencyWorkingGroupon Assistive
Technology Mobility Devices will hold a
public forum next-month.

Chaired by Secretary of Education Rod
Paige, the group wascreated-earlier this year
by a presidential executivememorandum,
and is charged With two tasks: Identifying
existingfederal ~rograIllsandresources
designed to help people with disabilities get
assistive technology (AT) mobility devices
needed tor their education and employment;
and Working with state, local, and tribal
goveruriients to identify their programs for
AT mobility de\'ices for disabled,individuals;

As a result of these efforts, theworking "
group will prepare a report for the president'
detailing how each of the agencies that are
represented in the working group will: 1.
Improve Coordination amongitsexisting
programs; 2. Tram vocational rehabilitation
counselors,other service providers, and
individuals with disabilities; and, 3. Share
these findings with individuals with
disabilities.

The group's report also will describe how
such individllals s.an t~I".fj,Jndingfr0~

existing sour~~sto()ptainm?~i1itydevices,.,
such as variousmanua! andpowered . -,

wheelchajrs"and" scooters,
Acc(jrdingto if!eieb.12 executive

memorandum signed by PresidentBush, the
working group shall be terminated :3(}~days ,
after submittingits report. "",,' ',"

Apart from the Education Secretary, .
members oftheworking group include the
Health & HuinanServi~es Secretary, the
LaborSecr~,and t1l.(lC()fIlJ;ui~si~Ilerllf
Social SeCurity, together with other officials
designatedbytheassistant to the president
for domestic policy. , •.. , .. ,'

The report isdue nolatfll' matl Allg:l2«,'

"-
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The working group's Mily21. forum will he
held from 9-,a.m. to 5-p.m. in the Barnhard
Auditorium ofthe Department ofEducation,
400 MarylandAve.Nw.Washington DC.

Persons planning to attend or speak at.the
forum mustregister by May 16 with. Loretta
Petty Chittum, Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services, on(202) 205
5465; osers.at@ed.goy

Representatives fromall the agencies
mentioned above are expected to attend as .
well as the Department of Veterans Affairs:
Participants from theAT mobility device
community, AT research and policyofficials,
and service organizations are also expected.

SUE inti'adruCture needs
An urgent need exists to increase federal
investment in the nation's science and
engineering (s&e) research Infrastructure to
ensure it is the "latest and best," a recent
National Science Board report says.

A modern, effective research infrastructure
is critical to maintaining US leadershipfu
s&e, according to the 50'-page document.
Evidencecf its central role is suggested by
the numberNobelPrizes awarded for
development ofnew instrument
technologies-s-S in the past 20 years'
including for electron and scanning tunneling
microscopes, laser and neutron spectroscopy,
and particle detectors-the report notes.

NSF is a leader among federal agencies in
providing the US academic community with
access to "forefront" instrumentation and
facilitie necessary to "address currently
intractable research questions, the answers to
which may transform current scientific
thinking," the NSB study says.

Five recommendations to tackle these
concerns are proposedin the report. They
include: Hike the 'share ofNSF's budget for"
s&e infrastructure from the current 22% to
nearer 27%; Give special emphasis to four
categories->instrumentation research,
midsize infrastructure projects, large facility
projects, andadvanced cyber infrastructure;
Expand education '& training opportunities at

new and existing facilities; Strengthen the
planning and budgeting for new
infrastructure; and Develop interagency plans
and strategies.'.

NSB's task force on s&e infrastructure was
chaired by-JohnA. White, Jr.

"Science and Engineering lrifrastructure
for the 21"Century: The Role ofthe National
Science Foundation, " was issued as NSB 02
190 on April 9, andean be found at:
http://www.nsf.gov/nsb/documenls/2003/stral.hlm

Getting nano (continued from page 1)
One issue Roco encountered during his early
research has made him keenly aware of the
different agendas people have for nano.

"Many colleagues in the university
community looked [atnano] as speculation or
something that was too technology-related,"
he recalled. "They didn't feelit was an
academic research topic."

Industry's response was possibly worse.
"They perceived [nano] as science fiction,"

Rocco said, "and thought that making things
smaller was just an extension ofmicro
electromechanical systems (MEMS)."

Despite this environment, in 1991 he
initiated the ·OOtUS government program to
focus on nanoscale science and engineering.

By 1999, Roco'snano background began
to find an outlet at NSF and on March l lof
that year he proposed the NN1 to the National
Science &:reqhAologyCouncil.

His memory of the event is vivid.
"1 was in competitionwith about30.other

topics that werebeingconsidered that-day,"
he said. "Up to that meeting, interest in nano
had been qnite low, and so I had prepared
ouly a lO-minute presentation. But after my
talk there a discussion lasting about two
hours! There were concerns about the
speculative nature ofthe subject and some
thought [the topic] was too exploratory, .
while others were afraid ofthe hype and not
being able to,deliver on the promises."

Today, NN1 is a highly-regarded activity
with a budgetof$744-million in FY-03 that
receives close attention from America's
major technological rivals, and Roco is seen

© Copyright Neil MacDonald, 2003. ReproductionwithoiJlpermission is prohibited.
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as its principal architect and conscience,
A survey by Forbes NanotechReport".

recentlynamedRoco.the No.1 Nanotech
Power Broker, and consistent with this
perception he continues to.be sought out by
top industry officials who value his vision of
nanotechnology's future. The same survey
assigned former Speaker Newt Gingrich an
"honorable mention."

Is there a risk US nano r&d efforts will be .
eclipsed bythose of Japan and the EUor that
intellectual property rights will be ignored?

Roco is confident that US leadership in
nanotech can be maintained, and he sees no
evidence ofUS researchers neglecting to
protect their inventions;with patents,

To illustrate this point, he pulls out two
charts, one showingnanotech spending and
the other listing annual nanotech patents by
country. As US spending on nanotech rises in
the late 1990s through to 2002, patents issued
to US inventors leap to levels of4,000,
5,000, and 6,000 a year, far exceeding those
for Japanese and European Union inventors.

" 1 can see,' not too far in the future, where
we will createa critical mass ofnano
knowledge so we can choose a systematic
method to design a product," Roco said, .
"Nano is cross-cutting and you need this
systematic approach to get knowledge and
create products."

Technology Transf~r

• Natio"allnstitutes ofHealth'sOjjtceoj
TechnologjTrimsjer in RiickviUe,Md., is
consideringgrant ofan exclusive, worldwide,
royalty-bearing license to OmniViral
TherapeuticsLLC (Germantown,Md.) fora
novel protein that can be used to removeor
inactivateHIV in fluid.samples, Theinvention is
described inU'S Patent application 60(359,360, .
"An obligate domain-swapped dimer of .
cyanovirinwith enhanced anti-viral activity." The
licensewould be limited by .field-of-use. '

Biosyn Inc. (philadelphia,Pa.jseeks what
seem to be identical rights to this same NIH
invention with similar field-of-uselimitations,

• • •• • ··People· • ~ ••;• •
President BUSh announced on April 24 his
intent to nominate eight individuals to serve'
as members of the President's National
Security Telecommunications Advisory
Committee. They ate:
-James Albaugh (BoeingCo.);
-Frank Ianna(AT&T);
-Richard Notebaert(Quest Communications);
-s-Hector de Jesus Ruiz (AdvancedMicro

Devices Inc.);
-s-Patricia Russo (Lucent TechnologiesInc.);
-Stratton!jclo.vos (VeriSign Inc.); .
-Susa"Spradley (NorteINetworks); and
-John Stanton (Western Wireless, T-Mobile),·..............- .....
Secretary.ofthe An!lY1.'hQlJl!lse•. Whit~;
submittedhis.resigtlatiOJl on April 25, but .its
effective date rym~ip.s tobe ~etyrmined.Ina
statement, Defense Sycrytary Donald
Rumsfeldexpressed llPpreciation pfwmte's
"long and able service" tothecountry, first
as a care.erU~A officer, andfortllepast!\yo
years as Secretarypfthe ArjIly. . .' .
· ...• e,_."._,. .,.,.,. ,.".~ ,. ,~_.,._,

The National Academy of SciencesPublic .
Welfare Medal will be presented to Shirley
Malcom, head ofAAAS's Directorate for ..
Education and Human Resources, tonight
(ApriI28)ah ceremonyinWashiJigtonDC:·...-;.. '.- .. ~:.:'.:.---.-.,.;" .. ' .. '.\.'

Federal '{lfchnology Watchi~';~blishedl
weekly andisavailable by.subscription only

.Editor: Neil.Maclfonaldi.:. I
Contact: Editortekqomm,@aol.com

Annual subscriptionis $450 for ~O. issues,
delivered.ehecn::orrlcany-. Ratesforsite
licenses are availably upon request . " .
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN JAPA.N

An Introduction to the Current State of

Japanese Industry

Foreword

I wish to thank you, Dr. Sherman Gee, Chairman of the Organizing

Committee .of this conference, as well as the representatives of various

countries, for having accorded me this opportunity to present to you

the situation currently prevailing in my country, Japan.

A vatiety of obervations and evaluations are. today being made
". .

both at horne and abroad concerning recent developments in the Japanese

economy. Some of them giyehigh marks to our nation for having ap-

propriately dealt with the grave confusion created by the petroleum

crisis that arose in the Fall of 1973. Also noticeable are the complaints

that weare upsetting the economic order of various countries by in-

creasing our exports, riding the crest of a wave, as our efforts to

develop the competitiveness .of our products have met with success.

Even for us who are directly involved, it is difficult to gain a

correct perception of the actual state of the Japanese economy. I believe
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it is because this economy is caught .m a whirlpool of violent chang-e.

The result is that either or both of the two observations I havecrted

may be true; it is difficult to grasp the whole picture of the numerous

complicated phenomena existing today.

I therefo!~.i~!.e:nd to introduce to you the current situation in

Japan, while keeping in mind my assigned theme of "Technology

Transfer. "

I, The Postwar Contributions to the Japanese Economy of

Technology Transfer from America and Europe

Following the enactment, of the "Law On Foreign Capital" in 1950,

various Japanese enterprises made very energetic efforts. to import

advanced technology from the United States and Europe, seeking to

catch up with the level prevailing in the industrially-advanced Western.
nations. One of the r-easons for this was the need to manufacture

domestically various required products at a time when the balance of

payments followed a deficit trend because of structural reasons. This

became our basic policy as a nation.

.,,~

""Another reason was the conculsdcnr-eached that it was more

advantageous both from the financial and time-saving aspects to import

advanced technology by paying for it in order to make up for the then

existing dearth of advanced technology, taking into consideration the .

prevailing financial difficulties of individual Japanese enterprises.

- 2 -
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. A further point that must be mentioned is the special circumstances
-' ; -. -.-.. .

in which Japanese industry found itself before and after the Second World

War. There was a tendency to \:len)' industrial property rights to tech-

.riology developed by private industry and pressure towards donating it to

further the nation's industrial power. This trend developed from 1934

onward as the country moved onto a virtual war footing. As a result,
. .

even such technology as was publicly known in our country was found.

after the war. to infringe upon patents of foreign enterprises. There

were numerous cases where Japanese enterprises in spite of possession

of their own technologies had to obtain licenses from for-eign companies

under their patents. Furthermore, the then existed patent rights of

the Allied Nations wer-e extended for a further period of ten years by

order, of the Occupied Forces. This put Japan in a very inferior position

concerning technologies.

Under such circumstances, patents and know-how concerning

various chemical products, electrical and electronic devices, varied

transportation equipment, metallurgy and, machinery were imported

in rapid succession. This introduction of new technology reached its

peak between 1955 and 1960 and it was absorbed and put to use in a

comparatively short period of time. Products produced with this im-

ported technology initially served to develop the domestic market

. consisting of 100 million inhabitants, bringing about the GNP gro'l"th
•

exceeding 10% throughout the 1960s.

~3";
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" In the meantime, the government provided guidance and support

,'to 'convert the existing labor-intensive industrial structure, centered

on light industry, to a capital- and technology-intensive structure

centered on the [heavy and chemical industries. "'nile restricting random

new entries Irrto industry on the one hand, it paid due attention to the

maintenance of the market principle of free competition. The nickname

for the Japanese economy. "Japan Inc.• " that was bandied about some

years ago, may be said to be the proper evaluation of this system of

governmental and private cooper-ation that prevailed in the stage when

Japan sought to catch up with the industrially advanced countries.

The term "Japan Inc. "is used still IlOW. but in most cases. this word

seems to be used through mi.sunder-standmg of a real state of Japan

or for lack of sufficient in.£ormation OIl it.

Is this .Ieap forward of the postwar Japanese economy simply
, .

an imitatioIl of what mdustrially advanced countries has already

accomplished? Before answerfngthis questicn, I should like to

present you with a very brief descxiptton of Japanese history.

It is true that from the historic occasion of the visit of the

American fleet led by Commodore Matthew G. Perry in 1853. Japan

established relations with America and Europe and developed a,

modern civilization within a century, exa~tly half ef the 200 years

since the Industrdal Revolution that were req\lired by the Wester11

world to reach the same.goal, But this was 110t the first rnterna-

tional technology transfer into Japan. It was acroaJily thethiz-d wave.

~4-



tuguese are still frequently used by the Japanese.

and elements developed on its own.

the original form of our written language came from the Chinese con-

.
The effects of the postwar technology transfaofr6in>:A.merica and

Europe were enormous, but today's products aren,;,lo:nger blind copies

of what was imported. .What must not be ignored ;,rethe 'alterations

str-uctur-e formed by elements imported through teclJmology transfer

framework of modern Japan, therefore, consistsofamulti-layered

period of isolation for our country. During this ,tUl>e, afusion took

place in Japan of things native 'and fcreign, .and unique new things.

thus came into being. This can serve to explain the reason why Japan,

while having a certain homogeneity with the i"dusti'ially advanced

countries.of the West,is still a country with a nai:m"e of its own. ,The

What should be noted is that despite this transfer, this was a

establrshed contacts with Japan. Its envoy, SaintFrancis Xavier, at-

-5-

tracted many disciples here. Many words that had therr origin in Per-

and improvements made to them by Japan..

At this time, technology was transferred not only hom China but also

from various .European countrfes. Firearms came in during this period.

In the 16th century, Portugal, where this confer-eneeIs being held,

world, but the second wave developed in the 15th-16th centuries.

., The first instance Was the technology transfer from the Chinese

continent in the 7th and 8th centuries at a time when this marked its

tinent at this time. Later on, Japan closed its doors to the outside

climax. in Japan. This was the first wave. As you are probably aware,
,
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Technology Transfer in the Light of Japanese Experience

We consider that Japan represents the best example of successful

":i;fh~~,,'lmob:g.Y.transf~rinthewor-Id and throughout history. It cannot be
. ·;~~1>~'!'"' >, -, .- -_.:~: ••

'::"i'{;'~ff~"""",r'dni"djmt\"'''di.atelywhether a type of technology will spred just
'·::-~·:'·:-~~~i~~h;: ..": ': ·',.:-·:·:_'r-'~·':~<~"\ ' ' , . ," : ' .

'ne=si;"it'isgo'O'd: Judging from our experience, the fol'lowing-elements
.::-

'-, .--,',
a1'eessential to make a successful transfer of technology.

'1' ,:,,"':"!~i;,:±he1'e,3nust be an appropriate difference in levels be-

"~...m:=t1:Ui:l-jes:\'Technology, like water, flows from high ground

to low ground, but when the difference in levels is too great, it

tends to flow past without stopping. There m\lst be an educational

level that is sufficiently high to absorb the technology.

. I have previously referred to Japanese history. I now wish

to add to my remarks, particularly with regard to education. In

about the 10th Century, the ability to write was common 1-"1 the higher

levels of Japanese society. 'This included women, as shown, for

example, by "The Tale of Genji" written by Lady Murasaki. This

tale is one of the masterpieces in Japanese 'classical literature and

has been introduced to abroad, too. Moreover, in the three c.enturies

between the introduction of firearms and Perry's, arrival, farmers, at

.>;o;"'"o,;:$b.e,buti:l:>J:nc..oi,;iJ;;e".."ocialladder, became.abIe to read, write and make
·-::,"-;,_~;r;...t_>~\ .__1

';-' ,simplecalculations.

- 6 -
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In mor-e recent times, the school attendance rate rose rapidly

under the primary education s,ystem to reach '95% at the end of the 19th

tion must be paid to this .point in transferring technology to develop-

c,entury, a proportion above that existing in European and American

countries.at that time. 'I'his spread of education was a major motive
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force in the development of Japanese industry. Consequently, atterr-
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ing countries i ia subject 1 shall discuss later.

Second, the same effect of levels can be said to occur within

the confines of a country. There is a need to distribute human resources.

In a specific field, when human resources and funds are concentrated

in one place creating a shortage in other places, technology transfer to

the needy areas does not progress. That is a condition on the input

side.

Third, it is.important to keep in mind the potential for diffusion

of technology. In concrete terms, this means that technology must be

marketable and be suited to immediate use. If it is highly sophisticated,

its cost becomes .hrg'h, thereby reducing the inducement to use it. Such

unsuitability for transfer can be seen in technology related to space

exploration.

Fourth, the technology must be without r.estrictions. It is natural

that classified technology cannel be transferred. For instance, patents,

secret know-how and military technology that cannot be made public

cannot be considered objects for transfer.

-7 -
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military technology, for example, is often difficult to adapt to civilian

or industrial use because of the numerous problems arising from its

cost and safety aspects.

The success of technology transfer is inseparable from the

characteristics .of technology as cited above.

Now in comparing the United States with Japan, we find that 70%

of the research and development costs in the U. S. are funded by the

government, with more than half devoted to military R&D. In Japan,

70% of the total amount spent on R&D is funded by private enterprise,

with the major proportion of the new technology thus obtained being

intended for direct civilian and industrial use. Moreover, secret

military technology is almost nonexistent in Japan and our sophisticated

technology pertains to the field of general private technology.

In addition, Japan's postwar l;tlilita:ry burden is light compared with

that of other countries.. This 'situation is due, in one sense, to hetero-

nomous factors but also to Japanese desire to seek permanent world
..

peace...Today our mihtary budget represents less than 1% of the GNP.

The comment that Japan's.startling economic development could not

have been achieved without taking into account this light defense burden

seems. appropriate, and we. are well aware that we face several grave

national security problems. However, to state that Japan is getting a

"free.z-ide" in defense bin-dens ..seems to me one-sided, and I do not

believe, .for instance, that other countries expect Japan to acquire nuclear

-8 -



weapons as soon as possible. This is a complex problem that cannot be

solved by ordinary means. Consequently, it must be said that there is

little military technology in JaF'an that can be transferred to peaceful use.

What about mammoth scientific technology projects by government

agencies .and the transfer of their results to industry? First, in the field.
of space exploration, a meteorological satellite was developed this June.

However, because Japan lacked the ability to launch. this satellite, the

operation was entrusted to the United States and it was lofted from Cape

Canaveral. After being adjusted and tested by the National Space Develop

ment Agency (NASDA), the satellite is expected to be placed under the

control of the Meteorological Agency. In, addition, however, space ex

ploration from a purely academic viewpoint has been carried out since

J.950 :With Tokyo University at its core and with the assistance of industry.

The development of nuclear power.bas become and urgent task.

A nuclear fuel reprocessing plant has been completed and is ready to

begin test operations. As is generally known, this matter has now become

the subj ect of diplomatic negotiations bet"':'een Japan and the United

States. H In the field of energy, the "Sunshine Pzoject " is now being

. pushed for the purpose of developing alternate energy sources to re

place petroleum. A "Moonlight Proj ect" is also being prepared to

devise means to save energy. Joint reasearch between governmental

research organizations and private electronics companies has also

started on a projcet for the very-large-scale integration of semi-

-9-
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conductors (VLSI) with the government providing asststan ce with part

of research funds. But, this is limited only to researches. Industries

are pursuing the necessary ·developlllent under their own funds on a

competitive principle with each other.

The predominant interest now is how existing technology, even

from other fie lds , can assist in achieving the obj ectives of these various

development projects. It is still too early to look for its ripple effects

upon the other areas. Every possible effort is now being directed

rather.to the development of technologies required for these projects.
,

A characteristic feature of the mammoth projects in Japan is that

they are principally aimed at being directly utilized for civilian use.

What the Apollo Project was for the U. S., and the Concorde was for '

Fzance.and the United Kingdom, the Shinkansen (bullet train) was for

Japan.. It is also common knowledge that the outstanding shipbuilding

technology which produced the huge battleships Yamato and Musashi

formed theioundation of the technology needed to build today's economi

cally superior 300, 000 and 500, ODD-ton tankers. It is significant in

looking at the situation in Japan today, to note that immediately following

the end of thewar the wartime engineers and technicians endeavored to

transfer the technologies they possessed to civilian use.

Ill. Technology Transfer from 'Japan to Developing Countries

and the Emergence of Semi-Developed Asian Nations

-
Today, in quantitative terms, the volume of output of Japanese

industrial products such as st.eel, ships, passenger cars and television

.•
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sets is among the largest in the world, and these products have attairied
,

atop-level worIdwi.de reputation for quality, performance and value.

They have gained the utmost confidence among consumers because of

their fine finishing, low defect rate, and dependable servicing. The

.reason for their having achieved this .high quality can be found in the

unceasing efforts of the Japanese to achieve perfection. Take for example

quality control. Japan did not simply import from America the prin-

ciples of quality control, but contrived various improvements and

launched a wide-scale movement for the application. of these methods.

This .has contributed greatly to the excellence of Japanese products.

For instance, the ZE (Zero Defects) movement wasIaunched in

Japan 12 years ago. Today 8 million people working in 7, 000 plants

and factories participate in this movement.. Every year, ·3, 000 worker

delegates :representing their respective workshops gather for a general·

meeting. This makes an impressive sight: Such ingenious measures

together with the transfer of Western technology are integral factors in

raising the quality of Japanese products.

From the standpoint of Japan's geographical pos'itiori, it is quite

natural that Japanese industrial technology is being graduafly transferred

to neighboring Asian countries. The greatest results achieved so far

have been in the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Singapore,

foflowed by Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Hong Kong and other

countries.. Among the types of technology transferred are those in the

~ ~1 .,
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fields of textiles, electrical and electronic products, chemical products

and foods'tuffs r There are some cases where technology for heavy industiral

products of a medium scale such as steel, ships and transportation equip-

ment has been included, but labor-intensive light industry technology is

in the lead.

Most of the countries that have been provided with such technology

transfers are no longer underveloped nations but have reached the stage

of semi-development. The Republic of Korea takes the lead among them,

Economic activity in these countries is extremely brisk, their rallying

cry being "Catch up with Japan. "

Basically, I believe that Japan should freely provlde the technology

it possesses when requested and herself develop more sophisticated tech-

niques.in new fields for her own activities. Our country today still imports

more technology than it exports, but the day shoul~ not be far off when

a balance will be struck in this respect.

Japanese technology is naturally also being exported to Europe

and. America as well asto those Latirr-Amez-ican countries now at the

stage of semi-development and to Arab and African nations.

In the.field of technological cooperation with developing countries,

the need is Incr-easing for personnel exchange and for individual training.

We are learning that the results of technologic;al transfer depend on the

adaptability level of the recipient country and how well it is prepared to

fulfill the required conditions.
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., It can thus be said that Japan, which 10 or 15 years ago was in the

Position ofpursuer of the world economic society, is now becoming the
. .

country being pursued by these nations.

IV. Building an All-Around Security Svstem and the International

Transfer of Technology

A diversification phenomenon has been taking place in world

politics in the last few years witha relaxation of international tension

through detente and the return of China to international society. On

the other hand, the economic environment is also undergoing major

change as the result of the stagflation that developed around the time

of the oil crisis, the uncertainty prevailing among international currencies

and other factors. As a consequence, it appears as if the high postwar

tide of technological innovation and economic growth were now ebbing.

At the same time, the world and es.pecially· the industrially developed

countries.are facing common tasks as they are confronted with challenges

of new diriiensions.

The first of these is the question of how to deal with the shortages

. in r esour ces. and energy; second is .ensuring and improving public

safety through pollutacrr-contrcl and di.saeter-rpreverrticn measures;

thi~d is how' to deal.with the excessive population density of urban areas,

and fourth is searching for meas~res to eliminate the gap between the

northern and the southern portions of the globe.
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